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Come aboard the USS Roosevelt being updated to meet the needs 
-a floating airfield, fortress, city of the high-performance nuclear
of 4500 men, and a complex powered Nimitz carrier. There'll 
of electronic systems. Most of be more radar, data-processing, 
the equipment works fine, but it's and automation .. See page 58. 



If price and performance 
are important-
here's a 7 MHz value 

This is a lab-quality, all-solid-state 
scope-at a price you 'd ordinarily 
expect to pay for older vacuum-tube 
models. 

Value - DC to 7 MHz bandwidth . 
This frequency range covers audio, 
video and most control circuit appli
cations. 

Value-5 mV to 20 V per division 
deflection factor. Here is sufficient 
capability to pick up most electronic 
or electro - mechanical system out
puts without distortion or need for 
additional amplifiers. 

Value- Rock solid triggering with 
capabilities ordinarily found only in 
more expensive lab type oscillo
scopes . .. triggered or recurrent 
sweep, single-sweep, and automatic 
triggering. 

Value - Low drift, long -term sta
bility. Field effect transistors virtually 
eliminate drift from temperature 
changes, shock or vibration . Long
term stability means less frequent 
calibration . 

Value- Easy to use. Logical ar
rangements of controls , beam finder, 
auto-triggering make operation easy. 
Interlocking controls on sweep time 
and magnifier prevent readout errors. 

Value-Easy-to-see display. Inter
nal graticule, 8 x 10 cm CRT for mea
surement accuracy. Bright, small 
spot-size trace increases visibility 
and resolution. 

Value-Available in single channel 
cabinet or rack versions (1215A or 
12158), or in dual-channel cabinet or 
rack versions (1217A or 12178). Elec
trical characteristics are identical. 
Rack version is only 51/4'' high. Panel 
on the cabinet version is about the 
size of th is page. 

Value - Price, 1215A/B, $950 ; 
1217A/ B, $1175. Add up the features , 
then divide by price and you ' ll find 
this is the greatest performance/ 
dollar value ever offered. ...,. 

These 7 MHz oscilloscopes are 
new members of HP's growing family 
of low- and mid-frequency oscillo
scopes. In addition to these new mid
range scopes you have 500 kHz 
scopes in 14 models with your choice 
of: Single or dual trace, 100 µ.Vlcm 
or 5 mV I cm deflection factors, con
ventional display or variable persis
tence and storage, all in cabinet or 
rack versions. 

If you ' re looking for accurate mid
frequency measurements, ease of 
use, reliability-all at a low cost
here's a real 7 MHz value! 

Call your local HP field engineer. 
Or, write to Hewlett-Packard, Palo 
Alto , California 94304. Europe: 1217 
Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland. 

HEWLETT"' PACKARD 

OSCILLOSCOPE SYSTEMS 
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The $1200 Bad-Apple Finder. .... 

. . . . . GR's New 1662 Resistance Limit Bridge! 
You can't plug an apple into the new GR 1662 (it's only a 
one-terminal device), but if you have barrels of resistors to 
sort, the 1662 will find the out-of-tolerance components 
for you - quickly, easily, and inexpensively! It's the ideal 
instrument for selecting and qualifying resistors by percent 
deviation either manually or in an automatic system. 
To handle all the resistance test requirements you're likely 
to face, the 1662 has percent-deviation ranges of ±0.3, ±1.0, 
±3.0, ±10, and ±30%. Test results are indicated by meter 
reading, de-voltage levels, and HIGH-GO-LOW lights. The 
high limit and low limit can be adjusted independently (by 
front-panel controls or external de voltage) to any value 
within the full-scale meter range. 
Use the 1662 for manual sorting and get precise meter 
readin~ in one second or use the HIGH-GO-LOW lights for 
faster sorting limited only by the speed of the operator. Use 

automatic sorting equipment like the GR 1782 Analog Limit 
Comparator (from $550) to get maximum test rates of four 
components per second. The 1782 allows simultaneous 
multiple-tolerance-limit sorting. (Apples can be tested only 
with a core-memory device.) 
For straight resistance measurements, 1662 has a basic 
bridge accuracy of 0.02%, a comparison accuracy of 100 ppm, 
and a total range of 1 ohm to 111.1111 megohms. The 
resolution of the 1662 is 0.01 ohm on the 111-kilohm range 
to 10 ohms on the 111-megohm range. 
Oh, yes. Even at $1200, the 1662 Resistance Limit Bridge is 
available with a quantity discount for two or more. For 
more information, write General Radio Company, West 
Concord, Massachusetts 01781 or telephone (617) 369-4400. 
In Europe write Postfach 124, CH 8034 Zurich, 
Switzerland. 
Prices apply in U.S.A. 

GENERAL RADIO 
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Another first. 
Oneof135 
Systron-Donner 
instruments 
Electronic counters 
Pulse generators 
Microwave frequency 

indicators 
Digital clocks 
Memory testers 
Digital voltmeters 
Time code generators 
Data generators 

Analog computers 
Digital panel meters 
Microwave signal 

generators 
Laboratory magnets 
Data acquisition 

systems 
Microwave test sets 
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How to get the world's 
first monolithic dual FET. 

By design. 

4 
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By tomorrow. 
There's never been an N-channel dual FET 

remotely like it. We should know. With FETs by the 
millions under our belts, this little 2-in-l device is 
something else again. 

It's monolithi c. It's matchless. It's National's 
FM3954. Wipes out the sticky problem of matching 
two separate FETs for identical specs. This revolu
tionary new dual eliminates the entire costly, time
consuming process. By designing both FETs on a 
single chip, the match is built in to stay. 

Our monolithi c marvel's a unique performer too. 
Even the best discrete matched duals can't touch its 
track record; offset voltage (5mV max.), tempera
ture drift (5µV/ °C max.), from 50µA to 500µA. 

Not to mention its flexibility of use or the reliabil

ity advantage because it's monolithic. And because 
it's National. 

Available now. No maybe's about it. We've got 
monolithic dual FETs packed on the shelves, ready 
to ship without delay. Priced from $2.40 to $15.00 
in hundred lots. 

Write or call for complete spec data. We'll throw 
in a brief listing of our hundred or so other discrete 
FETs. National Semiconductor, 2900 Semiconduc
tor Drive, Santa Clara, California 95051 ( 408) 
732-5000 TWX: 910-339-9240 
Cable: NATSEMICON 

National/FET 
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REMEMBER 
The full line of 

Series 9000 TTL 
is available from ITT. 

~- Ask your ITT distributor 
or field sales engineer 

about our ceramic DIP 
pin-for-pin 

replacements 
in both military 

and commercial 
temperature ranges. 

semiconductors ITT 
ITT SEMICONDUCTORS IS A DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 3301 ELECTRONICS WAY WEST PALM BEACH FLORIDA 33407. (305) 842-2411 

FACTORIES IN FLORIDA • MASSACHUSETTS • ENGLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • PORTUGAL • AUSTRALIA 
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Ceramaae ferrite components for the 
70°eolordeflection system. And again 
In 1964, the 90° color components. To
day we're working on the color 110°. In 
addition, we've been involved with 
such major television advances as 
Automatic Pincushion Correction. 

Stackpole engineering and produc
tion know-how has contributed much 
to the technology of television. Our 
components can be found in every 
domestic TV set. Not only ferrites and 
resistors, but variable resistors and 
linear potentiometers; slide and 
rocker switches; capacitors and hard 
ferrite magnets. More than any other 
manufacturer. 

Have you got what it takes to build 
a good TV set? Be sure. Specify 
Stackpole electronic componentry 
wherever possible. You'll get the value 
and performance you need. Write or 
call: Stackpole Carbon Company, 
Electronic Components Division, St. 
Marys, Pa. 15857. Phone 814-834-1521. 
TWX: 510-693-4511. 



Next generation 
radiation-hardened 
IC's are here today. 

Here's a better idea from Philco-Ford in radiation
hardened integrated circuits. It's a proven tech
nique for mass production manufacturing which 
eliminates precision lapping and etching steps. 

The payoff in performance: just by changing from 
conventional circuits to their Philco-Ford dielectri
cally isolated equivalents, you can get an order of 
magnitude increase in radiation tolerance; the cir
cuit performance will no longer limit the overall 
system capability when exposed to a weapons 
environment. 

The payoff in price: we expect that these circuits 
will turn out to be your most economical solution to 
radiation hardening. 

The better idea people tn bipolar /C's. 

The following circuits are immediately available in 
quantities for your evaluation: 

Part No. Description Price: 100-499 

PLR93051 DTL dual 4-input gate with expander $25.00 

PLR93251 DTL dual 4-input buffer with expander $27.50 

PLR94451 DTL dual 4-input power gate with expander $27.50 

PLR94551 DTL RS / JK master-slave clocked flip-flop $37.50 

PLR96251 DTL triple 3-input gate $25.00 

PLR98051 dual level shifter $37.50 

PLR90951 709-type operational amplifier $45.00 

For a copy of recent technical literature, write Bi
polar Products Marketing, Philco-Ford Corporation, 
Microelectronics Division, Blue Bell , Pa. 19422. 

PHILCO 
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Breach 
the current 
barrier 
Fast-switching 
RCASCR's 
have high di/ dt 
capability 

SCA Current 
families Volts (rms) 

TA7395 600 40A 
400 
200 

40555 600 SA 
400 
200 

40216 600 35A 

2N4101 600 5A 
400 
200 

Typical Applications 

modulators/inverters, 
small radars , sonars, 
high frequency inverters, 
pulse modulators 

Sock most SCR's with a 400 A/ µ.s pulse and 
they're destroyed-they can't turn off fast 
enough. Slam the developmental RCA
TA7395 with the same kind of pulse, and it 
keeps working ... and working ... and work
ing. (It literally breaches the current barrier!) 
That's because RCA SCR'~turn off in 10 µ.s 
and spread forward current faster-so switch
ing losses are low-and less heat is dissi
pated internally. 

In addition to fast turri-off times, the TA7395 
and other RCA SCR families have high dv/dt 
characteristics, and may be used at frequen
cies up to 25 kHz. 

Engineers take notice: RCA SCR's are sub
jected to the most stringent quality assurance 
tests in the industry. With case temperatures 
held at 120°C, the SCR's are pulsed by 100 
A/ µ.Sand 250 VI µ.s (up to rated voltage) 
signals to check turn-on switching losses 
and turn-off times. 

For further details, see your local RCA 
Representative or your RCA Distributor. Or 
write RCA Electronic Components, Com
mercial Engineering, Section G1 -1 /URS, 
Harrison, N.J. 07029. In Europe: RCA Inter
national Marketing S.A., 2-4 rue du Li~wre, 
1227 Geneva, Switzerland. 

r' 

/ 



These new 
FETopamps 

are fastl 

I 

1 
- - \ ~-;1. of final cxtpJt 

i 
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: SEffilt.JG 1iM~ ~· 
~ less than 1µ sec ' 
1 even uYlder c.apacihve locrl 

Now you can settle for less I 
Here are two wideband FET operational amplifiers that 
deliver fast settling times under realistic circuit condi
tions. Equally fast in both inverting and non -inverting 
modes, these new Burr-Brown units are stable with up 
to 1000 pf of capacitive load without external compen
sation. 

Their fast response, low output impedance and 6 
dB/octave rolloff is ideal for such 
applications as A/D and D/A con
verters, high-speed buffer amplifiers, 
pulse amplification, sample/hold 
circuits and high-speed integrators. 
The 1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4" Burr-Brown 
package is compatible with high
density card spacing. 

HIGHLIGHT SPECIFICATIONS 
MODEL NO. 3278/14 3279/14 
Settling Time, max. 

to .01% of 
final value 1.0 µsec 1.0 µsec 
including slew rate 

Slew Rate, min. 32 V/ µsec 32 VI µsec 
Bandwidth 

Unity Gain 10 MHz 10 MHz 
Voltage Drift, max. ±20µV/°C ±50µV/°C 
Open Loop Impedances 

CM & Diff. Input 10" 0 10" 0 
Rated Output ±10V@±20 mA ±10V@±20 mA 
Price, 1-9 $47.00 
100 Unit Price $35.00 

FOR COMPLETE TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
on these new fast-response FET op amps, 
contact your Burr-Brown Engineering Rep
resentative or use this publication's reader 
service card. 

$37.00 
$28.00 

BURR-BROWN BB 
Operational Amplifiers 
Instrumentation Amplifiers 
Function Modules RESEARCH CORPORATION 

Internat i ona l A irport Industrial Park • Tucson. Arizona 85706 

TELEPHONE : 602 -294-1431 •TWX : 910-952 -1111 •CABLE : BBRCORP 
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The new Cyclohm Fan from Howard vs. "the other fan" 

The new Howard tubeaxial fan delivers a larger volume of air 
over a wider range, runs up to I 0 years without service or 
lubrication, has a rugged cast aluminum frame , yet costs about 
the same as "the other fan" you're now using. (See why we 
call the comparison " unfair"?) 

In all fairness, we admit the new Howard Cyclohm fan is 
exactly the same size as "the other fan. " They're interchange-

able. But then we come to comparisons like Howard Cyclohm's 
six-blade impeller (vs. three) which is computer-mated to the 
famous Howard Unit Bearing Motor with a 5-year warranty 
based on an engineered lifespan of 10 years (vs. a traditional 
bearing motor). Then, too, there 's 115 CFM air delivery (vs. 
100). And cost: The new Howard Cyclohm never costs more 
than "the other fan" ... and Howard delivery is overnight! 

Be fair to yourself: Send for all the unfair facts. 

------ HOWARD 
HOWARD INDUSTRIES 
A DIVISION OF MSL INDUSTRIES, INC. 
242018th STREET, RACINE, WISCONSIN 53403 
414-632-2731 TWX 910-271-2387 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 10 
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When it comes to high voltage de power supplies, come to the 

from H ipotronics. Here we are, one of the world's largest suppliers of 
HV Test Equipment and some people don't know we make HV DC Power Supplies. And 
we're getting bigger and better all the time: We just expanded our facilities by 150 percent, 
allowing us to more fully supply the needs of present - and future - customers. 

CAPABILITIES: 
D EHV DC Power Supplies; i.e., 1 million volts 

(cv 20 ma, with reversible polarity 

D HV "Brute Force" Supplies; i.e., 500 KV (cv 100 ma 

D HV High Energy Supplies; i.e., 200 KV (aJ 1 amp or 
100 KV (a-' 2 amps, with reversible polarity 

D 100 kw Constant Current Monocyclic Capacitor 
Charging Supplies 

D Power Packs, epoxy and oil filled 

D Standard HV Power Supplies; i.e., 100 watts to 
200 kw, 1000 volts to 1 million volts 

FACILITIES: 
D Capacitor manufacturing facility 

(Corson Electric Division of Hipotronics) 
D Transformer manufacturing facility 
D Vacuum, varnishing and impregnating system, 

for coils up to 7 f oat diameter 
D Advanced vacuum oil processing system 
D Indoor high bay assembly and test area for 

operating units into the megavolt range 
D Lift facilities in excess of 25 tons 

AND ... 
D 85,000 square feet of modern air-conditioned 

plant facilities. 

Call or send your specific requirements to 
Mr. David Spiegelman, Chief Engineer, Power Supplies 

I l ; I High Potential Electronics 
H::CPOTRON::CCS 

INC. BREWSTER, NEW YORK 10509 / (914) BR 9-8091 
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Designer's 
Calendar 

t-
FEBRUARY 1970 

s M T w T F s 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

1: 

For further information on meet
ings, use Information Retrieval Card. 

Feb. 10-12 
Winter Convention on Aerospace 
and Electronics Systems (Win
con ) (Los Angeles) Sponsor : 
IEEE. R. Banks, Los Ange les 
Council IEE E , 3600 Wilshire 
Blvd., Suite 1920, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90005 

CIRCLE NO. 336 

Feb. 18-20 
International Solid-State Circuits 
Conference (P h iladelphia ) Spon
sor : IE E E, Univ. of Penna., L. 
Winner, 152 W. 42 St., New York, 
N.Y. 10036 

CIRCLE NO. 337 

Feb. 18-19 
Instrumentation Fair (Los An
ge les ) Sponsor : In strumentation 
F a ir Inc., Calif. L. Courtney, Lar
ry Courtney Co., 16400 Ventura 
Blvd., En cino, Calif. 91316 

CIRCLE NO. 338 

MARCH 1970 h 

s M T w T F s 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

29 30 31 
1: 

Mar. 11-13 
Scintillation & Semi c ondu ct o r 
Counter Sympos ium (Washington, 
D.C.) Sponsor : NBS, IEEE. R. L. 
Ch ase, Brookhaven Nation a l Lab
orator y, Upton, N.Y. 11973 

CIRCLE NO. 339 
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ST'M VOLT - OHM-MILLIAMMETER 

Simpson's NEW 
solid-state VOM 
with FET-lnput 
• HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE . .. 

11 Meg Q DC 10 Meg Q AC 
• PORT ABLE . .... battery operated 
• 7- INCH METER ..... overload protected 
Simpson's new 313 gives you high input impedance for 
accurate testing of latest circuit designs ... free of line cord 
connections. Over 300 hours operation on inexpensive bat
teries. And the new 313 is stable, which means positive, 
simplified zero and ohms adjustments. Protected FET-input 
handles large overloads. DC current ranges to 1000 mA. 
Sensitive Taut Band movement and 7-inch meter scale 
provide superior resolution down to 5 millivolts. Write today 
for complete specifications. 

Complete with batteries, 3-way AC-DC-Ohms probe, 
and operator's manual................... . ........ $125.00 

GET "OFF-THE-SHELP' DELIVERY FROM 
YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR 

ELECTRIC COMPANY DIVI SION 

5200 W. Kinzie Street, Chicago, Illinois 60644 • Phone (312) 379-1121 
EXPORT DEPT.: 400 W. Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606. Cable Simelco 
IN CANADA : Bach -Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario • IN INDIA : Ruttonsha-Simpson Private 
Ltd., International House, Bombay-Agra Road, Vikhroli, Bombay 
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Buckbee-Mears 
offers the biggest 
variety of 
flexible circuits 
on the market 
today! 

We also 
produce 
the best. 

The most flexible, accurate way to produce flexible circuits 
is by precision photomechanical reproduction. As it hap
pens, Buckbee-Mears invented the photomechanical tech
nique. Our facilities are larger and more advanced than 
anyone else's. 

Using the photomechanical process, we offer sharp defi
nition and close tolerances in both Mylar* and Kapton* 
base circuits. We produce smaller wires to two mils apart 
on four mil centers. We also produce very large circuits. 
Once, for example, we etched two sided circuits that were 
five feet square. Another time we etched a single sided 
flexible circuit six feet long by just three inches wide. Most 
important, we hold tolerances to ± .0002 inches on wires 
and space. You can't buy a more accurate circuit. 

There are other advantages to having Buckbee-Mears 
produce your flexible circuits by photomechanical repro
duction. We etch holes through the dielectric material, 
saving a drilling or punching operation. After etching the 

holes, we can pull the wire down through the holes, or 
leave them hanging out for pin connectors. 

The holes can be plugged with a conductive material for 
a good electrical path from top surface to bottom surface. 
We offer gold, 60% tin and 40% lead, or pure lead plating 
over the conductors. The plating can be done selectively or 
over the entire circuit. We guarantee shrinkage control on 
any flexible circuit pattern we produce. 

More and more industries are finding applications for 
flexible circuits today. Major users include computer manu
facturers, the auto industry and microcircuit packaging. 
But anyone who has a space or weight problem can use 
Buckbee-Mears flexible circuit technology. 

If we can help you, call or write Bill Amundson, our 
industrial sales manager. He has a staff of experts in flexible 
circuitry who can solve your particular problems. Bill's 
phone number in St. Paul is 612-227-6371. 
'DuPont trademark 

PRECISION M ETAL AND GLASS ETCHING• ELECTRO FORMING• AUTOMATED DESIGN 

me BUCKBEE-MEARS COMPANY 
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA 55101 
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New train of thou ght in rap id transit
efectrilying changes just around the bend. 

New 100 Amp free-wheeling rectifier 
from IR. With 1.5 µsec recovery. 
More power to you when you design in the industry's first fast recovery rectifier 
in the 100 Amp field-IR's exclusive 101KL. Clamps down on transients, stays 
cooler, cuts power dissipation during reverse recovery. Applicable as free
wheeler types in high power systems. Low recovery losses provide increased 
rating at very high frequencies. And, improve SCR performance when used in 
chopper and inverter circuits. 

The 101 KL & 101 KLR (forward or reverse polarity) are available in a D0-8 Rock
top package, rated from 400 through 1300 volts. (400-1000V. units have optional 
1.5 or 2.0 µ.sec recovery times; 1200 & 1300V. units are 2.0 µ.sec only.) 

Other IR Fast Recovery Diodes include 250 Amp stud-mounted and 400 Amp 
Hockey-Puk types. All in distributor stock to help you speed tomorrow's electri
fying change. Write for specs, application data, or engineering assistance. 

Silicon Controlled Rectifiers 0 Power Logic-Triacs 0 Silicon Power Rectifiers O Selenium Rectifiers 
O Zener Diodes O Custom-engineered Sub-assemblies and Systems O Light Sensitive Devices .---------. 

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER I IOR I 
Semiconductor Division, 233 Kansas Street, El Segundo, California 90245, Phone (213) 678·6281 
MANUfACTURING fAClllTICS: UNITED STATES, CANADA, ~£AT BR ITAIN. !NOIA, ITAlY, JAPAN, WITH SAt.ESOf'flCES ANO DISTRIBUTION IN Mi\JOR CITIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 14 
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'Iechno has 3/8",.. 
RTR24 style 
(MIL-R-39015) 
wirewound trinttners 
qualified at the 
P confidence level 
for0.1%FR. 
Available for immediate delivery. 

Write for Bulletin ER 
i--::::> TECHNO-COMPONENTS CORP. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF OAK ELECTRO / NETICS CORP 

7803 L E MONA AVE NU E j VAN NUY S , CALIFORNIA 91405 

(213) 7R1-164? TW X 91 0-495-2015 

)NFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 15 
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Check these pace-setting specs 
for the I MC1536G, MC1436G, I industry's first 
high-voltage monolithic Op Amp 

• Maximum Supply Voltage - ± 40 Vdc 
• Output Voltage Swing - (min) 

± 30 Vpk (V+ = +36 V, v - = -36 V) 
± 22 V pk (V + = +28 V, v- = -28 V) 

• Input Bias Current - 20 nA max 
• Input Offset Current - 3.0 nA max 

• Fast Slew Rate - 2.0 V /µs typ 
• Internal ly Compensated 
• Offset Voltage Null Capability 
• Input Over-Vo ltage Protection 
• Avo L - 500.000 typ 
• Characteristics Independent of Power Supply Voltages -

(±5 .0 Vdc to ± 36 Vdc) 

TYPICAL NON-IN V ERT ING X 10 VO LTAG E A MPLI F IER PEAK OUTPUT VOLTAGE SWING 
versus POWE R SUPPLY VOLTAGE 

Vo 44 Vp p 

4 28 v 

10 M 

I M 

CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC 

Double your supply voltage 
.. . double your Op Amp 

applications range 
with the MC1536 

The circuit ry shown external to Motorola 
products is for illustrative purposes only, 
and Motorola does not assume any respon 
sibility for its use or wa rrant its per
formance or that it is free from patent 
infringement. 

~ 
0 

> 

NON 
INVERTING 

±10 ±20 ±30 

v+, v-. POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vdc) 

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

v• 1 

L~_J 
t OFFSET 

_ _ - _j ADJUST 

±40 

Vout 

The MC1536G and the low temperatu re-range 
MC1436G are available in the 8-pin (T 0 -5 ) 
package from distributor stock. The 100-up price 
for the MC1536G is $39.00, and the MC1436G 
is $18.00. For complete specifications and appli
cations information, circle the reader service 
number on the opposing page, or write: P . 0. 
Box 20912, Phoenix, Arizona 85036. 

IVIOTOROLA 
Integrated Circuits 



check Continental's complete line ... 
FIXED CONTACTS 

145-8-3/ 8 CONTACTS/ FIXED 

145-8-41 I 10 CONTACTS/ FIXED 

145-8-10/ 14 CONTACTS/ FI XED 

145-8-15/ 20 CONTACTS/ FIXED 

with fixed or removable contacts 
in 8, 10, 14 and 20 sizes. 

Terminations: solder cups, dip solder, 
turret terminals, eyelet lugs. 

For a free copy of our illustrated 
brochure on Relay Sockets , including 
outline drawings and technical data, 
write to Advertising Department, 

: Continental Connector Corporation , 
34-63 56th Street, Woodside, N. Y. 11377. 
Or phone (212) 899-4422 for fast action . 

REMOVABLE CONTACTS 

145-8-23 
8 CONTACTS/ REMOVABLE 

145-8-51 
14 CONTACTS/ REMOVABLE 

145-8-42 
8 CONTACTS/REMOVABLE 

ILLUSTRATIONS ACTUAL SIZE 

Connect ... with a Continental Connector! 

CONTINENTAL CONNECTORS 
CONTINENTAL CONNECTOR CORPORATION • WOODSIDE, NEW YORK 11377 

For the Sales Representative Nearest You. See Our Listings in EEM and VSMF Directories. 
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Introducing 
our new 3-times-faster 

16-channel, 12-bit A-to-D front end. 

It's yours for the same old price. 

We've tripled the speed of our multi
plexing 12-bit A-to-D converter, but 
we've left the price alone. 

So now, for $1950, you can get our 
new high-speed Minivertern' and digi
tize 16 analog channels at a 1 OOkHz 
word rate. Or change a few connec
tions (manually or under computer 
control) and get throughputs of 150-
kHz with 10-bit words, 200kHz with 
8-bit words and 250kHz with 6-bit 
words. 

Whichever rate you choose, you 
get 16 multiplex channels with 100 
megohms input impedance. The in-

dustry's highest performance sample
and-hold amplifier. Four control modes: 

random, sequential, random start, ran
dom advance. A system that requires 

only + 5· Vdc power. And everything 
in a 10-connecter block that meas

ures just 4" x 5" x 4". 

It's the best price/ performance 
story in conversion equipmenttoday. 

Write or call for all the details 
now. Raytheon Computer, 2700 
South Fairview Street , Santa Ana, 
California 
92704, Phone [RAYTHEON] 
714 / 546-7160 ·-------.--· 
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CLARE TF MILITARY RELAY 

Three contact arrangements: 1 Form C 
with base-connected movable contacts; 
1 Form C and 2 Form C with movable 
contacts insulated from case. 

Clare's T0-5 meets 
or exceeds MIL·R·5757E! 

In T0-5's, you can now enjoy a choice of suppliers-and you can 
sit back and enjoy Clare's dependable performance and prompt 
delivery. For Clare's TF (T0-5) Relays meet or exceed the require
ments of MIL-R-5757E. TF features: a rigid frame to keep elements 
stable, balanced armature aligned; pressurized nitrogen to mini
mize arcing, extend contact life; hermetically-sealed case-all 
welded; optimized magnetic circuitry to assure maximum contact 
pressure. Withstands shock to 80 G, vibration to 30 G. Keeps going 
at temperatures from - 65°C to + 125°C. 1,000,000 operations at 
low level, 100,000 at rated load. 

For information, circle Reader Service number, call your Clar~ 
sales engineer or distributor, or write for Data Sheet 758. C. P. 
Clare & Co., Chicago, Illinois 60645 . .. and worldwide. 

LOOK FORr::'!tRE ON THE RELAY 

~ a GENERAL INSTRUMENT Company 



... want a tantalum capacitor with proven performance? 

Buy TYPE lSOD TANTALEX® 
SOLID-ELECTROLYTE 
CAPACITORS 
• Hermetically-sealed in metal cases • Four case sizes, ranging from 

1,4" to lfe" length • Value-packed performance characteristics

low impedances at high frequencies, low dissipation factor, minimal 

capacitance drift with temperature, practically no change in 

capacitance with life • Low leakage current limits • New higher 

capacitance ratings • Request Engineering Bulletin 3520F 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 821 
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Buy resistors with built-in clepenclability ... 

Vitreous-enamel BLUE JACKET® 
POWER WIREWOUND 
RESISTORS 
• All-welded end-cap construction eliminates moisture along 

leads, also anchors leads securely to resistor body • Expansion 

coefficients of vitreous coating, .ceramic core, and end caps 

are closely matched • Standard wattage ratings include l, 2, 2.5, 

3, 5, 7, 10, and 11 watts • Also available with radial tab terminals 

in ratings from 8 to 230 watts • Request Engineering Bulletin 74100 
• 

For Engineering Bulletins as noted above, write to: 
Technical Literature Service, Sprague Electric Co., 347 
Marshall Street, North Adams, Massachusetts 01247. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 822 
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SPRAGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

THE BROAD-LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS 
"Spra1ue· and ·@ · are re1istered trademarks of the Spraaue Electuc Co . 
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News scone 

Industry edgy as NASA 

and Sylvania shut centers 
Electronics research in the New 

England area has been dealt a 
sharp blow-and the industry is 
wondering whether it isn't a har
binger of similar misfortune else
where in the country. 

NASA's Electronics Research 
Center in Cambridge, Mass., will 
be closed by June 30, resulting in 
the transfer or termination of 
$25-million in contracts. The 831 
employees are scheduled to lose 
their jobs. 

And Sylvania's Applied Research 
Laboratory in Waltham, Mass., is 
also shutting down. According to 
a company spokesman, "It's the re
sult of a Congressional rider to the 
defense budget that specifies that 
work not directly related to spe
cific defense programs be limited." 
Dr. James E. Storer, director of 
the Sylvania Research facility, who 
has resigned, says about 150 em
ployees will be shifted to other 
divisions in the company. 

In reporting the demise of the 
space agency's center, Dr. Thomas 
0. Paine, NASA's Administrator, 
said: "We are simply faced with 
the hard fact that NASA cannot 
afford to continue to invest broad
ly in electronics research as we 
have in the past." 

The NASA shutdown came as a 
distinct surprise. As late as De
cember, there were openings for 19 
more employees, which would have 
boosted the total personnel to 850. 
In addition a $1-million program 
providing direct support to NASA's 
space-station and space-shuttle pro
gram had recently been assigned 
to the Cambridge center. 

The center has a current payroll 
of about $12-million. Of the 831 
employees, about 100 hold PhDs. 
No transfers are scheduled at pres
ent to other NASA centers. 

A spokesman for NASA says 
that there is a hiring freeze at all 
NASA centers and that this is part 
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of "an all-around belt-tightening 
effort." 

One hope for the New England 
area is that the Dept. of Transpor
tation will take over the $36-million 
E lectronics Research Center com
plex. According to Oscar Griffin, 
director of public affairs for the 
department, this is "under staff 
study"; the center is one of "as 
many as 10 places being consid
ered." 

The Federal Aviation Adminis
tration has indicated that it could 
use the center in Cambridge, but 
budgetary matters and policy con
siderations have not yet been 
formulated. 

Experiments for Mars 
set for 1973 landing 

The experiments and experiment
ers for NASA's unmanned Viking 
mission to Mars in 1973 have been 
selected. Besides trying to answer 
the age-old question of whether 
there is life on the "red" planet, 
instrumentation packages will make 
a number of other probes. 

Two orbiting craft will make a 
visual map of Mars with some kind 
of optical device-television or 
perhaps a photographic camera. If 
a photographic camera is selected 
the film would be developed, elec
tronically scanned and transmitted 
digitally to earth. This technique 
was used in the early lunar mis
sions. 

The orbiters will also measure 
the water distribution in the at
mosphere and determine the varia
tion in surface temperature and 
thermal balance. 

Two landers that will descend 
from the orbiting craft will send 
back some form of pictures of the 
landing site. They will analyze the 
organic compounds in the soil and 
look for water in both the surface 

material and atmosphere. 
Other phenomena the landers will 

study, include meteorology, compo
sition and structure of the atmos
phere, seismic activity, the 
magnetic properties of surface 
particles and the physical proper
ties of the soil. 

Each experiment will be spon
sored by five or more universities 
or industrial research centers. 
NASA's Langley Research Center, 
Hampton, Va., is charged with 
over-all project management and 
for the landers. Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Pasadena, will manage 
the orbiters, tracking and data 
acquisition. 

The landing sites will not be 
chosen until two Mariner space
craft orbit and photograph the 
planet in 1971. 

New magnetrons 
bargain coherent 

offer 
radar 

For radar users-missile ranges, 
ships, air control centers and 
others-a new family of high
power, injection-locked magne
trons holds high promise: The 
many advantages of coherent radar 
techniques can be incorporated into 
existing monopulse tracking ra
dars, and at costs greatly below 
those normally paid for coherent 
systems. Transponders, too, can be 
improved. 

A development of Varian Associ
ates' Eastern Tube Div., Beverly, 
Mass., the new tubes can be used 
as follows: 

The conventional magnetron in 
an existing radar is replaced with 
Varian's injection-locked unit and 
a stable reference oscillator. In ad
dition some signal-processing cir
cuitry and an improved receiver 
are needed. However, as a Varian 
spokesman explains, the additional 
equipment is low in cost compared 
with the equipment that need not 
be modified or replaced-the power 
supplies, pulse-forming networks, 
microwave plumbing, antennas, etc. 

Basically the new tubes differ 
from conventional magnetrons in 
that their rf output frequency can 
be locked to that of a low-level 
injected signal. And they can do 
this over a 10 % to 15 % bandwidth. 
Thus they can be used in place of 
much more expensive microwave 
power amplifiers in such applica-
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tions as moving-target-indicator 
transmitters and coherent trans
ponders. In the former applica
tions, the injected signal would 
rnme from a stable reference oscil
lator; in the latter, the received 
signal would serve as the reference. 

Coherent transponders are used 
on aircraft and missiles to provide 
range-rate information as well as 
the range data provided by ordi
nary transponders. Range-rate in
formation is obtained from the 
doppler shift between the trans
mitted and received signals on the 
ground. 

Since the doppler shift is very, 
small compared with the rf itself, 
coherent techniques must be used 
lest the random fluctuations and 
drifts of a free-running oscillator 
completely obscure the doppler 
data. The new tubes are single-port 
devices and are operated with very 
heavily loaded resonant circuits. 
Thus they can provide useful gains 
in excess of 15 dB. 

So far the tubes have been de
livered to the Control Science 
Corp., Alexandria, Va., to be used 
in coherent transponders at vari
ous missile-tracking ranges. The 
units have peak operating powers 
uf 150 W at C-band, and Varian 
expects to have Ku-band units soon 
that will be capable of delivering 
hundreds of kilowatts. 

Navy needs telemetry 
gear in L and S bands 

The Navy is having a hard time 
finding L and S-band telemetry 
transmitters that work and are not 
too expensive. "About three out of 
10 operate satisfactorily," says 
Capt. J. R. Foster, commander of 
the Air Test and Evaluation Squad
ron Four at Point l\Iugu, Calif. 
"And they are expensive. The old 
vhf transmitters cost $128 each. 
These uhf transmitters cost be
tween $4500 and $6000. 

"It's a problem and a big one," 
he adds. "We're going to need 2500 
to 3000 transmitters a year, main
ly for testing air-to-air missiles, 
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but also for subsystems in air
craft." 

Squadron Four waited a year for 
a good transmitter from Giannini 
Voltex, Inc., of Whittier, Calif. 
Two were received, but neither 
passed inspection. They drifted and 
were off frequency, a Navy engi
neer says. With an allowed toler
ance on the bench of 0.001 %. or 
15 kHz for the 1500-1\IHz trans
mitter, the device was 75 kHz low 
after five minutes, and 90 kHz low 
after 10 minutes. 

Giannini Voltex was given 10 
days to produce an acceptable de
vice or forfeit the contract without 
pay. Instead, the company dissolved · 
its telemetry transmitter businel:ls 
altogether-"at least for the time 
being and probably forever," the 
company's chief engineer, John 
Stelzried, told ELECTRONIC DESIGN. 

"It's a pity," says Point Mugu's 
Capt. Foster. "The company builds 
some excellent equipment." 

"There are two problems in de
signing good L-band telemetry 
transmitters," Giannini Voltex's 
Stelzried says. "We can't get tran
sistors that will operate at the 
power we need, and it's hard to 
meet the extreme frequency stabili
ty specifications coupled with ex
treme modulation capability." 

The power required for tran
sistors varies widely, Capt. Foster 
says. "Sometimes we can get by 
with 1 watt but often we need 
more. Never more than 10 watts, 
however." 

"We know we're pushing the 
state-of-the-art," says L. P. Melan
.con, a Squadron Four engineer. 
"We're trying to jam a lot of 
transmitter in a very small case. 
And," he adds, "there just aren't 
many people in the country who 
can design microwave power cir
cuits that will do the job." 

Melancon adds on a more hopeful 
note, "We've received three L-band 
transmitters from Teledyne, and 
two of them work. I just hope 
someone doesn't underbid them and 
give us junk." 

Lee Mabee, at the Missile Test 
Center at Point Mugu, says, 
"l\Iainly the transmitters we get 
just don't work well, and we have 
to send them back. On the second 
go-round they operate pretty well. 
We haven't found a manufacturer 
who can turn out the transmitters 
in sufficient volume." 

Mabee's group has tested "satis
factory transmitters" from l\Iicro
com Corp., Horsham, Pa., and from 
General Electric's Aerospace Elec
tronics Dept., Utica, N.Y. 

Coast-to-coast test 
for satellite TV 

The Corp. for Public Broadcast
ing has begun a 16-week test in re
laying educational TV programs 
via NASA satellites from the East 
Coast to the West. The company's 
president, John W. l\Iacy, Jr., says 
that the experiments will yield 
data that can be used in commer
cial satellite telecasts. 

The test programs are being 
transmitted from NASA's tracking 
facility at Rosman, N.C., for relay 
through either Applications Tech
nology Satellite No. I or No. III, 
both of which are in synchronous 
orbit. The signals are received at 
the space agency's l\Iojave, Calif., 
tracking station and carried by 
commercial circuits to a Los An
geles TV station. At present they 
are being rebroadcast from Los 
Angeles to western portions of the 
Nat ion al Educational Television 
Network. Later, programs will be 
sent from the west to the east. 

New gear improves 
scuba communications 

The ability to understand com
munications from divers wearing 
Scuba gear has been reported im

. proved from 50% to 75 % with 
new electronics gear. 

Robert L. Adams, engineering 
manager for the Hydro Products 
Division of the Dillingham Corp. 
in San Diego, says the high de
gree of intelligibility has been 
achieved with a small 8.0875-kHz, 
single-sideband, amplitude-modulat
ed transmitter attached to the 
diver's Scuba equipment. The 
transmitter puts out about 1/ 2 
watt of acoustic energy and has a 
range of about a thousand yards 
with existing receivers. 

Since a 'diver's ear canal fills 
with water, resulting in a hearing 
loss of from 30 to 50 dB, bone-con
d uction ear pieces are used. 

Resonant cavity mouthpieces are 
used with piezoelectric transducer 
microphones. 
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TRY TO 
MATCH 
THIS 

you can't! 
For their size, Type BB resistors pack a tremendous power 
dissipating ability. Rated 1 /8 watt at 70°C in a 0.0004375 
cu. in. volume. 

And miniaturization has not reduced reliability. Tests 
prove it. They satisfy the highest level-the S level-of the 
latest MIL-R-39008 Established Reliability Specifications 
in all resistance values. 

The key is hot molding-the Allen-Bradley way. A-B 
developed and built the machines. Only A-B uses them. 
They're fully automatic. Built-in precision control. A high 
degree of uniformity. Predictable performance from resis
tor to resistor-year after year. 

For immediate delivery at factory prices call your 
authorized A-B industrial electronics distributor. Or write 
Marketing Dept., Electronics Division, Allen-Bradley Co., 
1201 South Second St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53204. Export 
Office : 1293 Broad St. , Bloomfield, N.J ., U.S.A. 07003. In 
Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Limited. 
©Allen -Bradley Company 1969 

Exclusive 
Only A-B Type BB 
RCROS meets MIL-R-39008 
ER (established reliability) 
for 1 /8-watt resistors 
at the S level. 
Shown actual size. 

EC69·80 





Nevada's legal gambling establishments turn to engineering for help in eatthing 
stealthy <.:heats and running the games and ofliee procedures more efficiently 

l .: 1s V1•g·;1s 
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Outlook favors computers 
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has a psychological reason for be
ing there-the colors, the style of 
the cabinet, where the coin selector 
is, how easy the handle pulls, 
every symbol on the reels. We went 
to card symbols on one model. I 
can show you 30 machines back 
there in the warehouse. Nobody 
would play them. People just don't 
accept playing cards on slot ma
chines-or chickens or ducks. They 
do accept fruit. And not all kinds 
of fruit either. You'll see very few 
slot machines now with lemons on 
them. People don't trust lemons. If 
they see a lemon on a slot machine, 
they just know there's no pay." 

All the decisions on the design 
of that machine were based on data 
analysis. Casino owners arrange 
their floor space on the same basis. 
They keep detailed records on such 
matters as the percentage realized 
by a particular machine or gaming 
table in one location compared with 
another, the effect of changing the 
color or type of machine in a par
ticular location, the effect of deco
rations on the walls, attendants' 
uniforms, type of entertainment. 

Electronic systems and devices 
could help in this data analysis and 
accounting, in the prevention of 
pilferage and in the running of 
the games themselves, but old-line 
casino owners formerly were reluc
tant to consider innovations. But 
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now with businessmen and corpo
rations-such as Del Webb and the 
Hughes enterprises-this attitude 
is beginning to change. 

Electronic coin games of several 
types are beginning to edge their 
way into the large casinos. Man
agers like them because they are 
more reliable than mechanical or 
electromechanical devices. In ad
dition some models of electronic 
slot machines are "faster" than 
their mechanical counterparts. A 
single such machine will play up to 
three separate games. Thus players 
who normally play several slots at 
once can do so on a single elec
tronic machine. As a result, says 
Chester May, slot director at 
Harold's Club in Reno, the elec
tronic slots are often more profit
able than their mechanical counter
parts, despite their hesitant ac
ceptance by the public. 

A third reason why electronic 
slots are beginning to find favor 
with casino managers is the fact 
that they are more difficult to 
cheat. Robert Horton, vice presi
dent of Raven Electronics in Reno, 
the principal manufacturer of elec
tronic slots, puts it this way: 

"Even with a technician's train
ing, you couldn't find the right 
part of the circuit fast enough to 
'fix' the machine without attract
in~ attention. 

"On a mechanical slot a good 
cheater with a key-and you can 
often purchase a key from an em
ployee-can open the machine, set 
the reels on a jackpot and close 
the door in three seconds . There 
are schools in Las Vegas that teach 
people how to cheat the slots. 

"In one club a mechanic was 
opening the machine as if to work 
on it, setting the reels almost up 
to the jackpot and putting a little 
piece of dry ice underneath the 
control on one reel so it wasn't 
quite all the way down. He would 
close the machine and a confeder
ate would come up and stand there 
until the dry ice had evaporated 
and the reel dropped down to the 
jackpot position. One day the fel
low didn't have any dry ice, so he 
used an ice cube instead. When the 
inspectors opened the machine, 
they found a puddle of water un
der the reels. Then they knew what 
was happening." 

In essence, electronic gaming de
vices are small computers that 
keep track of the player's score 
and control the payoff. The most 
widely used is the Raven slot ma
chine, which accepts from one to 
three coins, each coin playing a 
separate row of three symbols. The 
symbols are printed on transparent 
color film mounted in projection 
lamps. 

The old and the new. "Eye in the sky" (left) at the Las Vegas Mint Hotel 
observes gaming tables 30 feet below through a one-way .mirror. Above, 
Walter Rabitaille, casino manager at the Landmark Hotel in Las Vegas, 
inspects a gaming table via TV. He can call any table by dialing a number. 
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When the player touches the 
contact plate, one of the lamps 
turns on. Which one it will be de
pends on the state of the two tim
ing circuits, which simulate the 
reel in a mechanical slot machine. 
One timing circuit is a shift regis
ter, and the other is a simple 
counter. The projec~on lamps are 
controlled by a bank of flip-flops, 
one for each lamp. When a "l" is 
entered into the cherry flip-flop, 
for example, a cherry appears on 
the screen. Entrance to each flip
flop is through a two-input NAND 
gate. 

The shift register continuously 
addresses each N AND gate in ro
tary fashion. When the player 
touches the contact plate, he sets 
the counter, which counts for a 
fixed period of time and then 
outputs to all the NAND gates in 
parallel. A "l" then enters the 
memory bank through whichever 
N AND gate the shift register is 
addressing at that moment. The 
symbol accessed by that N AND 
gate will appear on the screen and 
remain there until the machine is 
reset for a subsequent play. 

Unbreakable switches used 

Horton points out that the play 
buttons on the machines are con
tact switches, which are activated 
by the change in capacitance that 
occurs when someone touches a 
plate. They contain no moving 
parts. 

"We use this type of switch," 
he says, "because it is virtually 
unbreakable-and a gaming casino 
is the most abusive environment 
you can imagine." 

In addition to the electronic 
slots, there are two competing 
poker machines on the market
one built by Bally and the other by 
Latron, both of Reno. The ma
chines are similar in design, but 
they select the cards by different 
means. 

In the Latron machine, the play
·er himself chooses each card. Tim
ing circuits within the machine 
address each of the 52 cards in ro
tary fashion. When the player 
touches the contact plate, the card 
that is then being addressed by 
the timing circuits appears on the 
screen . 

. In the Bally device, the player 
initiates only the first card. The 
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Why the house wins without hardly trying 
"People think there's some

thing against them that causes 
the house to win all the time
some 'hidden percentage' in fa
vor of the house," says Walter 
Rabitaille, casino manager at 
Howard Hughes' - newest resort, 
the Landmark in Las Vegas. 

"But actually," he goes on, 
"the only hidden percentage the 
house has is the player himself. 
I've seen it proved over and 
over again for the 40 years I've 
been in this business. Out of 
every 100 people, 99 are willing 
to lose 400 % more than they 
will try to win. 

"For example, suppose a man 
has $10,000 in his pocket and he 
wants to play. If he wins $2,000 

remammg four are chosen by 
pulses from a random noise gen
erator. 

Both Bally and Latron are con
fident that their methods of choos
ing cards provide a truly random 
selection. If this were not the case, 
of course, they would have to face 
sudden heavy losses as customers 
began to detect the pattern (see 
box) . 

Despite the influx of electronic 
gaming devices, the mechanical 

- .·· .·. ~ 

to $3,500, he quits. That's a nice 
winning for him. It will pay for 
his trip and he can buy the wife 
a dress that will keep her ap
peased. 

"But if he loses the same 
amount, he is 'hooked," and af
ter he loses $5,000, all he wants 
to do is get his money back. In 
effect, he tells the house, 'Look, 
you have $5,000 of my money. 
If you win the other $5,000, you 
are a $10,000 winner, but if I 
win $5,000, we're even.' Under 
those circumstances, the house 
cannot lose, and in fact has got 
to win the whole $10,000 . That's 
a pretty good 'hidden percent
age,' but it's the only one the 
house has." 

and electromechanical slots con
tinue to be pbpular with customers, 
and casino owners are searching 
for ways to counteract their de
ficiencies. One possible solution is 
to tie every slot to a central com
puter that would count the coins 
as they go in and out and flash a 
warning whenever a machine goes 
out of order or is any way tamper
ed with. But the technical prob
lems involved in designing such a 
system are formidable. Albert M. 

Crack keno writer Sammy Chung explaining why he was faster than a com· 
puterized keno system: "The man and machine had never done it before." 
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The random generator plays a central role in gambling 
The casino is an excellent 

proving ground for a random 
generator-whether it is a rou
lette wheel, an electronic noise 
generator or the 21 dealer him
self. If this "random generator" 
does not select numbers or cards 
in a tru ly random fashion, some 
alert customer will detect the 
fact and greatly increase the 
odds in his favor. 

In the game of keno, for ex
ample, the random generator is 
a spinning wire cage from 
which numbered pingpong balls 
are removed one by one. For true 
random selection, the balls must 
be precisely sized. But, as an 
employee of one of the casinos 

Linnen, electronic systems engineer 
at Harrah's Club in Reno, ob
serves: 

"Let's say you have a thousand 
machines . You've got to scan all 
those machines and put all the 
data into a data bank in the time 
it takes for one p lay of the ma
chines-and all the machines can 
be played simultaneously. ln fact, 
they often are." 

Encoding at the machine level is 
expensive, Linnen notes: "Every 
time you spend a dollar on each of 
a thousand slots, that's $1000. But 
if you don't encode at the machine 
level, Lhe11 you may have 10 or 
more wires from each slot, which 
makes it a job to move the ma
chines around. And most clubs 
move their machines frequently, 
apparently in a never-ending 
search for the most profitable ar
rangement." 

Despite the technical difficulties, 
such a system was actually in
stalled by the Fremont Hotel in 
Las Vegas in 1962. It was a finan
cial fiasco, however. After a cash 
outlay of $600,000, it was finally 
abandoned in 1967. According to 
Frank Mooney, controller of the 
Fremont, the system was supposed 
to "record impulses every time a 
coin went into the machine or in
to the hold bucket and every time 
a coin was paid out." 

"But they couldn't get the prop
er electronic impulses," he recalls. 
"More than one coin would go 
through at a time, and it would 
count two as one. Also, power fail-
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pointed out to an ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN, this can't be guaranteed 
in practice. With any set of 
balls, no matter how carefully 
they are machined, a pattern 
begins to appear after a few 
hours . 

To prevent the customers 
from detecting such a pattern, 
casino managers use sets of 
balls and change the sets fre
quently. But they are never 
sure how often they should do 
this, as the "pattern" time dif
fers for different sets of balls. 
By using computer analysis, the 
casinos can "calibrate" each 
set of balls-that is, determine 
how long each can be played 

ures would cause it to lose data 
out of memory-and we have a lot 
of power failures here in Las 
Vegas." 

According to William Messer, 
one of the system's designers and 
now a staff member of Typograph 
Corp., San Diego, the system tied 
1000 slots to a central computer 
by hard wire through a set of 
multiplexing units- one for each 
table of eight machines, and one 
at the central computer. 

"Each slot had 12 to 15 wires 
connected to the coin collection and 
payout systems," says Messer, 
"plus 13 wires from a cai·d-reacling 
system used to identify any au
thorized employee who might be 
entering the machine. A local ter
minal at each table multiplexed 
the machines on that table and re
transmitted the data over 80 par
allel wires to a multiplex system 
associated with the central com
puter, which was a Packard Bell 
l\Iodel 350, now manufactured by 
Raytheon." 

l\Iesser agrees with Mooney 
that the computer memory, being 
volatile, lost data during the fre
quent Las Vegas power failures. 

Another of the system's design
ers, Eel Bon Durant, now president 
of Logic Sciences, Inc., San Diego, 
feels that "the weakest technical 
point in the system was the me
chanical closures used to sense 
the coins." The system was never 
off more than a few pennies a day, 
he says, but this was too much. 

"If I were building the system 

before an obvious pattern be
gins to appear. 

Raven Electronics Corp. is 
proud of the random generator 
in its electronic keno machine. 
The payoffs in this game are 
very high (up to $25,000 on a 
single win). Thus, says Robert 
Horton, vice pre::;iclent of Raven, 
"if anyone ever detected a pat
tern, we would soon know about 
it." 

But this has never happened, 
he says, despite the fact that 
one machine was missing for 
several months and finally turn
ed up in Sweden, iL::; i11terim 
whereabouts never accounted 
for. 

today," says Bon Durant, "I would 
look for a better way to sense 
coins. One of the first sensors I 
would consider would be a photo
cell type. A coin could never get 
by that without being counted." 

Despite this sobering experience 
with on-line slot monitoring sys
tems, William Bennett, vice presi
dent and genernl manager of Del 
Webb's Mint Hotel, thinks that the 
advances in technology since 1962 
make it reasonable to try again. 
As for the cost of such a system 
today, Bennett says, "I'll take a 
ranch-house guess at $100 a slot
not counting the computP.r." Mint 
Hotel officials are convinced that 
this cost is more than justified by 
the current losses due to pilferage 
and malfunctioning machines. Jo
seph O'Rayeh, director of slots at 
the Mint, says: 

"The slot business is close to a 
$3-million a month business. We 
are sure there are at least thou
sands of dollars a month stolen, 
and we suspect the actual figures 
are staggering. For this reason, 
the cost of an on-line system could 
never be prohibitive." 

O'Rayeh points out that such a 
system will "allow us to photo
graph slot thieves in the act of 
committing the theft." 

Another advantage, he indicates, 
is that it will signal when an ad
verse trend occurs. "Slot machines 

whether mechanical, electrome
chanical, or even electronic- may 
pay out excessively over a period 
of time," he observes. "The only 
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way we can catch this is by a 
dai ly analys is of the percentage. If 
we see that a machine doesn't hold 
its percentage for the day, we 
aren't alarmed, but if for several 
days it loses continually, then we 
know something is wrong. The 
only way we can know this is by 
keeping track over a period of 
time. This all has to be done by 
hand now and requires a lot of 
people. With the on-line system, 
the computer will do the analysis 
and s imply s ignal us when a ma
chine reaches the point where it 
has had a certain number of 
handle pu ll s and sti ll isn't realizing 
its expected percentage." 

A new system planned 

A new system for the Mint is 
being designed by Ricca Data Sys
tems of Santa Ana, Calif. The de
tails are not yet firm, but O'Rayeh 
po ints out that it will r ecord 
ever y co in in and ever y co in out 
a nd g ive a breakdown as to wheth
er the coi ns go out in jackpots or 
in small pays. It will also report 
just how much money should be in 
the drop bucket at the bottom of 
.the machine. 

Malcolm Niles, project engineer 
at Ri cca, says the company is con
si dering a system with local ter
minals that would receive data by 
hard wire from a bank of perhaps 
20 slot machines-about 10 wires 
from each machine. The system 
wou ld transmit the data in a mul
tiplex mode to a central computer 
over a s ingle, twisted-wire pair. 
The sensors in each machine would 
probably be reed relays, Niles 
notes. 

Printer displays envisioned 

The di splays, he says, would 
probably consist of "two or three 
printers of some type stationed at 
variou s points : one perhaps in 
O'Rayeh's office, so he can get in
terim reports instantaneously; one 
or two at the cashier 's cage, so 
that if a jackpot comes up any
where in the room, a check g irl 
will see it, pay the customer and 
punch a function key on the ter
minal to indicate that it has been 
pa id. " 

"The location of the machine 
might be indicated on a big light 
board," Niles says, "and at the 
same time the printer would prin t 
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This keno machine, manufactured by the Raven Electronics Corp., _is an 
electronic version of the game that is popular in most Nevada casinos. It 
makes payoffs up to $25,000 .. 

TO 
ORANGE 
NANO 
GATE 

CONTACT 
PLATE 

TO 
APPLE 
NANO 
GATE 

TO 
CHERRY 
NANO 
GATE 

0 

Two timing circuits-a shift register and a counter-determine which fruit 
symbol should appear on the screen of the Raven electronic slot machine. 

out the amount to be paid by the 
girl." 

The Mint Hotel is already ex
perimenting with an "on-line" sys
tem for playing keno. It was de
s igned by Ricca Data Systems. 
Each cas ino employee (called a 

"keno writer" ) who receives the 
customer's tickets and money has 
a terminal, cons isti ng of a key
board, a ca rd reader and a printer. 
If the customer presents a simple 
ticket, the writer merely enters it 
in to the reader and presses a func-
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What made Sammy run (faster than circuit) 
The new computerized keno 

system being installed at the 
l\Iint Hotel ought to be a lot 
faster than a human. But at its 
first public showing last l\Iay 
before a group of Nevada gov
ernment officials, casino execu
tives and members of the press, 
a prototype of the system clock
ed in a minute and 15 seconds 
behind Sammy Chung, head 
keno writer at the l\Iint, who 
had nothing to assist him but 
a marking brush and a hand 
stamp. 

When newsmen crowded excit
edly around Sammy afler the 
race to find out why he had won, 
he replied matter-of-factly: "I 
have done this work for five 
years and am very fast, but the 
other man and machine have 
never done it before." 

Someone-apparently the pub-

tion button. The computer then 
prints out a duplicate of the cus
tomer's ticket, together with the 
number and the price, which the 
customer keeps until the numbers 
have been drawn. But if the cus
tomer presents a complicated 
"ways" ticket-that is, one that 
contains several ways, or sets, of 
numbers he wants to play, each of 
which pays a different amount in 
case of a win-the writer enters 
each set in the keyboard, pushes 
the "ways" button and enters the 
number of sets in the keyboard. 
The computer determines the price 
automatically, displays it at the 
terminal and prints out the cus
tomer'R receipt. 

The supervisor has a special 
terminal that allows him to enter 
the winning numbers and signal 
the computer to print out the win
ning tickets and the amounts won. 
The computer can scan and match 
500 or more tickets in a few milli
seconds. 

l\Iint officials are enthusiastic 
about the new system. The present 
way of handling the game calls 
for human calculation and record
ing of the customers' bets, dupli
cation of their tickets by hand, 
and a search through the files of 
tickets for possible winners. As a 
result, says Andrew Zorne, keno 
manager at the l\lint, the game 
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lie relations department of the 
Mint-later issued a statement 
to the press that said: "In a 
post mortem investigation of the 
equipment, it was found that 
hot TV lights and flashes from 
the photographers' strobes were 
confusing the sensitive cir
cuitry." 

Questioned by ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN, however Malcolm Niles, 
the systems analyst from Ricca
Data Systems who had attempt
ed to beat Sammy, took the full 
blame. "We had a whole bunch 
of complicated ways tickets to 
figure," he explained, "and I 
had never seen one before. Sam
my had almost finished before I 
had even entered all the com
binations into the keyboard." 

Apparently the machine works 
faster with Sammy at the ter
minal. 

tends to be a little slow, "particu
larly on weekends when the real 
gamblers come to town; these 
people love to play the ways tick
ets, which take the most time of 
all to compute." 

On-l ine gaming is costly 

A completely automated on-line 
monitoring system for the gaming 
tables would be prohibitively ex
pensive, says Bennett of the Mint. 
The dealer at each table must keep 
track of currency, coins, credit 
slips and chips. A system that 
would sort all this and read it into 
the computer would cost in the 
neighborhood of $90,000 a table, 
he says. 

Several years ago a very simple 
off-line system was tried at the 
Mint. In this system, the dealer 
was supposed to "ring up" every 
cashbox entry on a keyboard. This 
punched a tape, which somebody 
collected at the end of the shift 
and fed into a computer. As an 
accounting procedure, B en n e t t 
says, the system was little better 
than just counting the contents of 
the cashbox at the end of the shift 
-particularly since the dealers 
sometimes forget to enter every 
transaction when they get very 
busy. 

Since that time, Centronics Data 

Computer Corp., Flushing, N.Y., 
the designers of the system, have 
modified it and installed an on
line version in several casinos in 
Puerto Rico. In the new system, 
says Robert Howard, president of 
Centronics, the cashbox is locked 
until the dealer causes it to open 
by entering a transaction into the 
keyboard. The cash button then 
lights up-along with a Nixie dis
play of the amount-and both stay 
lighted until the next transaction 
is entered. 

The system is not designed to 
prevent dealer cheating, Howard 
points out, but rather as an ac
counting system. However, it has 
tended to discourage cheating, he 
says. 

"If the supervisor walking by 
sees $100 on the Nixie display and 
the cash button lit, yet sees a new 
player sitting there with a thou
sand dollars' worth of chips in 
front of him, he knows something 
is wrong," Howard explains . 

Big Brother watches dealers 

Some casinos are turning to 
closed-circuit TV to monitor the 
actions of dealers in the pit. In 
most casinos this job is still done 
by the famous "eye in the sky"
a glass plate in the ceiling above 
each gaming table. Viewed from 
the table, the glass looks like a 
mirror in the ceiling, but from 
above it is a magnifying glass. An 
employee of the casino sits up in 
the "catwalks" above the eye and 
watches for hanky-panky at the 
tables below. According to Walter 
Rabitaille, manager of Howard 
Hughes' newest casino, the Land
mark in Las Vegas, this system 
has bui lt-in problems. 

"Sitting up there is a stool job," 
he points out. "It's one hired man 
against the other. If a fellow sits 
up there for a week or so and 
doesn't see anything going on, he 
starts to worry for fear we'll think 
he isn't doing his job. So maybe 
he makes up a story about some
body he doesn't like-or maybe he 
embellishes it a lot . Anybody who 
tells a story on someone else al
ways has to dress it up a little, 
just to make himself look good and 
the other fellow bad." 

The TV monitor eliminates the 
problem of one hired man "stool
ing" on another, says Rabitaille. 
With the monitor in his office, 
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In Reno, they're counting up their money by the pound 
Every day in a large casino, 

the coins, currency and chips 
that have been collected at the 
machines and gaming tables are 
hauled to the vault and counted 
by three or four trusted em
ployees or by the bosses them
selves. At Harrah's Club in 
Reno, the job of counting the 
slot-machine coins is being 
taken over by an electronic 
"scale" that translates pounds 
of weight into dollar values. 

According to Albert M. Lin
nen, electronic systems engineer 
at Harrah's, the system consists 

Rabitaille can personally view the 
entire sequence of operation at 
each of 32 tables, either simul
taneously or one at a time. He 
merely "dials" the number of the 
table he wants to observe, and it 
appears on the screen, together 
with the sound if he wants it. A 
video recorder can keep a perma
nent record of any activity at any 
table, and there is a device for 
putting a picture into slow motion 
or stopping any moment of action. 

Although the surveillance equip
ment is operated only sporadically, 
no employee knows when it will be 
directed at him, says Rabitaille. 

He watches the monitor for mi
nor infractions, such as a dealer 
shuffling the cards in a sloppy 
fashion. "When I find somebody, I 
immediately get on the phone and 
call the pit boss," he says. "He'll 
walk over to the fellow and say 
'Deal the cards like you're sup
posed to.' Now the dealer knows 
the pit boss wasn't looking at him, 
so the message must have come 
from upstairs. He goes to the 
dealers' room after the shift and 
says, 'Well, I guess somebody is 
really looking at us. I wasn't do
ing a thing but just shuffling the 
cards and he came along and told 
me to shuffle them the other way.' 
That's how the news gets around.'' 

Leaders among casino executives 
agree that sophisticated data proc
essing techniques will help take 
the guesswork out of gambling. 
Determining the optimum types 
and arrangement of games on the 
casino floor is largely done by hu
mans now, says Bennett of the 
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of a platform with a strain 
gauge that puts out an analog 
signal. The signal is proportion
al to the weight of the coins on 
the platform. A tag reader and 
a translator complete the setup. 
The system is manufactured 
by the Toledo Scale Co. of To
ledo, Ohio. Linnen describes it 
this way: 

"They pull a bag of money 
out from under a slot machine 
and attach an ID ticket to it. 
This ticket identifies which of 
the five Harrah's Clubs the bag 
came from, the denomination of 

Mint, but before long it will be 
computerized. 

Rabitaille says data-processing 
techniques are being used at the 
Landmark Hotel to keep track of 
table percentages. A sudden drop 
in the percentage of a table may 
reveal use of a "system" that 
would be difficult to observe di
rectly, he points out. 

"I've got a certain percentage to 
keep up on all my games," he ex
plains. "If one particular game 
keeps running below all the time 
and I've checked out all the pos
sible leaks without being able to 
find the reason, then I've got to 
start looking at people. Some cus
tomer may have figured out a way 
to count-to keep track of the 
cards that have gone by.'' 

Human memory still useful 

This requires a good memory, 
Rabitaille points out, since the 
cards are dealt from a "shoe" con
taining four decks, or 208 cards. 
But there are a number of people 
in Las Vegas who are able to do 
this. 

"I know a man," says Rabitaille, 
"who will put up $50,000 on what 
you call a freeze-out. He won't 
win any more than $50,000, and he 
won't lose any more than that. All 
he wants is for you to promise not 
to break up the deck (keep shuf
fling the cards so · he can't mem
orize them). He'll guarantee to en
gage in conversation with anybody 
you want to put beside him and to 
drink so much whiskey per hour if 
you'll just let him play. And if you 

the machine and its identifica
tion number. The bag is set on 
the scale, and the ticket is put 
into the reader. The translation 
circuitry receives the analog 
signal from the transducer, dig
itizes and stores it. Simultane
ously it picks up the informa
tion from the card reader and 
translates the weight to the 
correct dollar value. The dollar 
values of all the bags are ac
cumulated and displayed on an
other card by a keypunch ma
chine that is hooked to the 
scale." 

take that proposition, he'll beat 
you out of your money." 

Asked what he did about a cus
tomer he suspected of counting, 
Rabitaille replied, "you just let 
him work and work, and when you 
see he has the deck where he wants 
it and he makes a bet, you break 
the deck down." 

From physicist to gambler 

One of Las Vegas' most famous 
counters is Jess Markham, once a 
physicist with the Rand Corp. He 
did so well as a weekend gambler 
that he transferred over to the 
gambling world full-time and now 
manages the Bonanza Hotel in Las 
Vegas. Markham's approach to the 
problem of customers who count is 
quite different from Rabitaille's. 
He doesn't catch counters by 
watching table percentages. He 
catches counters by watching 
counters. 

"I don't care whether a man is 
winning or losing," he says. "If I 
see he knows what he's doing, I 
just tell him to take his business 
somewhere else." 

Markham insists that counting 
is a relatively simple "trick" that 
almost anyone can learn; it doesn't 
require a phenomenal memory at 
all. "What it takes is moxie," he 
insists, "the heart or courage to 
keep playing and betting even 
during the long unlucky streaks. 
And hardly anyone has this." 

But even moxie may not be 
enough as electronics takes over 
more and more of the duties in 
legalized gambling. • • 
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Fluidics: Why not try it, specialists suggest 

Speakers and equipment at Cleveland exposition 
point to a growing potential for air-powered logic 
Don Mennie 
Circuits Editor 

Should you use a fiuidic control 
system on your next project? The 
ft uidics industry is convinced air
powered logic has come of age, and 
it was out to demonstrate capabili
ties and applications at the recent 
Fluidic Exposition in Cleveland. 

Industry spokesmen agreed that 
the most promising use of fiuidics 
at present lies in control of Jiarge 
industrial machinery. But they are 
also convinced ft uidics can be use
ful in other areas . 

Leonard Gau of the Chrysler 
Corp. Research Div., for example, 
suggested that automobile exhaust 
control systems be adapted to 
fiuidic technology. Gau's emission
control design makes use of the 
high hydrocarbon concentration oc
curring at the beginning and end 
of the internal combustion engine 
exhaust pulse. These hydrocarbons 
are separated from the exhaust 
stream and fed to an afterburner. 
By so reducing the volume of ex
haust processed, afterburning tech
niques would be simplified, accord-

ing to Gau. 
Another conference speaker, Dr. 

William Westerma·n, senior group 
engineer with McDonnell Douglas 
Astronautics Co., Titusville, Fla., 
indicated that experimental fiuidic 
controlR were being developed for 
aerospace vehicles. He pointed out 
that missile logic built in this 
fashion was not subject to radia
tion or electromagnetic jamming. 

Dr. Westerman said about 35 
Government agencies had let con
tracts for fiuidic developments so 
far. He identified the Air Force as 
the big spender, with missile and 
jet-engine control contracts ac
counting for 40 % of the $20-mil
lion Government outlay for fiuidics 
research. 

Typical application cited 

Describing the prob 1 ems of 
adapting automobile turn signal 
test fixtures to ftuidic control, 
Bruce Hoppe of General Motors 
Corp., Oldsmobile Div., said the 
final results were so encouraging 
that Oldsmobile was looking for 
further ftuidic applications. Hoppe 

Fluidic 4-decade readout operates from air pressure. Logic pressu re signals 
provide direct counter in put without electri cal or mechanical interfac ing. 
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said problems with limit switches 
and jammed relays, even though 
infrequent, had caused a serious 
loss in test time with the original 
electrical setup. 

Conversion to fiuidics was not an 
effortless task but once the new 
setup was understood and debug
ged, superiority over the electrical 
test fixture was clearly evident. 
Speaking with firsthand knowledge, 
Hoppe remarked that most user 
problems are due to errors in ap
plication, not fiuidic device short
comings. 

Interface design important 

Workshop sessions at the confer
ence emphasized input and output 
fiuidic system interface designs. 
One such session featured a four
decade counter from Pitney-Bowes, 
Glenbrook, Conn. The readout was 
not electronic; it operated directly 
from fiuidic logic air-pressure sig
nals . Spring-mounted cylindrical 
pistons, arranged in a 5-by-7 
matrix, formed the numerals. 

A fiuidic input interface design 
-selector valves-was shown by 
Norgren Fluidics, Littleton, Colo. 
John Johnson, applications engi
neer at N orgren, described these 
valves as usable in fiuidic and 
pneumatic control systems wher
ever multiposition function selec
tion is required. He also demon
strated a fiuidic visual indicator, 
an equivalent to a pilot light. This 
device consisted of an encapsulated 
rotating colored sphere that pro
vided a visual go-no-go readout. 

Ample choice available 

Engineers using fiuidics have a 
variety of design approaches to 
consider. Once a decision to buy 
has been made, however, fiuidics 
users are wise to obtain all their 
hardware from one manufacturer, 
according to James Morgan of the 
National Fluid Power Association. 
Compatibi lity between competing 
fiuidic products was said to be low. 

Bowles Engineering Corp., Sil
ver Spring, Md., and Corning 
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if you want to find out which company is such a far-and-away leader in TTL that an 
ever-increasing number of IC manufacturers are starting to second-source its 8000 series! 
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(P.S. Once you've connected the dots, connect with us
by writing for our DCL handbooks. They show why we're the 

leader in TTL-including the most-wanted MSI like Adders, 
Multiplexers, Shift Registers, Counters. Our address: Signetics, 

811 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086.) 
A SUBSIDIARY OF CORNING GLASS WORKS 
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(fluidics, continued ) 

Glass Works, Corning, N. Y., both 
supply systems and components 
that depend on wall-attachment 
phenomena. The principle of oper
ation is illustrated in Fig. la. 
Roland Jones, · engineering manager 
for -·industrial applications at 
Bowles Engineering, explained the 
operation as follows: 

A low-pressure area (curved ar
rows) attaches the input supply 
pressure jet · to an adjacent wall. 
The result is a positive pressure 
signal at output Q2 • Careful design 
insures that this same attachment 
will always occur when no control 
pressure is present at C1 or C2 • 

Switching the airflow to output Q1 

is accomplished by a control pres
sure inserted . at C2 • Once switched, 
the airflow to Q 1 will be maintain
ed .. even when control pressure C2 

is removed. The flow to Q1 will 
continue until a second control 
pressure is inserted at C1 • This bi
stable element is the basis of wall 
attachment logic. 

Corning Glass and Bowles Engi
neering representatives reported 
that fluidic systems built on the 
wall-attachment principle had !orig 
life and little need for mainte
nance. This was attributed to the 
logic operation, which is accom
plished by airflow phenomena with
out the use of moving parts. Air
supply contamination was said to 
be detrimental to wall-attachment 
fluidics, but this was not consider
ed a serious problem, since proper 
air filtering and periodic system 
flushing would remove any con
tamination buildup. 

Moving impact plane 

The Johnson Service Co. of Mil
waukee uses two opposing streams 
of air to power its NOR logic ele- . 
ment, an impact modulator (Fig. 
lb). As explained by John En
right, ·manager of fluidic sales at 
Johnson, the opposing air jets form 
an impact plane. If one of the jets 
is weakened relative to the · other, 
the impact plane moves toward · the 
weaker jet. 

In Johnson's monostable device, 
one supply jet is weakened by side
ways attack from one of several 
transverse jets, so that the impact 
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1. Three approaches to fluidic logic 
are shown above. The wall-attach
ment principle (a), the impact modu
lator (b) and the diaphragm-valve 
design (c): 

Manual control of fluidic systems is 
provided by these selector valves. 

plane will move from chamber A 
( in Fig. lb ) to chamber B. Posi
tive pressure at the output port 
results with the impact plane in 
chamber A. When the impact plane 
moves to chamber B, slightly nega
tive pressure (below atmospheric ) 
occurs at the output port. 

Johnson claims fanout for the 
impact modulator (pressure and 
flow available to drive succeeding 
stages ) was three to four times 
that of orther fluidic devices. They 
also reported their device could 
adapt to a wide range of input 
supply pressures without precision 
r egulation. 

An illustration of the fluidic cir
cuit construction using the John
son Service Co.'s impact modulator 
is shown in the top photo on page 
36. Individual impact modulators 
are plugged into the circuit bpard 
at the top of the picture. 

Diaphragm logic explained 

Yet another approach to fluidic 
control design is the flexible dia
phragm-valve unit developed by 
Double A Products Co., Manches
ter, Mich. Operation of this device 
is illustrated in Fig. le, which 
details a single control ridge and 
diaphragm. John Eppich, fluidics 
department manager at Double Az 
outlined the operating principle. 

Wi.th no pressure applied to the 
top of the chamber, air flows un
impeded over the ridge ( as shown 
in Fig. le ) . When sufficient pres
sure is applied to the upper side 
( dotted arrow) , the diaphragm 
snaps down against the ridge, 
blocking airflow through the cham
ber. The chamber design is such 
that tlie diaphragm will not open 
again until the applied pressure 
falls well below the level needed to 
force the diaphragm down ( clos
ed ) . 

Eppich further explained that 
Double A combined these control
ridge elements to form a single 
logic component containing eight 
identical NOR gates. Fluidic cir
cuits are then built with several 
interconnected components. 

The advantages claimed for 
Double A's fluidic logic include low 
cost, reliability, easy maintenance 
and insensitivity to contaminated 
air supplies. A clear plastic case 
allows each control ridge and dia
phragm to be visible for quick 
trou hie-shooting. 
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Integrated 
Circuits 

The ABCs of MIL-STD-883: MACH IV 
TI is ready now to deliver inte
grated circuits "in accordance to 
MIL-STD-883." We're committed 
to the task. Money, manpower and 
facilities. 

What's more, we're ready to tell 
you exactly how we'll do it. 

In detail. 
You'll find most of the answers 

in Tl's 40-page MACH IV procure
ment specification covering 883-
supplemented by 100 pages of 
detailed product specifications. 

It is the most comprehensive 
book of its kind. By far. 

If you need more answers, you'll 
get them from the men pictured 
above. They're members of a spe
cial HI-REL Task Force organized 
for TTL I Cs (we have Task Forces 
for DTL and linear, too). 

These men are managers from 

the areas of reliability engineer
ing, process engineering, product 
planning, military marketing, 
product sales, product engineer
ing, quality control, manufactur
ing, and HI-REL assembly. 

They'll help you determine the 
specific procedures and reliability 
levels you'll need to meet 883. 

Then they'll see your order 
through. Successfully. Even if 
they have to cross departmental 
boundaries and step on a few toes 
to break bottlenecks. 

They'll focus Tl's experience 
and abilities on your job. You see, 
we've been delivering 100% tested 
I Cs for years. Millions of them for 
Minuteman, Sprint, Poseidon, 
F-111 and other programs. 

And some of these had even 
tighter requirements than 883. 

Another thing. You'll have the 
industry's best facilities going for 
you at TI. From more than 50,000 
burn-in sockets to environmental 
shake, rattle and roll labs, to IR 
scanners, microprobes, Radiflo 
and variable data loggers. 

With our commitment, experi
ence and facilities, we're doing 
our best to make MIL-STD-883 as 
simple as ABC. 

Write for "MACH 
IV High Reliability 
Procurement Speci
fication MIL-STD-
883" on your compa
ny letterhead. Texas 
Instruments Incor

porated, PO Box 5012, 4P 
MS 308, Dallas, Texas !J 
75222. Or call your local 
TI Sales Office. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 
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(fluidics, continued) 

Aro Corp., Bryan, Ohio, has de
veloped a system of pneumatic 
logic controls. These devices, unlike 
other types of fluidic logic contain 
a small moving piston. Three types 
of logic elements are available 
from Aro: AND, OR and NOT. 
Compatible control valves, delay 
timers, read-out devices, enclosures 
and circuit boards allow users to 
design whatever system they re
quire. 

A significant advantage over 
other fluidic devices is claimed for 
the ability of pneumatic logic to 
work from a high-pressure air 
supply. This feature allows the 
logic control output to drive ma
chinery directly without the need 
for pressure transducers. Aro engi
neers explain that the moving 
piston arrangement is no drawback 
to pneumatic logic reliability. 

Fluidics at 50 kHz 

A fluidic ear, the equivalent of 
an electric eye, was shown by Pit
ney-Bowes. Ernest DiPasquantonio, 
manager of engineering, explained 
its operation and applications 
(Fig. 2). 

The transmitting element in the 
upper left of the figure is a 50-
kHz, air-powered whistle. This de
vice provides a continuous sound 
source. 

Opposite the transmitting ele
ment is the receiver. Under steady 
state conditions, a continuous lami
nar airstream flows through the 
transmitter. This results in an 
even, positive pressure at the re
ceiver output. The laminar flow, 
however, is tuned so that it be
comes turbulent when disturbed 
with 50-kHz sound waves. Turbu
lent flow within the receiving ele
ment causes the internal air pres
sure to be vented before reaching 
the output port. A low, near-at
mospheric output pressure is the 
result. 

Figure 2 shows the fluidic ear 
counting a passing line of wooden 
blocks, analogous to many produc
tion-line situations. Pitney-Bowes 
says its design is usable without 
modification at spacings up to 5 
feet. With focusing attachments, 
the range can be increased to 30 
feet. The transmitting and receiv-
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NOR impact modulator elements assembled to form a fluidic control circuit. 
Plastic tubing connects the logic elements. 

2. The fluidic ear, with a cutaway view of the transmitting and receiving 
elements. The receiver is reported to operate anywhere within five feet of 
the 50-kHz source. 

ing elements are reported to be 
insensitive to air currents and 
wind blasts. 

Successes reported 

Western Electric's Ben Meyers, 
an engineer with the company's 
Oklahoma City Works, told ELEC
TRONIC DESIGN that he had had 
success with several fluidic appli
cations. One such control system 
operates a machine that winds 
cores for telephone _relays. Another 
mixes hydrogen with mercury to 
create a sealed mercury switch. 

Still another automatically con
trols a riveting gun as it positions 
rivets on a circuit l;>0ard. Meyers 
says the Oklahoma City plant has 
been working with fluidic devices 
since 1965, and many activities in 
this area are still experimental. 

Industry spokesmen believe flu
idic development is now at about 
the same stage that transistors 
were during the mid-1950s. Appli
cations seem unlimited in the area 
of machinery control systems. 
Fluidics can also take on more un
usual tasks, such as on-board mis
sile logic, specialists say. •• 
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A 50% rise asked 
in satellite circuits 

A 50 per cent increase in the 
number of satellite communication 
circuits will be needed in 1970, 
says the American Telephone and 
Telegraph Co. 

There are now 775 satellite cir
cuits linking 42 countries and areas 
around the world. AT&T has ask
ed the Federal Communications 
Commission to authorize 1148 cir
cuits this year to meet growing 
demands for worldwide telephone 
service. This includes those coun
tries initiating satellite communi
cations service this year. 

A breakdown of the present cir
cuit use and projected needs for 
1970, as given by AT&T, follows: 

• Hawaii has 108 circuits; pro
jected need is 225. 

• Pacific area countries have 99 
circuits; projected need is 194. 

• Central and South America 
and West Caribbean have 122; pro
jected need is 196. 

• Europe, the Mideast and Af
rica have 446 circuits; projected 
need is 533. 

Ocean cable expanded 

AT&T is already adding a 720-
circuit trans-Atlantic cable to its 
overseas network. The new cir
cuits, part of the $99-million cable 
and radio relay system linking the 
United States with Spain, Portu
gal and Italy, are scheduled for 
service in March. 

Thirty-two earth stations for the 
satellite network, including four in 
the continental U.S., are now in 
operation in 25 nations. Fifty sta
tions are needed by the end of 
1970, AT&T says. 

Last year about 20 million phone 
calls were completed between the 
U.S. and overseas points. This is 
a 25 per cent increase over 1968. 

In addition to the present 775 
satellite circuits, AT&T is now 
using 1054 cable, 179 high fre
quency radio and 151 over-the-hori
zon radio circuits for overseas 
telephone service. 

AT&T, which pioneered in space 
communications with Telstar in the 
early 1960s, has been a strong ad
vocate of developing both satellite 
and ocean cable technology to in
sure diversification of communica
tions. •• 
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/~~Jl;·, 
Want A Special / f' f'·~1 
Plate Connector~~ 
For That New -~~ ·;-, 
Design? ~~ 

YOUR BEST SOURCE 
IS MALCO 

Tooled Parts Unlimited ... 
MALCO has expanded the capability of its WASP and MINI-WASP 
Plate-Type Connector Systems to meet the special needs of printed 
circuit edge connector users. The CARDEC Modular Plate Con
nector System is tailored to fulfill your individual requirements. 
It provides maximum packaging density with instantaneous reac
tion to ground and power distribution, (without wiring) for low 
noise, high speed circuits. In one complete package, compatible 
with LSl's, IC's or any circuit, CARDEC offers you a// the built-in 
extras you need, plus the advantages of modular component design 
for inexpensive and flexible replacement capability. 

CARDEC 200- The Cardec 200 Card Edge Plate Connector System is designed for direct entry 
P. C. card applications. The Cardec 200 version accepts 1/is" printed circuit cards with contacts 
on .200" centers with .045" square wrap tails. This connector system features the ground plane 
concept and modular construction of the "Wasp" Connector line while affording the economy 
of edge connector systems. REQUEST BULLETIN NO. 681. 

......_.,;/~; 
• j \ 
·rir 

CARDEC 125-Cardec 125 is a mod
ular card edge connector system 
with contacts on .125" centers for 
maximum packaging density (.047" 
cards on solid .250" centers). In 
addition to the features of Cardec 
200, this system offers printed cir
cuit card voltage bus hardware for 
low resistance voltage distribution. 
As with all the Malco Plate Connec
tor lines, Cardec 125 is supplied in 
your configuration completely as
sembled and ready for automatic 
wire-wrapping right out of the pack
age. REQUEST BULLETIN NO. 681. 

... ·-----
~-. -~'°• 

Other Malco Tooled Products: Wasp and Mini-Wasp 
Fork and Blade Connector Systems, Plus A Complete 
Line Of Circuit Hardware and Precision Stampings. 

Consult our engineering staff about your application and design problems. 

• ffiALCO 
PAECISIDn ELECTAOn1c TERmlnALS Ano connECTORS 

mALCO mAnUFACTURlnG comPAnY inc 
51150 w . ROOSEVELT RO .. CHICAGO, ILL1n01s 60650 . PHOnE 13121 287-8700 
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Wetnake 
cotnponents for 
guys who cant 
stand failures. 

We make our capacitors 
and resistors to perform like 40 
million people were watching 
in on the count down. 

And we build an extra measure 
of performance into all of them, to 
let you make sure your equipment 
delivers all you designed into it. 
Because like you and the guys who 
use your equipment, we can't stand 
failures either. 

Take our glass capacitors, for 
instance. There's only one reason 
why they've been designed into the 
Surveyor, Minuteman, Gemini, 
Apollo, Saturn, Titan, Syncom, 
Sparrow, Hawk, and a number of 
other major aerospace and missile 
projects. With our glass capacitors, 
circuit designers could get the 
proven stability and reliability that 
these important systems demanded. 
U.S. Air Force tests have estab
lished that our glass capacitors have 
much better stability and much 
higher insulation resistance than 
ceramic and mica capacitors 
can deliver. 

And take our precision tin oxide 
resistors. They're the best of the 
metal film class. Because the resistive 
tin film is completely oxidized and 

molecularly bonded to the glass 
substrate, our tin oxide resistors are 
impervious to moisture and 
environmental degradation. No 
other resistor can deliver the same 
stability and reliability over load 
life. They offer guaranteed moisture 
resistance across all ohmic values 
to set a standard of reliability that 
can't be matched by metal film, wire 
wounds, carbon comps or metal 
glaze resistors. After a 56-day-long 
heat test in an environment of 
extremely high humidity, our tin 
oxide resistors showed a resistance 
change of just 0.2 per cent. And 
in an ambient temperature test
now in its ninth year-not one of 
the 600 tin oxide resistors being 
tested has exceeded a resistance 
change of 1.5 per cent. 

But don't only think of Corning 
for aerospace and other precision 
applications. We've got something 
to offer when economy and value 
are the prime considerations. At 
Corning we've been active in im
proving these important capacitor 
and resistor characteristics, too. 

We've developed the Glass-Kr"' 
capacitor to give you the volumetric 
efficiency and economy of mono-

• 
lithic ceramic capacitors, but with 
the much improved stability and 
reliability that only a glass 
dielectric can add. 

In resistors, our tin oxide re
sistors already offer long term 
economy over metal film, preci
sion wire wound and metal glaze 
resistors. And our new C3 resistors, 
in addition to giving you a small 
case size, compete costwise with 
carbon comps. 

At Corning we make com
ponents for guys who can't stand 
failures. Guys like your most impor
tant customers. Guys like you. 
So, next time you're designing a 
system, reach for your CORNING® 
capacitor and resistor catalogs and 
call your local Corning authorized 
distributor for off-the-shelf delivery. 
They'll help you design-in that 
extra measure of performance. 

If you don't have our catalogs, 
ask your Corning distributor for 
copies or drop us a line at: Corning 
Glass Works, Electronic Products 
Division, Corning, New York 14830. 

CORNING 
ELECTRONICS 

CORNING presents "THE YOUNG AMERICANS" an entertainment special 
on ABC-TV, March 12, 1970, 9:00 PM EST. We invite you to watch. 
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Washington Report 
CHARLES D. LA FOND, WASHINGTON BUREAU 

F-15 fighter competition questioned 
Air Force officials may be called before the House Armed Services 

Committee to explain their direction of the hotly contested F-15 ad
vanced fighter program, Congressional informants say. They also predict 
very close scrutiny of Air Force supervision over the newly selected prime 
contractor, McDonnell Douglas. Concern is over cost control in the $7-to
$8-bill ion program. The initial cost-plus contract is for $80-million; $1.15-
bill ion is projected for 20 flight test aircraft. 

Two members of the House committee, Chairman L. Mendel ·Rivers 
(D-S.C.) and Rep. Otis Pike (D-N.Y.) question Air Force handling of 
the competition. According to Rep. Pike, the Jaw governing such pro
curements dictates that competitors be told "precisely what weightings 
should be given to each element in the competition" and that "these 
weightings shall not be changed during the competition." But, says Pike, 
the Air Force has taken the position that this law, passed in 1926, is 
obsolete and thus it need not obey it. "Ignoring this law-and it is being 
ignored," the Congressman asserts, "allows the Air Force to come up 
with any winner in any competition that political expediency demands." 
Rep. Rivers has asked General Accounting Office to review contract 
procedures. 

A new Executive office to coordinate communications? 
Watch for establishment by the Nixon Administration of a new Office 

of Telecommunications Policy. The details for such an office are con
tained in a White House memorandum that was circulated to the Executive 
staff by Peter Flanigan, a Special Assistant to the President. The memo
randum was obtained by Rep. Joseph E. Karth (D-Minn.) and made 
public by him recently. 

The President reportedly is -annoyed at the premature release of the 
memorandum, but ultimate approval of the new office is expected on 
Capitol Hill. Industry informants here aren't sure at this time just 
how such an office would affect the powers of the Federal Communica
tions Commission. But one thing appears certain: If such a move is 
carried out, it wi ll short-circuit a recommendation of Commerce Secre
tary Maurice Stans to centralize all communications policy control with in 
his department. E stablishment of the Executive office was recommended, 
however, in t he IEEE IEIA Joint Technical Advisory Committee report 
"Spectrum Engineering-the Key to Progress," released in July, 1968. 

RCA wins the biggest award in a decade 
The selection of RCA by the Navy to direct the Advanced Surface 

Missile System, now called Aegis, provides the largest contract the 
company has won in the last 10 years-and it appears that the bulk of 
the R&D effort wil l stay within the firm, an RCA spokesman says. At 
its Moorestown, N.J., facility, RCA will be responsible not only for 
program ma.nagement and integration of all shipboard systems of the 
new surface-to-air missile effort, but it will also develop the key hemi
spheric-coverage, phased-array radar. The R&D project will be per
formed under a $252.9-mill ion contract; the follow-on production could 
total out to $1-billion. 

RCA will be responsible for all shipboard elements of the system 
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Washington ReoorlcaNTINUED 
except the missile and launcher. General Dynamics-Pomona will produce 
the Standard Navy Missile for the system and a dual-purpose launcher 
capable of firing the missile and antisubmarine rockets, all under sepa
rate contract. RCA has three principal subcontractors with which it is 
still negotiating: Raytheon will build the target radar iIJuminator, the 
weapons control system and probably the high-power radar transmitter; 
Computer Sciences Corp. will develop the necessary fire control and 
guidance computer software; and Gibbs & Cox, Inc., marine architects, 
will provide system configuration and structural design services. 

As presently conceived, the RCA electronic scanning radar will be 
used for target detection, acquisition and tracking and feed directional 
data through the fire control system to the Raytheon target illuminator. 
The missile itself, employing a passive radar homing device, will zero in 
on the echoes reflected from the target. The system is intended to counter 
the threat of low-level supersonic attack aircraft and missiles of the 
Soviet Styx-type. It will be employed operationally during the mid-70s 
aboard the new DXG/ DXGN conventional and nuclear-guided missile 
frigates. 

The CAT mystery a long way from solution 
A top official in the new Federal clear air turbulence (CAT) research 

program is pessimistic of early success for reliable detection and predic
tion of the phenomenon. CAT buffets airliners and other aircraft with
out warning, sometimes severely enough to damage the craft. A long 
recognized but not understood hazard, it is now the subject of a five
year study called the "Federal Plan for Clear Air Turbulence." The broad 
attack to extend fundamental knowledge of CAT is being waged by 
NASA and the Departments of Defense and Transportation. Over-aII co
ordination is being conducted by the Environmental Science Services Ad
ministration (ESSA). 

Total fiscal 1970 funding for the study is only about $4-million, ac
cording to Clayton Jensen, chief of ESSA's Federal Plans and Coordina
tion Div. "The trouble with the whole research funding is that scientists 
view the chance of achieving success-to detect and predict CAT-as 
being very low," he says, "and no one likes to fund a program whose 
chance of success is so low." 

Lean industry seeks space-shuttle program 
Both a manned space-station program and a recoverable space-shuttle 

program are necessary to bolster a steadily weakening U. S. aerospace in
dustry, say a majority of manufacturing representatives in Washington. 
And they expect President Nixon to announce approval soon to proceed 
with both efforts as goals during the 1970s. This would assure sufficient 
total expenditures (at least $10-billion) to hold the industry together, 
say the reps. While most of those polled by ELECTRONIC DESIGN had been 
confident for some time of a continuation, in some form, of manned or
bital stations, they were less optimistic over Administration approval of 
the shuttle vehicle. 

The President's anticipated disclosure of a plan to continue with a 
balanced manned and unmanned space program will come on the heels 
of a pessimistic annual market summary prepared by the Aerospace In
dustry Association. In its report, AIA showed a sales decline in 1969 
of 4.1 %, for a total of $28.3-billion. Further, AIA predict a sales drop 
in 1970 of over 2 %. The association attributes losses to reductions ip 
military, NASA and commercial aircraft procurements. 
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In a world that offers 
a million different connectors, 

who needs 7 more? 
We don't want to complicate your life. 
We want to make it easier for you. 
And we think these 7 printed circuit 

connectors are just the ones that can do it. 
Each one started as a special order for a 

customer like Univac, Automatic Electric, 
or Mohawk. Each had so many possibilities 
that we got permission to make them for 
everybody. 

So here's the biggest little line of connec
tors in the business. Utterly unique, not 
available as standard items anywhere else. 

27-pin, I -position connectors are made with our famous 
- welded gold-dot contact design that puts 
__ gold only where it's needed, yet holds 

- contact resistance below Sm V drop 
at5A. 

Until recently, you couldn't 
buy off-the-shelf connectors 

like these for love or money. 
You still can't buy .. them 

for love. Sylvania Metals & 
Chemicals, Parts DivisioQ, 

Warren, Pennsylvania 16365~ 





"The Clevite electrostatic printer 
increases our printout 

capability 
anywhere from eight to 

two hundred times.•• 
That's how Mr. Stanley Y. Curry, 

President of Chi Corporation sums up 
their experience with the Clevite 

4800 hardcopy printer. 
A Cleveland-based computer 

service firm founded by Case Western 
Reserve University, Chi wanted a fast, 

versatile printer to complement its third 
generation Univac 1108. Chi uses its 

Clevite 4800 printer to perform a wide 
variety of highly sophisticated scientific 
and engin~ering computations, for both 

the university and over 100 customers 
currently using the firm's many services. 

Here are some more 
of Mr. Curry's observations ... 

"We use the Clevite 4800 in 
three principle areas ... text editing; 
intermixing text and pictures; circuit 

diagrams, plotting and perspective 
drawings. Currently, we're experimenting 
with applying it to our billing procedures 
and are exploring its use for high-speed 

label printing. It looks as if the printer 
is useful for just about any output. 

"Take text, for example. The 
4800 is ideal because of the speed with 

which it provides copies. Change, 
delete, add, then program the computer 

accordingly. Almost instantly the 
electrostatic printer provides a clean 

copy of the edited material. 
"Our experience with core 

dump has been quite impressive. Here 
is an area where the printer's diagnostic 

ability really comes to play. Our 
computer stores some four million binary 
bits of information, and core dumping 
used to take around twenty minutes. 
With the Clevite Printer, we're now 
completing a core dump in just two 
minutes," Mr. Curry concludes. 
MORE FACTS ON THE CLEVITE 4800 
Clevite 4800 reproduces signals 
from any source of digital input or data 
transmission by telemetry, radio 
microwave, and/or land line. It produces 
accurate printouts of both alphanumerics 
and graphics almost as fast as the 
computer supplies them. 
A productivity rate of 412,000 
characters per minute means fast-acting 
computers are no longer hampered by 
mechanical equipment, noisely hammering 
out a few hundred lines per minute. 
No other printer gets as much 
out of your computer as fast as Clevite 
4800. And no other printer is so 
economical. The Clevite 4800 reduces 
capital investment, because conventional 
equipment costs more per unit. Also, there 
are few moving parts, reducing the need 
for constant maintenance and servicing. 
Clevite 4800. It's faster, more 
versatile, quieter, and more dependable 
than anything else you can buy. 
Drop us a line to find out how it fits 
into your computer room. Graphics 
Division, Gould Inc., 3631 
Perkins Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

GOULD CLEVITE 

Clevite 4800. The next generation of high-speed printers. 
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LOWEST 
COST . .. 
FULL WAVE 
BRIDGE 
RECTIFIERS & 
ASSEMBLIES 

Burns & Towne pre-packaged 
rectifier circuits represent a 
significant cost savings over 
individual components used in 
multi-rectifier units. Yet, you 
are always assured of quality 
and reliability. The low cost 
BFW family of single phase 
full .wave bridges . . . features 
high current capability of up 
to 2.0 amps. 

Max. PRY 
Part No. (volts) 

BFW-50 50 
BFW-100 100 
BFW-200 200 
BFW-300 300 
BFW-400 400 
BFW-500 500 
BFW-600 600 
BFW-800 800 
BFW-1000 1000 

Call or write for full specifica
tions and price data. 

Contact Fred Seigel 

- BURNS & TOWNE INC. 
.,,. 18-36 Granite St. 

Haverhill, Mass.'01830, Tel (617) 373-1333 
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SIDELIGHTS 

Our gal Nell goes to Las Vegas 
Our West Coast Editor Elizabeth deAtley learned, 

while gathering material for a story on electronics in 
gambling (p. 24), that a game in one Las Vegas casino 
draws no house percentage. Proceeds, if any, go to 
charity. 

Called Stakes and Odds, the game is part of a research 
project conducted by University of Michigan Prof. Ward 
Edwards. It uses a roulette wheel, a computer, and a 
CRT display. When the gambler presses a button, his 
choice is recorded on tape and sent to the university for 
analysis. The aim is to study the decisions people make 
under conditions of risk. 

So far the game is in the red-not lively enough, says 
Johnny Ponticello who runs it. It is financed by a private 
foundation. The casino contributes its space and em
ployees' time. 

All in a day's work for West Coast Editor Elizabeth deAt ley. 

Growing role of floating airfields 

With overseas land bases shrinking, the Navy is modernizing its 
aircra ft carrier force. Mil itary-Ae rospace Editor John F. Mason 
was f lown t o the carrier Roosevelt in t he Atlantic. Here Capt . 
H. S. Sellers (right) briefs him on facts that will appear in the 
report on p. 58. 
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200 Watts Output ... 90% Efficie~cy ... 0.1% Linearity 

TRW announces a hybrid switch
ing mode amplifier that delivers 
200 watts output power from an 
8-pin T0-3 package. It repre
sents an 8:1 size reduction over 
equivalent discrete component 
class B amplifiers. 

Intended primarily for use in 
motor drive applications, these 
amplifiers provide a highly linear 

48 

current drive control system 
even when operated from an un
reg u I ated power supply. They 
utilize high speed switching 
techniques (10 amps output 
current in 500 ns) to implement 
the pulse width modulation 
operation . 

For further information, includ
ing theory of operation and appli-

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 32 

cations assistance, contact TRW 
Semiconductors Division, 14520 
Aviation Blvd ., Lawndale, Calif. 
90260. Phone: (213) 679-4561. 
TWX: 910-325-6206. 

TRW 
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EDITORIAL 

Be your own boss this year
you and your job will benefit 

We keep hearing in various ways that the working engineer 
is an economic slave. Bosses should "motivate" their workers, some 
say-that is, induce them to .work longer hours for less pay and 
like it. Engineers should organize, say others, and force their 
bosses to pay more money for shorter hours. Always the spotlight 
is on the boss. He holds the strings, and the worker puppets either 
dance or try to make him dance. 

But is the boss really that important? Who signed your time 
card last year? He or someone else in the same chair? In this 
kaleidoscopic world of electronics, everything is transient-par
ticularly bosses. The only thing you have to count on is yourself . 

What do you want out of your job? A safe haven that pays 
enough to keep your family in relative comfort without straining 
you too much ? If so, your work will seem hard and your hours 
long. You will always be trying to make yourself take dull courses 
to fight the fee ling that you are a back number. And you will be 
afraid. You will fear the layoffs, the younger fellows and, of 
course, the boss. 

But suppose you choose to live dangerously, to go after the hi gh 
stakes-the opportunity to create something, to lead others, to 
make money? Then you will be less aware of your fear and more 
aware of li fe ar ound you. From your vantage point in the driver's 
seat, you can look at the world, see what it needs and decide how 
you can fill that need. 

Put yourself in the limelight. Don't wait for your boss to dis
cover your talents and tell you how to use them. Act as if you had 
all the talents you need. Give a paper before a company seminar 
or write an article. Work out a new application fo r one of your 
company's products. Discuss it with your boss or work it out on 
your own time, if necessary. And when the criticism comes
as it surely will-evaluate it and learn from it, for negative feed
back is as vital to people as to machines. But don't stop trying! 

And if, in the end, the job is too small , change it. You're the 
boss. 

ELIZABETH DEATLEY 
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Until now, designing with mercury relays meant tak
ing the good with the bad. The trade-off for long life, 
high-speed closure and no contact bounce has been a 
bulky package (about% cu. in.) that must be babied 
in a vertical position. 

But not any morel Now Logcell® Mercury Film Re
lays offer all the advantages of mercury-wetted relays 
... plus miniature size (0.06 cu. in.), operation in 
any mounting position, and shock and vibration re
sistance suitable for many airborne, marine and other 
mobile applications. 

Whether you require the specific advantages of 
mercury relays for computer logic circuits, advanced 
instrumentation or high-speed control systems ... or 
just need a tiny rugged relay that will last and last 
and last, consider Logcells: 

• Long life - units tested to billions of cycles 
• No contact bounce 
• Operation in any mounting plane 
• Form "C" SPOT contacts 
• Fast operating time - 2 ms 
• No measurable AC contact noise 
• Thermal noise less than 0.2 microvolt 
• Switches dry circuits to 1 amp at 0-6 volts 
• Inherent contact memory - requires no holding 

current (mono-stable models also available) 
For complete information about revolutionary new 

Logcell Mercury Film Relays - and Logcell Mercury 
Film Switches-write Fifth Dimension Inc., Box 483, 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 or call (609) 924-5990. 

• • 

Also ask about our red, white and blue speci
fications which match Logcell performance 
and cost to your application. 

~TH DIMENSION INC • 

a miniature mercury relay that operates 
IN ANY POSITION 
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NOW THAT THE PRICE IS LESS, 
IT'S WORTH MORE. 

OurV3 Miniature Switches have always pro
vided superior quality-at a little higher cost 
to you. So even though they won out on per
formance, they sometimes lost out on price. 

Now we've come up with new ways to lower 
our prices. Without lowering quality. The re
sult: a more favorable quality-to-price ratio. 
A better value all around. 

Our new lower list prices and revised dis
counts will mean new cost savings in present 
and future applications. And perhaps new 
opportunities for us to serve you. 

With more than 500 different design varia
tions-in circuitry, electrical capacity, actua
tors, terminals, and resistance to various 
environments - V3 Switches offer you the 
ultimate in design freedom. Plus the kind of 
uniform quality that has put several V3's on 
the Military Qualifications Approval List. 

Find out how the V3's new lower price can 
make them worth more to you. Call your near
est MICRO SWITCH branch office or distrib
utor (Yellow Pages, "Switches, Electric"). Or 
write for Catalog 50. 

MICRO SWITCH 
FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 61032 

A DIVISION OF HONEYWELL 



~ THEPRACTICA REFERENCESHELF L. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
Lothar Stern 
A practical guide to integrated circuits - their 
theory, manufacture and applications. This 
book offers complete discussion of the various 
techn iques of integrated circuit fabrication 
and their strong influence on circuit design 
and performance. From a marketing view
point, it compares the relative qualities of the 
numerous IC's devised to date in terms of 
economics and logistics. 

The book covers basic semiconductor prin 
ciples, monolithic integrated circuits, th in-film 
circuits and their characteristics , hybrid and 
other integrated structures. There is also dis
cussion of packaging, design and layout prin 
ciples, and LSI. A volume in the Motorola 
Series in Solid-State Electronics. 208 pages, 
7 x 10, illustrated, cloth cover. 
# 5695 . . ..... .. .............. $8.95 

LEVEL-HEADED LETTERS 
Dr. Dugan Laird and Joseph R. Hayes. 

Will help the executive to write better letters. 
faster. In pract ical , down-to-earth style, this 
book shows how to find the real reasons for 
writing; provides a simple plan for organizing 
ideas logically and psychologically, and points 
out ways to get affirmative responses from 
readers. Shows how to avoid cliches, verbiage 
and how to inject an• air of informality into 
letters. Key feature is the programmed learn
ing section on painless grammer. 134 pages. 
6 x 9 . 
Paper cover, #5032 
Cloth cover, # 5033 

PROJECT ESTIMATING BY ENGINEERING 
METHODS Paul F. Gallagher. 

$3.50 
$4.95 

A practical approach to attain ing consistently 
accurate estimates by summarizing many 
general practices and introducing specific 
methods proven valuable in various kinds of 
work. Five methods of estimating are dis
cussed . the fifth of which combines the two 
most important developments in the field : 
standard hours and the learning curve. To 
insure complete understanding, full coverage 
is given to construction and use of learning 
curves. Nearly 100 pages of learning curve 
tables appear in the appendix. 344 pages, 
8 1/ 2 x 11 , i llustrated , cloth cover. 
# 5018 $15.00 

PRACTICAL PA GUIDEBOOK: HOW TO 
INSTALL, OPERATE AND SERVICE 
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS 
Norman H. Crowhurst 
A practical gu ide covering all aspects of the 
subject. The book shows how to select and 
install the appropriate equipment, covers 
routine operation and maintenance of the 
finished system. Special attention is given to 
solving the problems encountered in provid
ing successful service. 136 pp., 6 x 9, illus., 
paper. 
# 0778 $4.45 

THEORY AND APPLICATIONS OF TOPOLOGICAL 
AND MATRIX METHODS Keats A. Pullen. 

The dependence of electrical circuit theory on 
topology (theory of line graphs) is of growing 
importance because line graphs for networks 
represent their flow patterns. Applicaton of 
topological methods has lagged behind the 
use of matrix methods only because of minor 
appl ication problems. This volume resolves 
these problems in a logical and understand· 
able way. 100 pages, 51; 2 x 81J2, paper cover. 
# 0300 $2.50 

INDUSTRIAL STROBOSCOPY Gilbert Kivenson. 

A comprehensive description of the history, 
development and use of stroboscopy in indus
try, commerce and research . Stroboscopy for 
ani!lysis and measurement has spread to 
many specialized areas of science and engi
neering, such as high-speed cinematography, 
photometry, radiometry, torsional vibration 
and other areas. This book discusses the state 
of the art today and areas of further usage. 
284 pages, 6 x 9 , illustrated, cloth cover. 
# 5045 $9.95 

DESIGN OF LOW-NOISE TRANSISTOR INPUT 
CIRCUITS William A. Rheinfelder. 

Design engineers and others interested in low
noise circuit design will find this book a real 
time saver. Gives a multitude of labor saving 
graphs and design curves for the practical 
circu it designer. Simple derivations of all im
portant formulas help the reader obtain a 
deeper insight into the fundamentals of prac
t ical low-noise design . 128 pages. 6 x 9, illus
trated, cloth cover. 
# 5014 $6.50 

WAVEFORM MEASUREMENTS Rufus P. Turner. 
Complete how-to information on the various 
techniques of electrical waveform measure· 
ment-from troubleshooting to signal synthe
sis. Book details procedures for the isolation 
and measurement of a single harmonic from 
a multisignal mixture, measurement of total 
distortion, calculation of harmonic values 
from heights of the wave patterns, etc. 96 
pages, 5 % x 81,4 , illustrated, paper cover. 
# 0775 ... $2.95 

UNDERSTANDING SILICON 
CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS 
Saul Heller 
A compact, illustrated guide to the capabilities 
and operation of the versatile SCR and the 
triggering circuits associated with these de
vices. Throughout the book, schematic dia· 
grams illustrate the application of the various 
SCR's as static switches, phase-control 
switches, inverters, choppers, etc. Emphasis 
is placed on choosing the right SCR to do a 
given job. 134 pages, 5% x 81,4 , illustrated , 
paper cover. 
#0782 . .. ....... .... . $3 .95 

TRANSISTOR AND DIODE NETWORK PROBLEMS 
AND SOLUTIONS Harry E. Stockman. 

This two-way reference demonstrates the 
practical application of theory and serves as 
sourcebook of step-by-step mathematical so
lutions to practical problems. With schematic 
situations covering the entire field of tran
sistor and diode networks. the reader develops 
effective techniques by comparing his own 
solution methods with the author's. 352 
pages, 6 x 9, illustrated. 
#5694 ·· ·· ··· ····· .. $9.95 

TRANSISTOR AND DIODE LABORATORY COURSE 
Harry E. Stockman 
Structured on engineering concepts and facts . 
this new course first provides a groundwork 
in transistor technology. Two-part theory view· 
points are applied continuously to give the 
work an engineering slant. The balance of the 
experiments deal with more intricate transis
tor networks. such as the theory and opera· 
tion of multivibrators, and the concept of 
parametric action . 128 pages, 7114 x 10, illus. 
# 5671 $3.95 

REVIEW ANY OF THESE BOOKS FOR 10 FULL DAYS-FREE! 

.----------------------------------------------~ 
I HAYDEN BOOK COMPANY, INC. 116W. 14St., N. Y., N. Y. 10011 fSll 
I ~I I Please send me the books circled below, on a 10-day free exam1na· I 

I 
tion. At the end of that time I will remit payment. plus postage, or Name I 
return the books without obligation . 

; 5695 0778 5014 Firm ; 

I 
5694 5032 0775 I 5671 5033 0782 Address _____________ _______ _ 

1 5018 0300 5045 I I City State Zip___ I 
I O Payment enclosed (Hayden pays postage) . Same return privilege. On all overseas orders, payment in U.S. dollars must be enclosed. I 
I 

Publisher pays postage with same return privilege. I 
ED-270 

L----------------------------------------------~ 
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Dielectric Fluid Problems 
Seaton-Wilson solves fluid contamination problems 
you haven't been able to detect yet 

If you are involved with high 
voltages in tight packages, the 
dielectric fluid you use probably 
isn't performing the job you 
thought it was. 

The above statement is not an 
attempt to degrade the excellent 
quality of the most widely used 
dielectric fluids, which are listed 
here. The graphs on this page are 
to illustrate the alarming rate of 
voltage breakdown when dielec
tric fluids become contaminated 
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with water, dirt and - last but 
not least - dissolved air, the un
seen contaminant which is the 
most difficult to detect. 

The sharp downward curve in 
the first graph charts the loss of 
dielectric strength when Fluid 
"A" is contaminated with water. 
The independent test results on 
Fluid "B" similarly illustrate 
the debilitating effects of dirt as 
a contaminant. 
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But it is in the little explored 
area of dissolved air that the 
trickiest problems arise. This 
contaminant is invisible and 
weightless. The below listing on 
this page spells out the dissolved 
air content of popular dielectric 
fluids as they are delivered to 
you. 
SATURATED AIR VALUES 

UNIVOLT 33 ........ ... 10% 
UNIVOLT N34 . . ...... . 10% 
DIALA OIL-AX ......... 10% 
WEMCO C ............ 10% 
WEMCO Cl ............ 10% 
STANDARD IOCA ...... 10% 
G.E.-10C .............. 10% 
THERMINOL FR-1 ...... 5% 
THERMINOL FR-2 ...... 5% 
CASTOR OIL .......... 4% 
COOLANOL 25 . ..... .. 14% 
COOLANOL 35 ........ 14% 
FREON TF ............ 40% 
SILICONE DC200 ...... 20% 

The graph on Fluid "C" 
translates these percentages into 
a curve which may be compared 
for effectiveness with the lower 
curve in the same graph showing 
the dielectric strength of air only. 
It is the large murky area in be
tween where the potential danger 
lies, through fluctuating percent
ages of entrained and dissolved 
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air content. Present quality con
trol methods make it virtually 
impossible to determine if the 
fluid has really been bled of air. 
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Obviously, the threshold at 
which water, dirt and dissolved 
air will contaminate dielectric 
fluids to the point of permitting 
arcing depends on how tight a 
package you work with, your 
filling methods and present de
contamination system, if any. 
It is readily apparent that total 
conditioning of dielectric fluids is 
necessary if optimum perform
ance is to be obtained. 

I 
The demand for a single condi

tioning console which will solve 
all these problems has been 
mounting steadily. The answer 
has been provided by Seaton
Wilson's exclusive SAC-1002 
Fluid Conditioner Console, de
signed to filter, dehumidify, de
aerate, store and transfer_ fluid. 
This 11-gallon capacity unit re
moves solid contaminants and 

DIELECTRIC 
STRENGTH Of . 
FLUID ONLY 

RANGE OF 
DIELECTRIC 
STRENGTH Of 
ENTRAINED 
AIR-FLUID 
MIXTURE 

water using a 5 mi
cron, depth filter incor
porating a molecular 
sieve. It deaerates 
most fluids to 2 % dis
solved air content by 
volume. Finally, the 
SAC-1002 provides a 
controlled vacuum for 
filling a closed system 
with totally condition-
ed fluid. Write for full 
capabilities data and 
complete specifications 
today. 

BEATON-WILSON, INC. 

BYSTRON <E3+ DONNER 

911 NO VICTORY BLVD., BURBANK, CALIF 91502 • TEL (213) 849-3131 
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·----------------I I My Active Filter application requires: I 
D Band pass filter with center frequency 

and band width. 
D Low or high pass filter with cut-off I 

frequency and a Q of . I 
D More details. Please send me your new brochure. 

Name I 
Title Company ______ _ 
&re~ I 
City State Zip I 

Just fill this out. And mail it in. ·----------------
We'll produce any number of quality active filters precisely to your 
parameters. And, we'll get them to you within 72 hours. 

Our new Active Filter Group specializes in nothing but active filters. So, 
they'll be smaller, and probably better than the ones you've been making. 
No offense. 

And, they'll be completely complete. No resistors or capacitors to add. 
No trimming required. 

The clincher is, they're likely to cost you less money than your 
home-made jobs. 

So, go ahead. Try this new way of making your own active filters. With a 
pencil. When they arrive, you'll have just one thing left to do. Plug them in. 

ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 2, January 18, 1970 

ca COMPONENTS DIVISION 
GENISCO TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 
18435 Susana Road 
Compton, California 90221 
(213) 77 4-1850 
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Type 

WJ-371 
WJ-425 
WJ-3006 
WJ-393-6 
WJ-393-8 

*WJ-3000 
WJ-338 
WJ-338-5 

*WJ-449-1 
*WJ-449-2 

Frequency 
Range 

12 - 18 GHz 
12 - 18 GHz 
12 - 18 GHz 
18 - 26.5 GHz 
18.5-20 GHz 
18 - 40 GHz 
26.5 - 40 GHz 
34 - 36 GHz 
40 - 50 GHz 
40 - 60 GHz 

LNTWAs 

• The difference is guaranteed 
performance. W-J's millimeter low-noise 
traveling-wave amplifiers provide the kind 
of performance usually found only in P
through X-band units. • That means you 
have the advantages of low noise figure, 
high gain and high power output, plus the 
built-in reliability of integral power supply 
operation, at frequencies from 12 to 60 GHz. 

Examples of these amplifiers are shown be
low. Variations in frequency, noise, gain and 
power are available for special applications. 

Minimum 
Maximum Guaranteed Minimum 

Guaranteed 
Power Output 

Guaranteed Small Signal 
Noise Figure Gain Size Weight 

9 dB 25 dB + 12 dBm a a 
10 dB 25 dB + 10 dBm b b 
13 dB 30 dB +20 dBm a a 
11 dB 25 dB 0 dBm a a 
9 dB 25 dB 0 dBm a a 

14 dB 25 dB + 5 dBm c c 
14 dB 25 dB + 3 dBm c c 
13 dB 25 dB + 3 dBm c c 
17 dB 20 dB + 5 dBm c c 
19 dB 20 dB + 3 dBm c c 

•Presently under development a. 4.75 x 4.75 x12 Inches 18 Pounds 
b. 3 x3 x 10.5 Inches 7 Pounds 
c. 5.1 x 7.5 x 12.2 Inches 27 Pounds 
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Now Models 809 and 859 Voltage Regulators are available 
at $5.82 each (1000 quantity) or $8.95 (1-9) from local stock. 
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Combat Information Center on the Roosevelt keeps track 
of all enemy craft-sea and air-within radar range and 

Aboard the aircraft carrier 
Franklin D. Roosevelt at sea 

A tall, sandy-haired petty officer, who would 
look more at home on a basketball court than in 
front of a teletype machine, leans forward to 
watch the message clatter in. It's high priority, 
according to the initial code, from Atlantic Fleet 
Headquarters in Norfolk. The machine stops. 

He tears off the original copy and writes "Cap
tain" across the top and hands it to a communi
cations messenger. "Rush," he says. 

Other copies are also dispatched: one to the 
operations officer and one to the air intelligence 
officer. Two communications technicians stop 
putting addressee designations on routine mes
sages coming in by high-frequency radios from 
shore stations and other ships. They step over to 
read the message: 

Initiate a routine launch to investigate one or 
more unidentified surface ships. According to CL 
[cruiser] radar at 1000 hours, the target was 50 
miles north northeast of Cape Canaveral, headed 
south. Photograph and fly film to Mayport Naval 
Station. Pilot will advise you by radio of target's 
description and identity. Please radio info to us." 

Action is fast a hundred miles in the Atlantic 
off Jacksonville, Fla. In moments, loudspeakers 
are blaring: "Flight quarters-all hands man 
your flight quarters stations!" Some 400 to 500 
crewmen go to their stations. And a maze of 
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all friendly craft beyond 50 miles. Remote scopes enable 
operators to switch to almost any radar on board. 

electronics around the men lends support. A bar
rage of radios warms to the job. Radars eye the 
sky and surrounding sea. Computers search their 
memories. And displays light up softly in a dozen 
stations throughout the ship. 

This is routine action on one of the most battle
proven aircraft carriers in the U.S. fleet, the 
4500-man Franklin D. Roosevelt. During the 
prop-plane era an aircraft carrier was a floating 
airfield with a scattering of electronics; today, 
with high-speed jets, a carrier is a floating elec
tronic system. 

How does this myriad of electronics work, side 
by side, at the mercy of the wet, salty elements, 
hundreds of miles from the nearest maintenance 
depot? A visit to the Roosevelt turns up cheerful 
news for designers and electronics manufac
hirers: The equipment works surprisingly well 
most of the time. There are some bugs-tuners 
that tend to arc, radar components that desper
ately need labels for easy repair, software in a 
landing-radar system that could be better, and 
other largely minor shortcomings-but on the 
whole the electronics are doing just what they 
were designed to do. And, with planned improve
ments, they will do even better. 

The new, high-performance aircraft require 
more efficient support. More automation is 
needed. Multifunctional gear is being sought. The 
gigantic carrier of today is becoming so crammed 
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with electronic equipment that "we now have to 
think about size for the first time," a Navy en
gineer says. 

The mission begins 

The operations officer notifies the air officer 
to get the flight deck ready and to pick an RF -
8G photo-reconnaissance plane and a pilot for 
the job. The air intelligence officer looks through 
his files. If possible, he will show the pilot photo
graphs of ships he might find. He will describe 
shipboard missile locations and how they look 
when they're camouflaged. 

For the briefing, the initial message from 
Norfolk is typed on transparent tape and pro
jected on displays in the ready room. Also dis
played are flight and weather information. 

The pilot calculates the probable position of 
the unidentified target-where it will be at five
minute intervals for the next hour-while the 
deck crew prepares the plane for flight. 

Better and better equipment 

On newer, updated carriers, like the John F. 
Kennedy, the more sophisticated RA-5C recon
naissance aircraft would be used. Besides photo
graphic cameras, this Mach 2 twin-jet plane is 
equipped with infrared sensors, a sidelooking 
radar and a receiver-recorder that captures on 
tape electromagnetic signals from a target's 
radio, radar and electronic countermeasure3 
equipment. 

All aircraft with inertial navigation systems
including the more advanced fighter planes on 
the Roosevelt-must have their inertial systems 
aligned before take-off. Precise positioning is 
necessary. The attack planes need the precision 
to find their assigned targets and their way back 
to the carrier. And reconnaissance planes need to 
pinpoint the location of targets they find. So im
portant is this precision that all carriers have 
been equipped for the job with the extremely 
accurate Ships Inertial Navigation System 
(SINS), developed originally for Polaris missile 
submarines. 

But the alignment operation is unwieldy. Data 
from SINS, which is several decks below the 
flight deck, must be piped up to outlets on the 
hangar deck and the flight deck. From there, 
heavy umbilical cables must be attached to each 
aircraft, cluttering up an already congested deck 
and requiring 30 minutes or more to align each 
plane. 

Although the SI S operator on the Roosevelt 
says he does not consider the cables an incon
venience, the Navy is working on a system where
by data will be transmitted by rf data link to 
receivers in the planes. Cables will be eliminated, 
and there will be no limit to the number of air-
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Shipboard SPN-10 radar operator watches and gives 
corrections for pilot's glide-slope and azimuth errors. 

craft inertial systems that can be aligned simul
taneously. The job should take five minutes in
stead of 30. 

A flying camera takes off 

Now the RF-8G is ready on the Roosevelt's 
flight deck. Like a slingshot, the catapult thrusts 
the jet into flight. Three radars on the carrier 
sweep the sky as the craft heads to its target. 
One is the surface search radar-the AN / SPS
lOC. The two others are air search radars: the 
SPS-37, very-long-range and two-dimensional, 
and the SPS-30, long-range and three-dimen
sional. 

The recon plane finds the target-there are 
two ships, not one. Flying directly over them 
at 10,000 feet, the pilot takes his photographs. 
Fifty per cent of the mission is complete. Now 
the films must be delivered to the Mayport Naval 
Station near Jacksonville, Fla. 

Some time later the recon plane returns to the 
Roosevelt. An air-traffic-control radar, the SPN-
43, picks it up about 20 miles out. This radar 
helps guide the plane in until it is about four 
miles away. There, the SPN-10 landing radar 
takes over. 

The shipboard controller in the carrier's Air 
Traffic Control Center watches the plane's 
glide-slope progress and its off-course error on 
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the landing radar, correcting the pilot orally for 
as little as a 10-foot error, until the plane is a 
half mile away. At this point the landing signal 
officer, standing at the end of the deck with 
radio equipment, takes over visually and talks 
the pilot down to the deck. 

While the Roosevelt landing system must talk 
its planes down and then hand them off to the 
landing officer for visual guidance, the JFK 
has a fully automatic system. A radar linked to 
an autopilot flies the plane down to the deck 
without the pilot's help. 

An intermediate, semi-automatic mode is also 
used on some carriers. Instead of controllers in 
the Air Traffic Control Center telling the pilot 
what to do, the shipboard radar information is 
sent to the aircraft by data link; it appears on a 
cross-hair display that guides the pilot down. The 
Roosevelt could go to this mode if it had a data 
link. 

As the RF -8G comes screaming in, a hook 
trailing from the fuselage catches one of four 
cables lying across the Roosevelt's deck. The huge 
jet comes to a quick, minus-5g halt. Mission com
pleted. 

Throughout the recon plane's entire flight the 
Roosevelt's Combat Information Center was 
maintaining a close watch. This center is respon
sible for keeping track of all contacts-air, sur
face and subsurface-in the vicinity of the ship. 
Illuminating the relative darkness in the crowded 

Superstructure of the Roosevelt is an electromagnetic 
clutter, providing space for more than 100 antennas. 

room are remote radar displays that permit an 
operator to switch to almost every radar on the 
ship. Other illumination in the rooms comes from 
large, Plexiglas boards, on which crewmen, 
writing backwards with grease pencils, note the 
status of all craft that are spotted-their course, 
speed, probable destination, identity. 

Friendly aircraft are plotted when they are 
more than 50 miles from the carrier; air-traffic 
control radar has them under surveillance when 
they are closer than that. Enemy aircraft are 
plotted at any range .. 

Had the message ordering reconnaissance 
photos of a target at sea been received by a more 
modern carrier than the Roosevelt-the JFK, 
say-the procedure would have differed slightly. 
Besides being delivered to the captain, the mes
sage would also have been taken to an Integrated 
Operation Intelligence Center, a large facility 
where data brought back by RA-5C reconnais
sance aircraft is interpreted. The center has two 
computers for storing information, which can be 
recalled at the touch of a button to compare new 
data with old: 

Was that sonobuoy there yesterday? Is that 
shore-based radar new? Has that ship that the 
RA-5C infrared sensor picked up been detected 
before? 

The computer might answer: The sonobuoy 
was first seen a month ago. The radar appeared 
seven days ago. And a ship was detected by sub
marine sonar 20 minutes ago, five miles south 
of this position. 

The Combat Information Center on the JFK 
and other advanced carriers is also more sophisti
cated; it employs the Naval Tactical Data Sys
tem. Broadband rf data links between compatible 
computers on every ship in the task force permit 
quick exchange of all kinds of tactical data. 

The main communications room on the Roose
velt, as well as on newer carriers, is still a man
ual facility. It may handle as many as 4000 
messages a day, mostly routine, logistical ex
changes and an occasional emergency message 
for a carrier crewman. Conventional high-fre
quency radios are used, both Westinghouse's 
WRT2 and Hoffman's URC32. The big problem, 
says an electronics maintenance chief on the 
Roosevelt, is with the tuners. 

"They tend to arc," he says. "Plastic insula
tions have been known to melt during arcing." 

The only complaint about the WRT2 is that 
"it's hard to get to the various parts in the power 
amplifier stage when repair work is necessary." 

Besides hf radio, there is a low frequency 
transmitter for aircraft homing, a vhf for air
craft distress calls and uhf for talking with air
craft. 

The Roosevelt's Pathfinder 1500 B short-range 
navigation radar (a half mile up to 32 miles) , 
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built by Raytheon, is "a good radar with good 
resolution, but it doesn't stand up under continu
ous use," says Chief Petty Officer Richard R. 
Eaton, technician in the electronic environment 
section aboard the carrier. 

"It just wasn't built to operate for a month 
at a time," he explains. "It is a commercial set 
designed for helping a ship's pilot make his final 
approach into port. But here, they use it for 
close maneuvering with ships and keeping an eye 
on the destroyers. 

"We need a more rugged set, with better sche
matics, a better form of layout diagrams, and 
better instruction for alignment. It's a night
mare to repair, because only four or five compo
nents are labeled. If you want to look at some
thing, you have to physically trace out all your 
components. It takes longer to find the compo
nent than to replace it. 

"A military version was built and used in 
Vietnam, but its range was too short." 

In describing a search radar, Eaton says: "The 
AN / SPS-lOC, with a range between 1500 yards 
and 90 miles, is one of the most dependable radars 
we've got. It's so reliable that the only complaints 
we get are about the operator." 

A modification under way on the SPS-lOF 
version that is on the JFK is of particular in
terest to Lt. Cmdr. Cliff Laning, antiship missile 
defense coordinator for the Naval Ship Systems 
Command in Washington. The need is for a clear-

F-4 fighter rides up to the flight deck on giant elevator. 
The plane's inertial navigation system must be aligned 

er radar picture at low elevation. Surface-to-sur
face cruise missiles, such as the Russian Styx, 
are low flyers and could be obscured by video 
clutter. The cure, Commander Laning says, is "a 
video clutter-suppression device that looks at the 
electronic environment around the radar and ex
amines the clutter, whether it be from moisture 
in the air, the sea or land. 

"It measures the returns from the clutter by 
determining the voltage level being displayed on 
the PPI scope," he notes. "After this, the radar 
will not display anything at that voltage level or 
below. It will display only higher voltages, which 
results in a clean scope except for the target." 

A follow-on to the SPS-lOF is being developed 
by Raytheon. It will move up in frequency to 
avoid interference with missile-control radar. 
Designated SPS-55, the new radar is being built 
with more solid-state components and will have 
a selectable circular polarization feature. This, it 
is hoped, will provide better visibility at greater 
ranges. 

"We tried a number of things on the SPS-55 
but most of them didn't turn out too well," says 
H. M. Nordenberg, section head for air-traffic
control, navigation and IFF (Identification, 
Friend or Foe) equipment in the Naval Ship 
System Command. "We tried dithering the fre
quency around a nominal frequency in the band, 
perhaps 30 MHz or 40 MHz, to try to cut down 
on sea return, but it didn't work because the 

by unwieldy cables attached to the Ship's Inertial Navi
gation System. Later ships will have an rf data link. 
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The Navy's response 
to shelling by critics 

The roughest battle for American carriers in 
recent years took place not on the high seas but 
in Congress last fall. Along with other weapon 
systems, the carrier was under attack from 
many quarters. There were Congressmen who 
felt another approach, or another kind of 
weapon, would be more efficient. Others said, 
"We have enough weapons." And still others had 
declared general war on what they called the 
"military-industrial complex." 

The battle has subsided, but it may be far 
from over. So far, the pro-carrier forces are 
ahead. 

The first nuclear-powered Nimitz carrier is 
fully funded-it will cost $536-million. For a 
second such carrier, $133-million has been fund
ed for long lead-time items. Money for a third 
will be requested next year. 

Aircraft for a carrier, according to Con
gressional testimony supplied by Admiral T. H. 
Moorer, amounts to $409.5 million; if F-14s 
are bought instead of F-4s, the bill is $200 mil
lion more. Four destroyers cost $855 million 
bringing the cost for a group to about $1,800 
million. 

In answer to critics who say that carriers are 
vulnerable to missile attack, Rear Admiral J. L. 
Holloway, head of the strike warfare division 
of the Office uf the Chief of Naval Operations in 
Washington, and the program coordinator for 
development of the next generation of carriers, 
asserts: "9arriers have mobility plus protection 
by their own task force." Admiral Holloway 
also points out that carriers in the Gulf of 
Tonkin successfully operated beyond the range 
of the Soviet Styx, the surface-to-surface guided 
missile emplaced in sites in North Vietnam. 

"No potential North Vietnamese missile land
ing platform, aircraft or PT boat has penetrated 
the U.S. carrier task force defense to within 
attack range of the carriers, the admiral notes. 

Rear Admiral William D. Houser, Director of 
Aviation Plans and Requirements, says: "The 
carrier is gaining in importance, due to the 
somewhat less favorable position of the U.S. in 
terms of its overseas bases. As a floating airfield, 
the carrier is responsive to the orders of the 
President of the United States without negotia
tion with foreign countries." 

Backing up this argument is the fact that in 
1957 this country had 105 operational Air Force 
bases overseas. ow there are 35, with a big 
base in Libya soon to go. 

"A major element of our foreign policy de
pends on having allies, who, in turn, depend on 
us for support," Admiral Holloway says. "To do 
this, we must have freedom of the seas. This 
calls for attack carriers. Also, our allies' forces 
are usually conventional, and they need air sup
port. Our carriers can provide this." 

waves don't really change that much from pulse 
to pulse." 

One thing that was done, notes Capt. C. E. 
Martin, radar branch head of the Naval Ship 
Engineering Center in Washington, "was to put 
into the requirement a two-second tuning specifi
cation-the whole frequency range had to be 
searched in two seconds." 

"We did this," he explains, "because we 
thought we'd have to shut down the radar while 
tuning it, and we couldn't afford to have it out 
very long. But we found that we could make the 
receiver follow the transmitter tuning, and the 
radar didn't go off at all. So, to reduce this added 
complexity, we decided to settle for a 30-second 
tuning capability. 

"It really works well . To tune, you press a 
button, which causes it to tune automatically 
back and forth over the whole band. When you 
get the best picture, you take your finger off." 

Of the Roosevelt's very-Jong-range search ra
dar, the SPS-37, Chief Eaton says: 

"It works well without problems, except that 
it's located near the stacks and the dipoles get 
dirty, causing them to arc or to short. This re
quires extra work keeping them clean. 

"One bad thing about this radar is that a 
repeater in the circuitry causes the target to 
be chopped up on the scope. Every tenth sweep 
is used to form the cursor, thus leaving a blank 
strip in the target. Maybe someday someone will 
figure out a way to provide a cursor without 
sacrificing the video." 

Instead of the SPS-37, most aircraft carriers 
use the SPS-43A, "a standard radar with no 
problems," Nordenberg says. "And it has a fol
low-on, the SPS-49, developed b~ Raytheon, but 
we haven't bought any yet." 

The follow-on is L band, while the current one 
is uhf. "The disadvantage of uhf is that you can't 
operate near TV stations in certain channels," 
Nordenberg says. "We like a variety of frequen
cies, however, to make jamming more difficult 
for the enemy." 

The uhf radar, which is for Jong range, is also 
being modified, Commander Laning says, to op
erate at short range, too-from 0 to 40 miles. 

The Roosevelt's 3-D radar, the SPS-30, was 
replaced on the JFK, and will be on the Nimitz, 
by the SPS-48. 

"The only maintenance problem with the old 
3-D radar," Eaton says, "is that the dehydrator 
required to dry out moisture in the waveguide 
used the ship's regular low-pressure supply of 
air, and it was dirty. It contained both oil and 
water, requiring almost continuous maintenance. 
I think the radar should have its own pressuriz
ing unit. All you need, after all, is a compressor 
and a desiccant or electric dryer." 

Commander Laning says: "What we'd like for 
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the new SPS-48 is a moving target indicator, 
auto detection and auto tracking. This would en
able us to eliminate the operator." 

The AN/ SPN-43 air-traffic-control radar that 
picks up incoming aircraft as far as 40 miles, 
evolved from one called the SPN-6. "We needed 
better performance to keep up with the high
performance jets," Nordenberg says. "We added 
a new transmitter, receiver and antenna reflector 
assembly. The new reflector-a cosecanted 
squared antenna-enables us to cover from the 
horizon to 30,000 feet, as well as a 360 ° azimuth. 
The radar is all-solid-state, with a low-noise front 
end that operates at room temperature. It's not 
as quiet as a cooled device-sometimes the Var
actor diodes in the preamplifier get noisy-but 
it's good enough for our needs, and we don't have 

to bother with liquid nitrogen cooling agents." 
Chief Eaton on the Roosevelt says that every 

time the SPN-43 got a new modification, it be
came more like the SPN-6-"same resolution, 
same range, capability and picture size." 

"We had a lot of problems with the SPN-43 in 
the beginning," he notes. "When we left port, it 
had a blind spot, poor resolution and a very 
short range-a maximum of 60 miles with an 
optimum range of 40 to 45 miles. A represenative 
from the manufacturer, Gilfillan, came out and 
spent a month and a half going over the system, 
trying to isolate the problems. He went back, 
worked on it and sent another engineer out. The 
solutions were good." 

The blind spot was in the southwest quad
rant, from 8 miles to 17 miles. 
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"An aircraft in that area wouldn't show up at 
all," Eaton says. "And this is the quadrant we 
use for final approach. We couldn't control the 
aircraft coming in." 

Gilfillan engineers finally discovered two prob
lems: The sensitivity time control [STC] circuit 
used to minimize sea return had a recovery time 
that was too long, and there was also quadrant 
blockage due to physical interference from an
other radar antenna. The STC had been set to 
reduce the gain for nearby targets, while increas
ing gain gradually with a parametric amplifier 
to cut in for targets at 12 miles on out to 25. 

It was corrected by moving the blocking an
tenna and then modifying the trigger generator 
card, which controls the gain vs range on the 
STC. The STC curve on this radar, Nordenberg 

explains, is a composite curve, consisting of two 
STC. curves, one on the receiver i-f amplifier 
and one on the parametric amplifier. This was 
the first operational shipboard radar on which 
this technique was employed. The curve of the 
parametric amplifier is phased in with the other 
curve, with its additional gain at approximately 
12 miles and with full gain at 25 miles. 

The original design had the latter curve as a 
fixed value, with the dynamic range provided by 
verification of the first curve. However, the vari
ations with installations, such as lengths of 
waveguide runs, proved to be too great. There
fore, as a "quick fix," the Roosevelt changed one 
resistor and one capacitor to change the time con
stant and eliminate the "hole" in the pattern. 

"However, we are modifying the paramp STC 
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to provide adjustment for both starting point and 
rate-of-gain change with range as a permanent 
fix," Nordenberg notes. 

The SPN-42, which takes over the job of land
ing the plane when it reaches a distance of four 
miles, takes a new approach to compensating for 
deck motion. Instead of using the computer's pre
diction for the position of the deck at time of 
touchdown, and bringing the plane down accord
ingly, the glide slope moves up and down with 
the pitch of the ramp. The reason for this is 
that the prediction method made the pilot ner
vous. 

"It takes a lot of faith in the computer to 
look down at a rising deck and believe it will sink 
in time for you to make the proper touchdown," 
Nordenberg observes. 

"Our main modification goal for the landing 
radar is to improve the software. We've got 120 
aircraft and one landing system. It's easier to 
change the software for different landing re
quirements than the hardware. 

"To make the aircraft show up better on the 
SPN-42 scope, we may put beacon transponders 
in the aircraft instead of relying on the passive 
corner reflectors we use now. This would im
prove the system's all-weather capability." 

The auxiliary landing radar, the SPN-41, is a 
microwave scanning system that provides the 
pilot with a heads up, cross-pointer display in 
the cockpit. The Navy has ordered 23 systems 
from the producer, the AIL division of Cutler
Hammer-13 for carriers and 10 for shore-based 
landing strips. 

The other radar that will go on the Nimitz 
is the SPN-44, a new solid-state, hand-steered 
doppler used for determining the airspeed of an 
approaching plane. The landing signal officer 
uses this information to decide whether or not 
the plane's flight characteristics are right for a 
successful landing. If they aren't, he turns a 
red light on, and the pilot goes around again. 
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"We'd like to have one radar to do everything, 
but instead, the Nimitz has four," says Jerry 
Hamilton, a Ship Systems Command engineer 
who is helping to plan the Nimitz class of carriers. 
Capt. James D. Small is project manager for 
developing these new ships. 

Why isn't the Nimitz going to get a wrap
around, phased-array radar, like the one on the 
Enterprise? "It costs too much," Hamilton says. 
"Phased array is excellent for a carrier. All four 
sides of the island are covered, there's no mast 
to get in the way and cause a blind spot, and 
there are no moving dishes and mechanical fail
ures. But phased arrays are custom-made and 
expensive. We had to use what was available off 
the shelf." 

Nordenberg notes: "There has been talk of im
proving radar displays-bright displays that can 
be used in daylight on the bridge without the 
need for a hood. But there have been problems 
of getting adequate persistency without smear
ing. Also, there have been proposals for large
screen displays, but they would be in the Naval 
Tactical Display System room." 

One innovation for the Nimitz will be an auto
matic test system that tells how the radars are 
working: whether they're being 'degraded and 
how they can be repaired. Called CATS (Com
puter Automated Test System), the system is be
ing developed by the Naval Electronics Labora
tory Center in San Diego. 

Small-sized electronics needed 

"The trend in all carrier electronics," Hamil
ton says, "is toward solid state in smaller pack
ages, with small heat dissipation. Formerly we 
didn't worry about reduction in size because a 
carrier is a pretty big ship, but we're getting 
more and . more equipment and have begun to 
think of size. 

"Increased automation is calling for more com
puters and more memory capacity. We'd like to 
have integrated computers, or a system to which 
we could add more memory when the load became 
greater. 

"The Nimitz is getting more computers to han
dle the increased automation. It will have 15 
computers: two for the Integrated Operational 
Intelligence Center, six for the Naval Tactical 
Display System, three for the Message Process
ing and Distribution System, two for the SPN-42 
radar, one for the Ships Inertial Navigation Sys
tem and one for logistics. 

"In building carriers beyond the Nimitz, the 
designers will probably look at all the automated 
operations on the ship, decide how much memory 
capacity is needed and buy a computer or a fami
ly of computers that can communicate with 
each." 
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The superstructure of a carrier, which may 
have to hold 100 antennas, can create a night
mare of electromagnetic interference. 

"We've had problems with our radar antennas," 
a member of the engineering planning staff for 
Nimitz carriers concedes. "To minimize RFI we 
have reduced the side lobe and the back lobe of 
the antenna reflector. Or we put blinders on the 
feedhorn. This has been successful. It has also 
improved the performance of the radar itself, 
since it puts more energy back into the main lobe 
where you want it. 

"The trend, of course, is to design antennas 
as part of the ship rather than putting them up 
after the ship is built. 

No room at the top 

"As for communications antennas, the maxi
mum you can separate them is the length of the 
ship, about 1000 feet, but actually you're restrict
ed to about 100 feet in the superstructure. This 
means a receiving antenna system will pick-up a 
lot of rf energy. Isolation between transmitting 
and receiving antenna systems is on the order of 
15 to 20 dB attenuation. Sometimes it's down to 
10 dB. Also, you get into the dynamic range prob
lems of the receiver because of the large amount 
of rf energy present that can overload the front 
end. This creates spurious responses within the 
receiver. To preclude overloading problems, we 
go into a complicated frequency spacing and 
filtering system. If, for example, we have a re
ceiver on 4 MHz and a transmitter on 4.5 MHz, 
we use a filter in front of the receiver that will 
reject the 4.5-MHz signals. This filter is part 
of the multicoupling system, which allows us to 
connect many receivers to one antenna. It allows 
fewer communications antennas to be used. 
Rather than one antenna per receiver, we could 
have as many as 8 to 15 receivers on one antenna. 
This is the manner in which larger ship commu
nication designs are handled. 

Instant tactical data 

The Naval Tactical Data System on the JFK 
and the Nimitz does the work of the Combat In
formation Center on the Roosevelt. The differ
ence is that the data system is automated and 
ties together an entire task force. One ship 
might detect a target and pass the information 
on to the display and computer of a ship with 
more appropriate weapons, or one in a more ad
vantageous position to make the kill. The system 
is not new-the first was delivered to the Navy 
in 1959-but it's expensive and has been installed 
on only a few ships. When those vessels slated 
to get the system are finally equipped, the total 
will reach approximately 40. 
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But its success story has been phenomenal, ac
cording to Donald L. Ream, head of the Navy's 
Combat Systems Management Office in Washing
ton. "It just won't wear out," he says. "In the 
old days we thought if you got 40,000 hours of 
life from equipment, it was great. We've got 
computers that have been running for 80,000 
hours and are still good. We run them day and 
night. The equipment is two orders of magnitude 
better than projected. 

"The biggest problem we have is finding com
ponents when we do need them, because the 
manufacturers stop producing them after the 
equipment is 10 years old. We have to pay a 
premium price for certain transistors today." 

Two big innovations are being readied for 
carrier communications: Space is being reserved 
on the Nimitz for satellite communications equip
ment and for a new, computerized message proc
essing and distribution system. Fully automatic, 
the latter system will speed the operation of the 
communications room and reduce its 100-man 
staff by 30. Instead of manual screening of mes
sages for priorities, decoding and addresses, a 
computer will do the job. It will also log, file 
and send messages along to one or more of 10 
remote terminals, which will display them on 
cathode-ray tubes or print them out on high
speed printers. 

The message system, which is being developed 
by the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center in 
San Diego, is being installed piecemeal on the 
old attack aircraft carrier, the Bunker Hill, tied 
up in San Diego harbor. It is to undergo complete 
system testing late next summer. And by Novem
ber, 1970, it will be ripped out, system by system, 
and sent to the Newport News Shipbuilding & 
Drydock Co. in Virginia for installation on the 
Nimitz. 

The system uses a central general-purpose 
computer that accepts messages in teletypewriter 
code as digital data and then processes them. • • 
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The new Delco Radio DTS-701 and 
702 NPN triple-diffused silicon high volt
age transistors. They were designed for 
the tough requirements of off-line de
flection in large screen TV. 

However, they're built and tested 
for extra reliability in all high energy 
circuits. Proved by the surest peak en
ergy capability rating in the business: 
Pulse Energy Testing. 

And right now, they're available in 
both production and sample quantities. 

Why will you want to use the Delco 
701 or 702? 

SEMICONDUCTOR DISTRIBUTORS 
ALA., BIRMINGHAM· Forbes Distributing Company, Inc. 

(205)-251-4104 
ARIZ., PHOENIX. Sterling Electronics, Inc. (602)-258-4531 

• Hyer /Cramer Electronics, Inc. (602)-263-lll2 
CAL., LOS ANGELES· Kierulff Electronics, Inc. (213)-685-5511 

•Radio Products Sales, Inc. (213)-748-1271 
CAL., PALO AL TO· Kierulff Electronics, Inc. (415)-968-6292 
CAL., SAN DIEGO. Milo of California, Inc. (714)-232-8951 
COLO., COLORADO SPRINGS· L. B. Walker Radio Co. (303)-636-1661 
COLO., DENVER • L. B. Walker Radio Co. (303)-935-2406 
COLO., ENGLEWOOD• Hyer/Cramer Electronics Inc. (303)-771-5285 
FLA., MIAMI. Mountain Electronics, Division of 

Mountain National Co. (305)-634-4556 

For the tough jobs-high inductive 
load switching or for circuits subject to 
transients or fault conditions. 

For reduction of weight, size and 
component costs. Circuit complexity and 
number of components are reduced, so 
assembly costs go down, too. And fewer 
components mean higher reliability. 

So now you know. The pioneer in high 
voltage silicon power has done it again. 

For prices, samples or complete data, 
just call us or the nearest Delco Radio 
distributor listed below. 

FLA., WEST PALM BEACH • Mountain Electronics, Division of 
Mountain National Co. (305)-833-5701 

ILL., ROSEMONT• F-J-R/Midwest, Inc. (312)-678-8560 
ILL., SKOKIE. Merquip Electronics, Inc. (312)-282-5400 
IND., INDIANAPOLIS. Graham Electronics Supply, Inc. 

(317)-634-8486 
MD., BAL Tl MORE. Radio Electric Service Co. (301)-823-0070 
MASS., NEWTON. The Greene Shaw Co., Inc. (617)-969-8900 
MICH., KALAMAZOO. Electronic Supply Corp. (616)-381-4626 
Ml NN., Ml NNEAPOLIS. Stark Electronics Supply Co. (612)-332-1325 
MO., KANSAS CITY· Walters Radio Supply, Inc. (816)-531-7015 
MO., ST. LOUIS. Electronic Components for Industry Co. 

(314)-647-5505 
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DTS-701 
Collector to emitter voltage (Vern) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800V 
Sustaining voltage (Vern csus>) ................ 600V min. 
Emitter to base voltage (Vrno). ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5V 
Collector current (le) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500mA 
Base current (I e) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lOOmA 
Power dissipation (PT) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25W 

DTS-702 
Collector to emitter voltage (VeEx) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1200V 
Collector to emitter voltage (Vern) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lOOOV 
Sustaining voltage (Vern csus>) ................ 750V min. 
Emitter to base voltage (Vrno) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5V 
Collector current (le) ............. .. .. . ........ 3A 
Base current (I e) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lA 
Power dissipation (PT). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50W 

Available in solid copper. JEDEC T0-3 package. 

N.J. CLIFTON. Eastern Radio Corporation (201)-471-6600 
N.M., ALBUQUERQUE. Hyer /Cramer Electronics Inc. (505)-265-5767 

• Sterling Electronics Inc. (505)-247-2486 
N.Y., Bl NGHAMTON • Federal Electronics, Inc. (607)-748-8211 
N.Y., NEW YORK. Harvey Radio Co., Inc. (212)-582-2590 
N.Y., WOODBURY, L.I.. Harvey Radio Company, Inc. (516)-921-8700 
OHIO, CINCINNATI· United Radio, Inc. (513)-761-4030 
OHIO, CLEVELAND· The W. M. Pattison Supply Co., Industrial 

Electronics Division (216)-441-3000 
OHIO, DAYTON· F-J-R/Ohio, Inc. (513)-278-9411 
OKLA., OKLAHOMA CITY. Radio, Inc. (405)-235-1551 
OKLA., TULSA· Radio, Inc. (918)-587-9123 

Kokomoan's Regional Headquarters 
Union, New Jersey' 07083 Kokomo, Ind. 46901 
Box 1018 Chestnut Station 700 E. Firmin 
(201) 687-3770 (317) 459-2175 Home Office 
Chicago, Illinois' 60656 "Office includes field lab 
5151 N. Harlem Avenue and resident engineer 
(312) 775-5411 for application assistance. 
Santa Monica, Calif.• 90401 
726 Santa Monica Blvd. 
(213) 870-8807 
Detroit, Michigan 48202 
57 Harper Avenue 
(313) 873-6560 

DELCO RADIO 
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS 

KOKOMO, IND/ANA 

PENN., PHILADELPHIA. Alma Electronics, Division of 
Sterling Electronics (215)-676-6000 

PENN., PITTSBURGH. RPG Electronics (412)-782-3770 
TEXAS, DALLAS. Adleta Electronics Company (214)-742-8257 
TEXAS, FORT WORTH. Adleta Electronics Co. (817)-336-7446 
TEXAS, HOUSTON • Harrison Equipment Co., Inc. (713)-224-9131 
UTAH, SALT LAKE CITY. Hyer /Cramer Electronics lnc.(801)-487-3681 
VA., RICHMOND. Meridian Electronics, Inc., a Sterling Electronics 

Company (703)-353-6648 
WASH., SEATTLE • Kierulff Electronics, Inc. (206)-763-1550 
WASH., TACOMA. C & G Electronics Co. (206)-272-3181 
CANADA, ONT., SCARBOROUGH • Lake Engineering Co., Ltd. 

(416)-751-5980 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 51 
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Go push-pull for magnetic deflection. 
Despite yoke resistance changes caused by temperature, 
you'll get stable sweep amplitude and linearity. 

Electromagnetic deflection of electron beams 
offers many advantages to the electronic designer. 
It costs less than electrostatic deflection, offers 
better bandwidth, requires much lower voltages, 
and provides high brightness where required. 1 

However, the yoke resistance - and therefore the 
deflection linearity of electromagnetic displays -
varies with temperature when low-inductance 
yokes are used, and precautions must be taken 
to compensate for this temperature sensitivity. 
One way is to use a differential push-pull deflec
tion system. 

First, get a linear current 

For an ideal inductance 

di E 
E = L dt or i ""' -L t. 

Unfortunately, the ideal inductance does not exist. 
In order to obtain a linear current, i, through a 
physical inductor, L, we must know or define the 
terminal voltage that must be applied. 

To briefly review the design of a linear current 
sweep circuit, a deflection yoke may be repre
sented by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig . 1. 
The voltage equation for the circuit is: 

e •• ~ i,R, + L, ~[ ~ (l / c, ) J ''i,,dt (1) 

Initially, capacitor c. is unchanged (t = 0) . When 
e"'' is applied, c11 must charge in zero-time, and 
an impulse occurs. We can denote this as a unit 
impulse at t = O+. 

After the impulse, a current must be applied 
to the capacitor, allowing its voltage to rise at 
the same rate as the terminal voltage e"1" If the 
capacitance across the yoke terminals can be kept 
small, the current will be equal to a constant (thus 

En,= ~t during the time e11 ,, is applied. We may 

rewrite Eq. 1, dropping the y subscripts : 

A. M. Hildebrant, Design Engineer, Ae rospace Electron ics 
Dept ., General Electric Co., Utica , N.Y. 
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e ab = iR + L di / dt - i 00 (t ) (2) 

where i 11S (t) """ Ecm assuming the yoke and stray 
capacitance is a constant. 

We t hen equate terminal voltage to a straight
line function, for ease of generation: 

eab=e (t) =eo (l + yt) (3) 
where e0 = initial voltage across terminals at 

t = o+ 
y = slope 
t = time. 

From Eq. 2 and 3, 

iR + L di / dt - i 00 (t) = e0 (1 + 'Yl ) . 

Taking the LaPlace transform of both sides a nd 
solving for t he current : 

RI (s) + Ls! (s) - i 0 = (; + ~ ) 
now, 

I (s) = e 0 (~~ 1') + i 0 / R +Ls 

e0 
[ S + 'Y J i 0 

= T S2(s + R / L ) + L (s + R / L )" 

The inverse LaPlace transform t hen yields~ 

Steady state term 
~ 

i (t) = ~ [ 'Yl - (.'Ji -- 1) J 
+ [ ~ (-~- - 1) + i 0 J e-R t L 

'-----·-.,.-----~ 

Transient term 

Consider the steady-state term 

The yoke and capacitor current is now expressed 
as a function of t ime and shows a steady-state term 
and a transient term. Since we are interested in 
obtaining a linear sweep current during t he active 
scan period (neglect retrace), only t he steady
state term is considered. Considering t he step 
function (to produce a linear rise in current due 
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•ab 
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I L.y I 

• 

1. Deflection yoke can be represented by simple 
equivalent circuit, R_. = yoke resistance, L, = yoke 
inductance and Cy ,,;, yoke capacitance. · 

to inductance) 

i (t) = - * ( 1f - 1) 
and considering the resistance of the yoke: 

. ( ) eo 
i t = R -yt. 

(4) 

(5) 

Equations 3 and 4 relate to moving the electron 
beam from deflection center to the edge of the 
CRT. Therefore, taking into account full deflec
tion, Eq. 5 becomes 

2 i (t) = ~ -yt. 

Since i (t) is the steady-state current, we can let 
i(t) = i\I, so that 

and 
io = - ~ ( if - 1) 

2
. eo 

io = R -yt. 

Then, from Eq. 6 and 7, 

so that 

2i0R 
'Y = e;;t 

eo = i 0 (2~ - R) 

2R 
'Y = 2L - Rt 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

As an example of the foregoing procedure we 
can find the voltage driving function, which will 
result in a linear deflection current, for a TV 
deflection yoke having the following parameters: 

L = 20 microhenries 
2i., = 11 amperes (peak-to-peak) 

t, = 10 microseconds (retrace time) 
t = t~ - t 1 = 53.5 microseconds (active sweep) 

R = 0.1 ohm (yoke resistance) 
The time periods correspond to a standard 525-

li ne TV system, where the horizontal line fre
quency is 15.75 kHz. When using a class-A deflec
tion amplifier, a preliminary step is to check the 
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'o '1 

~....,--- 4.65 v 
- 3.56 
- - 0 .0 

- --17.35 

2. Voltage waveform for linear sweep consists of 
impulse, step and ramp. Note that t , = start of 
active scan period , t " = end of active scan period , 
and (t , - t ., = retrace time. 

yoke flyback (retrace) voltage to determine if it 
is within the limits of the power supply. 

Step 1, fiy-back voltage: 

di 
E 1 =Ldt 

or 

E = 2ox10- 6Xll = 22Q = 22 It 
1 10X 10- 6 10 vo s 

Step 2, /?"Om Eq. 8: 

eo = io ( 
2~ - · R) 

( 
40X 10- 6 

) = 5.5 53.5x
10

_6 - 0.1 = 5.5x0.648 

= 3.56 volts 

Step 3, from, Eq. 9: 

2R 
'Y = 2L-Rt 

0.2 0.2 5760 
(40-5.35)10- 6 = 34.65x10- 5 = 

Step 4, using st1·aight-line equation for e11d point: 

e(t2) = e0 (1 +-yt) 

e(t 2 ) = 3.56 (1+5760X53.5Xl0- 6) 

= 3.56 (1.308) 

= 4.65 volts 

The voltage waveform for this example is shown 
in Fig. 2. Note that the total voltage excursion is 
equal to 22.00 volts. This is due to the transient 
term in the previously derived equation for i(t) . 
A class-A amplifier will saturate during flyback 
to the supply voltage limit because it cannot follow 
this transient. 

Use feedback for stability 

As mentioned previously, the resistance of the 
deflection yoke varies with temperature. This 
affects both the sweep amplitude and linearity. 
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c, 
RI 

i R2 

3. Stability of differential-input, single-ended de
flection system is influenced by amplifier and band · 
width . R •• the current sampling resistor, is L 1 
ohm. 

One means of compensation is to monitor the 
deflection yoke current with a sampling resistor. 
A voltage based upon the difference between the 
current in the sampling resistor and a reference 
signal can then be used to maintain constant 
amplitude and linearity. 

To start with, the circuit shown in Fig. 3 could 
be used. This type of system may be called single
ended output, because only one end of the load 
is driven. Note that the system does have a differ
ential input provided via the amplifier. 

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4 may be 
used to represent the load on the amplifier in Fig. 
3. The loop equations for this circuit are: 

Solving for e0 = i~ R .,, we get 
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eo = e;nR ./s2R,LC+s(R,R uC+R,R .C+L) 

+(R,+Ru+R J: 

The transfer function is : 

4. Single-ended deflection system reduces to 
double loop equivalent circuit (resulting in a second· 
order system) . R, includes the ampl ifier output 
impedance, plus the cable res istance, and Cy in
cludes the cable capacitance, plus the distributed 
capacitance across the yoke. 

1 
~ s2+2twns+w,! 

where 

t = damping factor= - R,R uC+R,R .c+~_ 
2.Y (R,LC)(R ,+R u+R :) 

and 

W n =natural frequency= (R,~~i1JR ) /2
• 

Now w" and'' and therefore the system stability, 
are influenced by the amplifier gain and band
width. The system may become unstable if the gain 
is too high. This characteristic of a second-order 
system places limitations upon the system design. '1 

In addition, although this type of system has 
zero steady-state error, it has: ( 1) a static error 
constant that is proportional to the ratio of the 
velocity to the velocity constant, (2) a velocity 
error that is present during the ramp function 
input to the system, and (3) an acceleration error 
during flyback. 

Furthermore, the capacitance, C, is dependent 
upon the cable length and the grounding of the 
Faraday shields within the deflection yoke. The 
value of C will thus affect ' and w". In order to 
keep the damping ratio large, the natural fre
quency w" must be decreased. 

The open-loop amplifier bandwidth should be 
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DEFLECTION 
YOKE 

Ly, Ry 

Rs 

RI RI 

R2 

5. Differential-input, push-pull system (a) provides 
increased bandwidth , R1 and R? are part of the 
bridge arrangement across the output yoke. This 
presents a differential input to amplifier H. Ampli
fier G, has a differential input and output, G" ' and 
G"" are current boosters, and H is the amplifier 
in the feedback loop. A servo model of the system 
is shown in (b). 

made greater than the load bandwidth. The closed
loop response will then be determined by the load 
characteristics - that is, by the deflection yoke 
and cable capacitance. The system w,, will be the 
natural frequency of the yoke itself, and the sys
tem gain will determine the damping ratio and 
static errors. 

Such characteristics can be obtained using a 
differential push-pull system, as shown in Fig. 5. 
This type of system provides a floating load, which 
is an advantage in increasing the· system band
width. In a single-ended system the cable capaci
tance and the capacitances associated with the 
Faraday shields must be taken to signal ground. 
In a double-ended (push-pull) system the capaci
tances are floating; therefore, the magnitude of 
the capacitance is smaller and not a significant 
factor in the transient period (retrace) ; likewise, 
the capacitance impulse and charging currents are 
small. Wider system bandwidth can thus be main
tained with greater stability. 

The double-ended, push-pull system may be 
related to the equivalent circuit of Fig. 6. 

The nodal equations for the system are a s 
follows: 

V2-::._V1 + V2-V3 + (V -V )C S=O 
R , . sL 2 4 2 , 
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------, r:-- - - - - -------- ----- --
PUSH-PULL I AIW>LIFIER LOAD l'tOKE,CABLE ANO SAMPLING 
AMPLIFIER I RESISTOR) 

RI Vz 

•G) 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Cl 

I R3 V4 
I DATUM 

L- ------- -------------
6. In equivalent circuit of double·ended push·pull 
deflection system, L1 is the yoke inductance, R., the 
amplifier output resistance, R, the cable resistance, 
R" the yoke resistance, Ra the current sampling re· 
sister, C1 the amplifier output and intercable ca· 
pacitance, and C2 the yoke (distributed) capaci 
tance. 

Computer speeds analysis 

The stability analysis of the double-ended sys
tem of Fig. 6, based upon its transfer function, 
can be quite laborious. The work can be greatly 
simplified by using a suitable computer analysis 
program. For example, the GE linear network 
analysis computer program, known as BELAC 1 

(written in FORTRA IV), can be used. It will 
solve the nodal equations, find the transfer func
tion for the network, and provide frequency plots 
(Bode diagrams) of the system response. 

To illustrate the analysis of an actual system, 
consider one having the following parameters: 

Active sweep time: 53.5 p.s (15.75 kHz line 
frequency) 

Deflection yoke inductance: L = 28.5 mh 
Deflection yoke resistance, Ry: 

26.4 ohms at -55 °C 
37.3 ohms at 20 °c 
46.7 ohms at 85 °C 

Cable resistance, R,. : 
1.17 ohms at -55 °C 
1.65 ohms at 20 °C 
2.07 ohms at 85 °C 
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Current sampling resistor, R,: 
2.5 ohms (temperature compensation) 

The load impedance seen at the output of the 
G2 (push-pull) amplifier (Fig. 5) will be: 

= 26.4 +2 (1.17) +2.5 + j10.75 

(whereX1, = 10.75ohms) 

= 31.24 + jl0.75 (at-55 °C) ohms, 

= 43.1 + jl0.75 (at 20 °C) ohms, 

= 53.34 + jl0.75 (at 85 °C) ohms. 

If the G~ amplifier has a forward current gain 
of 1600 (minimum at -55 °C), then the reflected 
impedance, Z', to amplifier G1 will be: 

Z' = 33(1600) / 19° at -55°C 

52,800 /19~ ohms. 

Due to the push-pull differential output, the 
impedance at the input to each G~ is 

Z'= 
52,800 / 19° 

2 
26,400 / 19° ohms. 

If the required terminal voltage is approxi
mately 15.0 volts for this load impedance and an 
input reference ramp voltage of 5.0 volts is desired, 
the closed-loop gain should be 15/ 5 or 3. 
For a closed-loop system:1 

where 
£ = eo (desired) - eo (actual) = error 

G(s) = transfer function (forward components) 
H ( s) = transfer function (feedback components) 

f 
Author Hildebrant about to test the linearity of a mag
netic deflection system. 
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If G1 = 30, G~ = 1, and H = 10, then 

E 

e ;u • 
l+ (3~) (lO) = 3~1 = 0.333 or E = 0.33 3 e,,,. 

Since the gain of G1 varies with temperature, 
due to changes in the deflection yoke resistance, 
the resistance values used are those for the lowest 
temperature, the case of minimum gain. 

The over-all linearity error is determined by 
the open-loop gain of the system, plus the error 
due to the "KLC" factor~: 

K = R (R + R 11 ) 

R = differential output impedance 
Ry = yoke resistance, 

L = yoke inductance, 
C = yoke distributed capacitance. 

This latter error is due to elimination of the step 
function prior to the start of the sweep current. 
For a feedback type system, it is not practical to 
include the step function in the reference signal, 
since inclusion of the step function would result 
in an acceleration, giving rise to two values for 
the damping ratio. Since the yoke resistance 
changes with temperature, addition of a step func
tion would make an additional error because the 
step function amplitude on the positive slope 
would have to change with temperature (yoke 
resistance change) . If a closed-loop system has 
sufficient open-loop gain and bandwidth, the out
put will follow the input signal with only the 
constant position error due to acceleration and the 
KLC product. •• 
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Test your retention 

Here are questions based on the main 
points of this article. Their purpose is to 
help you make sure you have not overlooked 
any iniportant ideas. You'll find the answers 
i11 the article. 

1. What are the three input voltage con
stituents of a magnetic deflection system 
with a linear current output? 

2. Why must a magnetic deflection sys
tem be stabilized? 

3. What are the advantages of a push-pull 
magnetic deflection system? 
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Quitesimp~ 
the most versatile 

preset counter 
ever. 

It's the new 5330B Preset Counter from 
Hewlett-Packard. It can do about twice 
as much work as the second best preset 
counters. Yet it's priced about the same. 

This 10 MHz counter can : 

Normalize counted data to units such 
as gpm, psi and rpm. 

Issue control signals when preset count 
or count rates are reached. 

Introduce a selected offset in the reading. 
Be programmed remotely by automatic 
systems. 

Totalize, find ratios and time intervals. 

The 5330B gate times can be selected 
by a 5-decade front-panel "N " switch to 
any number of time units between 1 and 
100,000. With a choice of 1µ.s, 10 µ. s, 
0 2915 

0.1 ms and 1 ms time units ("M" ). So you 
can get normalizing factors from 1 to 108 • 

This flexibility, together with the two 
limit control switches (11 and 12), lets 
you virtually automate many processes such 
as batching. The limit switches generate 
output signals when the preset count is 
reached. These signals become the com
mands for your computer-run system. 

The optional zero offset can be set at 
any number between 0 and 99,999. This 
lets your count start from a specific number 
and return to that number automatically. 

All four of these functions can be 
remotely preset. It's also the first preset 
counter to offer an anti-noise option. This 
rejects high frequency noise that might 
mask low-frequency data. 
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You can also use this preset counter 
as a frequency divider. As a delay generator. 
Or as a precise, digitally selectable 
pulse generator. 

If the 5330B is too versatile for you, 
the 5330A should be just right. It does 
slightly less (without limits, but zero offset 
option available), and costs slightly less. 

The 5330A is $1200. The 5330B is 
$1550. To find out just how much they can 
do for you, call your local HP field engineer. 
Or write to Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, 
California 94304; Europe: 121 7 Meyrin
Geneva, Switzerland. 

HEWLETT"' PACKARD 

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS 



Improve receiver frequency st~bility 
with digital automatic frequency control. The technique 
uses a counter for tuning flexibility at reasonable cost. 

All wide tuning-range receivers suffer to some 
extent from the problems of tuning-dial inaccur
acy and local osci llator (LO) drift. The problems 
are particularly severe if the i-f bandwidth is 
narrow and the local oscillator frequency is high 
compared with the i-f. In such a receiver, a very 
small fractional error in the LO frequency can 
put the i-f signal completely out of the i-f pass
band. 

A new stabilizing technique called digital auto
matic frequency control (dafc) can be used to 
combat this error-often with better results and 
at lower cost than are obtained with methods 
now used. 

What's wrong with existing methods? 

Presently used methods include the employ
ment of : 
• Automatic frequency control (afc). 
• Crystal-controlled oscillators. 
• Frequency synthesizers. 
• Frequency counters. 

When afc is used (Fig. 1) the stability of the 
receiver becomes a function of the stabilities of 
the incoming signal frequency and discriminator 
center frequency and of the loop gain. The re
ceiver is never really locked to the incoming 
signal; a small offset error always remains. 

The afc approach has two major disadvan
tages : It doesn't even attempt to solve the dial 
accuracy problem, and it is difficult to apply to 
pulse, single-sideband, frequency-shift-keyed or 
continuous-wave signals. In its favor are its low 
cost and relative ease of application. 

Both limitations of the afc approach are over
come by the use of a crystal-controlled local os
cillator. This method has good accuracy and 
stability and is not affected by the nature of the 
received signal. In fact, it operates perfectly well 
with no incoming signal at all. Thus it can be 
set to a specific frequency when the transmitter 

Charles E. Dexter, Electronic Engi neer, CEI Div., Watk ins
Johnson Co., Rockville, Md. 
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DISCRIMINATOR 

LO 

1. Conventional ate is simple and easy to apply. Unfor
tunately , it doesn't help the dial-accuracy problem, and 
it works only when an input signal is present. 

is off the air and can be relied upon to be on 
frequency whenever a transmission occurs. 

Unfortunately, a separate crystal is needed for 
each receiver channel. As soon as the required 
number of channels grows beyond a small num
ber, the size and cost of the receiver can make 
this approach uneconomical. 

Crystal oscillators are a lso limited in fre
quency. Above about 150 MHz, overtone crystals 
can no longer be used and frequency multipliers 
must be added to the circuitry. 

Frequency synthesizers remove many of the 
disadvantages of crystal oscillators when they 
are used as local oscill ators. They can be pre
cisely tuned over a wide range of frequencies. 
The trouble with them is their size and cost. 
Units with an upper frequency limit of 500 MHz 
cost more than $10,000, and microwave units are 
even more expensive. Synthesizers, obviously, 
cannot be economically justified except in the 
most sophisticated receivers. 

An electronic counter can be used to measure 
the local oscillator frequency and subtract the i-f 
from it. The counter thus provides a very accur
ate digital readout of the received signal fre
quency. Although the receiver-counter combina
tion a llows precise logging of the frequency of 
an unknown signal, it does nothing whatever to 
reduce local oscillator drift. And a counter is a 
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3. A single switch performs two functions in this imple
mentation of the date technique. S1 selects the last 
digit and compares it with the actual readout. Each 

rather expensive replacement for a tuning dial
it can cost more than the rest of the receiver. 

Lock the receiver to the counter 

The new digital afc system provides many of 
the best features of a synthesizer at little more 
than the cost of a counter. Its use is particularly 
desirable when many channels are to be moni
tored simultaneously, because the counter used in 
the scheme can be time-shared among several 
receivers. 

Its loop differs from the conventional afc loop 
in that the counter's time base, not the incoming 
signal, is used as a reference frequency. Also, 
the discriminator is replaced by a comparator 
unit that compares the last digit of the counter's 
readout with a preselected number (Fig. 2). 

If the digits are not identical, the comparator 
will change the voltage fed back to the voltage-
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displayed digit is connected to the like-numbered termi 
nals on both decks of S1 • The actual connecting lines 
have been omitted for simplicity. 

variable capacitor (var actor) in the local oscilla
tor. Thus any drift in the LO frequency will 
change the last digit and cause the comparator 
to put out a correction voltage that will lock the 
local oscillator to the preselected digit. 

Note that the incoming signal is not in the 
digital afc loop. Thus a major advantage of this 
technique is that it's not affected by the nature 
of the received signal. Of course, if the incoming 
signal is unstable, the receiver will not follow it. 
This may be a disadvantage in some applications. 

Extending the range 

The digital afc loop is characterized by three 
basic range parameters : a locking range, an ac
quisition range and a holding range. The lock
ing range, or resolution of the system, is simply 
the maximum error that can exist without a cor
rection being made. The simaller the locking 
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4. Dafc really works. The vlf receiver (left), made by Watkins-Johnson , 
has a built-in counter and digital ate circuit. The vhf I uhf un it (center) , 
also byW-J, and the Coll ins hf receiver (right) employ external counters. 

range, the tighter the frequency control. Clearly, 
the locking range of the system is set by the 
resolution of the counter. 

The acquisition range is the maximum fre
quency error that the system can accurately 
sense and for which it can compensate. If the 
locking range is made very tight and the re
ceiver is operated under severe environmental 
conditions-particularly high vibration-the local 
oscillator frequency may jump by an amount too 
large to be measured by the last digit of the 
display. 

Add additional digits 

In such a situation, additional digits must be 
added to the comparator. The locking and acqui
sition ranges are thus seen to be related: The 
locking range determines the required counter 
resolution, and the counter resolution and ac
quisition range determine the number of digits 
in the comparator. 

The holding range is the total amount of local 
oscillator drift that the system can tolerate. It is 
determined by the maximum feedback voltage 
swing, the varactor se11sitivity and the tightness 
of coupling of the varactor into the oscillator 
tank circuit. 

One way to implement the digital afc scheme 
with simple hardware is illustrated in Fig. 3. A 
one-digit comparator is shown. 

A sample of the local oscillator output is ap
plied to the counter. The 10 signal lines from 
the last digit of the display are routed through 
switch S, to the up and down-control amplifiers. 
The switch is so wired that no signal gets 
through it if the displayed digit is the same as 
the selected digit. If the displayed digit is higher, 
the signal is routed to the down-control amplifier. 
If lower, it's routed to the up-control amplifier. 

The up and down-control amplifiers charge 
capacitor C, in the positive and negative-going 
directions, respectively. Variable resistor R, is 
used to set the charging rate of the capacitor 
and hence the time lag of the loop. It is useful to 
have R, variable because a short time constant is 
needed when the selector switch is used for re-
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mote tuning, while a longer time constant is 
needed after the station is acquired. If the time 
constant is not increased after acquisition, the 
correction signal will be audible in the continu
ous-wave mode because the loop will be continu
ally frequency-modulating the local oscillator. 

The voltage on C, is applied to the tuning var
actor through a MOSFET buffer. A high-imped
ance source follower configuration is used to 
prevent draining the charge off C ,. 

In a typical application, the output voltage 
from the buffer could vary from + 4 V to + 24 V, 
thus keeping the varactor reverse-biased. The 
varactor's capacitance varies inversely with the 
applied voltage; hence corrections are applied in 
the right direction. 

For example, assume that the local oscillator 
has drifted down in frequency. The wiper on 
switch S,A sends up-command pulses to the up
control amplifier, which, in turn, increases the 
voltage on C,. This more positive voltage is sent 
through Qi to the varactor diode. The voltage 
decreases the capacitance across the local oscilla
tor tank circuit, thereby increm:;ing the frequency 
until the selector switch stops sending correc
tions. 

Method is easy to use 

Although mention was made earlier of the re
mote tuning application of the digital afc loop, it 
will probably be used most often to stabilize the 
receiver after a station has been manually tuned 
in. The procedure, then, is simplicity itself. 
Switch S" is turned off, thus applying a con
stant 10 V to the varactor. This biases the var
actor to roughly the middle of its range. The 
desired signal is tuned in, and the last digit of 
its frequency is noted and set into switch S,. 
Finally, the loop switch, S;, is turned on and the 
loop is locked. 

This technique has been used successfully in 
several applications. Examples of commercial 
receivers covering 1 kHz to 1 GHz are shown in 
Fig. 4. The vlf receiver has the counter and 
digital afc circuitry built in while the other two 
units use an external counter. •• 
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Battery Powered! 

15-MHz, Dual-Trace Portable Oscilloscope 
Your waveform measurements no longer need be 
compromised by adverse field conditions or the 
absence of a convenient power connection. The 
Tektronix Type 422 Portable Oscilloscope brings 
the precision of the laboratory "on site" to meet 
your measurement requirements. 

This compact, rugged oscilloscope combines small 
size and light weight with 15-MHz, dual-trace per
formance! Two models are available. One is pow
ered from AC; the other from AC, DC, or internal 

including accessories and batteries and provides 
up to 5 hours continuous operation from an in
ternal 24-volt rechargeable battery pack. The 
AC/ DC version also operates from 115 or 230 
VAC + 20%, 45 to 440 Hz, 30 watts; or from 11.5 
to 35 voe, 26 watts. 
For a demonstration of the Type 422 in your ap
plication call your Tektronix Field Engineer or 
write, Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, 
Oregon 97005. 

rechargeable batteries. The AC version weighs Type 422 Oscilloscope, AC powered ...... ...... . . $1500 
less than 22 pounds including accessories and Type 422 MOD 1258 Oscilloscope, AC/DC powered 
operates from 115 or 230 VAC + 20%, 45 to 440 (without battery pack) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1850 
Hz, 100 watts. The AC/DC version (MOD 125B) Battery Pack tor Type 422 MOD 1258 
with built-in battery recharger weighs 30 pounds (order 016-0066-02) .. .. . .. ... ..... ...... .. .. $ 125 

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon 

Tektronix, Inc. 
committed to progress in waveform measurement 
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MANAGEMENT 

Appraisal programs can be effective 
if both supervisor and employee learn the rules of 
the evaluation game before the day of judgment arrives. 

In appraising the work of an actress in a play, 
a certain theater critic once wrote: "She was 
the epitome of eloquence and grace-a gifted 
performer indeed." Across town another critic 
saw it this way: "She gave the sort of perform
ance that would have induced the audience in 
Shakespeare's day to shower the stage with an 
overabundance of well-ripened fruit." 

Where appraisals are concerned, whether in 
the theater or in the engineering department, 
there will always be a certain amount of contro
versy, because the appraisers and those being 
appraised are, after all, only human. 

However, much of the misunderstanding about 
appraisal systems can be eliminated simply by 
knowing why appraisals are necessary, how to 
conduct them, and what systems are used. 

Pointing up the need to close the communica
tion gap that exists between supervisor and em
ployee is the result of a survey conducted recently 
at an electronics company. 

In answer to the question, "How often does 
your supervisor conduct an appraisal review with 
you?" half of the employee respondents said 
never. When the respondents were questioned 
further, in an attempt to uncover the appraisal 
procedure that had been used, supervisors replied 
that they considered daily casual remarks made 
to the employee as part of a formal counseling 
process. The employees, however, considered 
these off-the-cuff remarks as being irrelevant. To 
them, a formal appraisal interview had never 
been held. 

When employees were asked if they were satis
fied with the appraisal system currently in use, 
50 'lo of them said they didn't know what system 
was in use. (For complete results of the survey, 
see tables 1 & 2 on opposite page.) 

Why evaluations are made 

You may ask, "Why do employees have to be 
appraised at all?" There are three main reasons: 

Robert Vijil, Jr., engineering instructor, Alabama A & M 
University. 
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• Employee's viewpoint: "An appraisal not 
only tells me how I'm doing on the job and what's 
expected of me in the future, but it gives me the 
opportunity to express my needs, ambitions and 
goals. It also gives me a chance to complain, 
criticize and gripe." 

• Supervisor's viewpoint: "It tells me whether 
or not a man is right for his job, and helps me 
to select his successor if he's not. Appraisals also 
help me to distingiush between the 'livewires' 
and the 'short-circuits' on my staff, and gives me 
a better understanding of the job and goals of 
the department and a yardstick for measuring 
individual and group progress." 

• Company president's viewpoint: "If we are 
to grow, we must determine whether or not our 
employees have the skills necessary to increase 
the quality and quantity of production. We 
should not only provide an opportunity for our 
people to practice these skills within the organi
zation, but we should also motivate them to ac
quire these skills by setting goals that have as 
much meaning and value to the employee as they 
do to the company. The purpose of the appraisal 
interview is to inform our employees of these 
company goals." 

Conducting a proper appraisal 

The supervisor who wonders just how he 
should go about conducting an appraisal can be 
guided by the following five principles : 

1. Assume that the employee knows more about 
himself than the boss does. 

2. Understand that it is the employee who sets 
preplanned objectives with the help of the boss 
and not the other way around. 

3. Realize that what is going to happen is 
more important than what has happened. 

4. Put the accent on the employee's strengths, 
not his weaknesses. 

5. Accept the idea that the boss should be a 
coach, not a psychoanalyst. 

Once the supervisor is fully versed on the 
guidelines for evaluating an employee, his next 
logical step is to adopt a procedure for appraisal. 
Although the application of company-established 
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Table 1. Employee survey 
1. How often does your supervisor conduct an 

appraisal review with you? 
Never, 50 % of respondents answered. The 
remaining answers varied from every six 
months to every two years . 

2. Do you discuss salary at these reviews? 
The 50 % who answered negatively to 
question No. 1 said no to this one. The re
maining answers generally fell into a yes 
category. 

3. Does your supervisor make definite recom
mendations for improvement in your work? 

Yes, said 80 %, while 20% answered no. 

4. What do you fee l is accomplished by a per-
formance review? 

The majority of respondents replied that 
a review would give them an insight into 
how their supervisors felt about them. 
They wanted to know where they stood. 

5. Does your supervisor make a point of men
tioning your good qualities? 

Yes, said 100 %. 

Table 2. Supervisory survey 
1. How often do you hold performance reviews 

with your employees? 
Approximately 25 % claimed to hold re
views every six months, 60 % said an
nually, while 15% said never . 

2. Do you discuss salary at these reviews? 
Most respondents answered in the affirm
ative. Some claimed that salary discussion 
was the only purpose in holding a review. 

3. Do you make definite recommendations for 
performance improvement to the employee? 

The replies were a categorical yes. 

4. Does your employee know the significance of 
an appraisal review? 

Yes, said 50%. Many supervisors consid
ered this to be a poor question. 

5. What do you try to accomplish during an 
appraisal review? 
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6. Are you satisfied with the review system 
cunently in use? 

Half of them said they didn't know what 
it was. Only 10 % expressed satisfaction 
with t he present system. 

7. Do you know what the salary evaluation 
procedure is? 

The answer was 100 % no. 

8. Do you have good rapport with your super
visor? 

Approximately 75 % replied in the af
firmative. 

9. Do you know what is expected of you in 
your job? 

Most of the responses were affirmative, 
but almost all respondents said the under
standing was not on a long-range basis. 

10. Do you feel you can offer recommendations 
for improvement in the appraisal procedure? 

All responded yes-they should be held 
more often and at regularly scheduled 
intervals. 

To let the employee know where he stands, 
almost 100 % responded. 

6. Are you satisfied with the review system 
currently in use? 

Only 10 % said they were satisfied. 

7. Do your employees know what the salary
review procedure is? 

Some 80 % answered negatively. 

8. How often are you appraised and interview
ed by your own supervisor? 

All but one answered never. 

9. Do you have good rapport with your super
visor? 

Almost 100 % answered in the affirmative. 

10. Do you have good rapport with your em
ployees? 

The reply was 100 % affirmative. 
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PRODUCTIVITY Always Usually Usually Sometimes 
WORK OUTPUT Above Average Below Average Average Above Average 

EMOTIONAL Usually Often Usually Always POISE AND 
STABILITY Excellent Inadequate Adequate Adequate SELF CONTROL 

TECHNICAL Excellent Adequate Usually Sometimes KNOWLEDGE AND 
ABILITY Above Average Inadequate EXPERIENCE 

QUALITY OF WORK 
Check most appropriate comment - considering accuracy, errors, waste, economy of material, neatness, etc. 

0 PERFECT 0 EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH 0 CONSISTENTLY HIGH 

0 ALWAYS SATISFACTORY 0 SATISFACTORY 0 USUALLY SATISFACTORY 

0 ALWAYS UNSATISFACTORY 0 FREQUENTLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 USUALLY UNSATISFACTORY 

G) 
REACTION OF RA TEE: Seems 

Definitely Inclined Seems Definitely Non-
Does he: Agrees To Agree Doubtful Disagrees Commital 

Accept the delegation of responsibilities 
delineated in his position guide? 

Agree with the rightness of his 
position level? 

Appraisal forms vary from detailed (A) to more general (8). Some request ratee reaction (C). 

evaluation procedures will naturally vary among 
supervisors, there are three elements common to 
all: setting standards; making judgments; and 
informing the employee. 

Setti11g standards: Before a supervisor can 
evaluate an employee, both parties must under
stand what performance is expected from the 
subordinate. To determine that, the supervisor 
must know what the reasonable requirements are 
for the jobs under his direction. Each employee 
must know how the supervisor interprets these 
requirements. And these standards must be fair 
and attainable. 

M alcing judgments: Many supervisors assume 
that their workers are doing all right unless they 
make some serious mistakes. A supervisor is not 
in a good position to appraise the job perform
ance of employees unless he has all the facts. 

The appraisal of an employee should represent 
the honest effort of a manager to collect suffi
cient relevant information about a particular ap
plication and evaluate it to the best of his ability. 

Jnformi11g the employee: After the employee 
has been judged, the supervisor should tell him 
in a personal interview what he thinks of his 
performance. 

Three methods used 

In order to accomplish the objectives of an 
appraisal program, some of the major rating 
systems should be considered. Various methods 
used are: 

• Chart or form, which lists a number of 
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traits or personal characteristics. 
• Rank-order, in which the supervisor places 

all employees under him in order from best to 
poorest. 

• Forced distribution in which employees are 
rated on only two characteristics; job perform
ance and promotability. 

With this system a five-point scale is used. 
One end of the scale represents the poorest. The 
supervisor is requested to slot 10 % of his em
ployees to the best end of the scale, 20 7r to the 
next category, 40 % to the middle bracket, 20 7c 
in the bracket next to the low end, and the 
remaining 10 % to the lowest category. 

Last things first 

Evaluation periods vary: quarterly, semian
nually, annually. Recent trends favor quarterly 
action. To evaluate performance at more frequent 
intervals can cause the supervisor to remember 
"last things first," thus creating a critical inci
dent that may be out of proportion with the 
employee's true performance record. • • 
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TRANSMAGNETICS 
HAS 32 NEW WAYS 

TO MAl<E CONVERSION 
FUNCTIONS EASIER 

When your system calls for you to convert from one electronic mode 
to another, you have two choices. You can labor through the designing, 
prototyping, building and testing of your own sub-system to convert ... 
or you can buy the packaged Transmagnetics device to do the same 
job faster, easier, more reliably and at lower cost. 

THE 32 MODULES 

Transmagnetics modules are solid state, as small as 0.6" x 2.3" x 2.0" 
(or on standard PC cards) and much more reliable than the most 
ingenious jerry-built system. 

FROM 

Rectangular 
Polar 
Rectangular 

Digital 

TO 

Polar 
Rectangular 
Rotated 

Rectangular 

Synchro 
Resolver 
DC (D / A} 
Sin-Cos DC 

The modules, listed in the chart, are all available now, many off the 
shelf. So you'll save weeks of time. AC (Multiplying 

Because Transmagnetics has built so many conversion modules, 
for so much longer than anyone else, you're more likely to find exactly 
what you need in our short form catalog or data sheets. Be sure you 
have them on hand. 

ACTO DIGITAL 
~KCHRO TO O\G\1 

PO~AR TO RECTANGI 

Synchro 

DC 

Sin-Cos DC 

AC 

Resolver 

Frequency 

TRANSMAGNETICS, INC. S~NCHRO ~fW 134-25 Northern Boulevard TO 
Flushing, New York 11354 

212-539-2750 HRO TO LINE KU 

S'llfliGITAL TO DC fD/A) 

B
C TO SIN-COS l)C 
IGITALroff ESOLVER 
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D/A} 

Digital 
Linear DC 
Sin-Cos DC 
Linear AC 
Resolver (Buffer} 
Synchro (Buffer} 

AC (Modulator} 
Digital (A/ D} 
Sin-Cos DC 
Synchro 
Resolver 

Digital 
Linear DC 
Synchro 
Resolver 
Linear AC 

Linear DC 
(Demodulator} 

Digital 
Sin-Cos DC 

Sin-Cos DC 
Linear DC 
Synchro (Buffer} 
Digital 

DC 

MOO EL 
NUMBER 

695 
1618 

689 

1670 
1670 
1800 
1613 

1690 

1623 
678 
655 
678 & 152 
1620 
1620 

152 
1500 
670 
670 & 676 
670 & 1614 

A 1623 
A 678 
676 
1614 
A678&152 

840 
840 & 1500 
854 & 670 

697 
678 
1620 
1623 

567 



Ideas For Design 

Decrease driver turn-off time 
without sacrificing efficiency 

Turn-off time for typical output stages in line 
drivers and MOS clock drivers may be greatly 
reduced without appreciably increasing power 
dissipation in the circuit. 

An ordinary output circuit driving a load 
capacitance of 1500 pF is shown in Fig. 1. The 
turn-on time of Q, is very fast if the saturation 
resistance is low. The turn-off time, however, is 
a function of R,, the collector capacitance of Qi 
and the f3 of Q". Assuming a reasonable value 
for the f3 of Q" (30 nominal) and a collector 
capacitance for Q, of 20 pF, the turn-off time is 
essentially exponential with a time-constant of 
T = (4.7 K) (20+1500/ 30) pF = 330 ns. The 
rise time is approximately 2.3 time constants or 
760 ns. 

As shown in Fig. 2 the turn-off time can be 
greatly reduced with the addition of only two 
small passive components. The turn-on time is 
still fast since the capacitance load on the output' 
is increased only 10 %. During turn-off, positive 
feedback is produced from the charge on C,, 
which was stored during turn-on of Q 1• This 
raises the voltage at the junction of CR2 , C1 and 
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RI .... 
47k 

Q2 CL."1500pf 

v 
CRl OUT 

ov 
.75, 
µ.s 

QI 

-20V ---1- 2µ.S +2 µ.s -l 

1. Typical driver circuit for a capacitive load has a 
rise time of approximately 0.75 µs. 

R, well above ground, thus providing a more 
positive voltage for the final value of the ex
ponential rise time. In effect, the charge on C1 

is transferred to the equivalent capacitance at 
the base of Q". The result is a much faster time 
for the output to reach zero volts. This time is 
approximately 240 ns or less than one-th ird the 
previous rise time. 

To achieve this rise time by decreasing R, to 
reduce the time constant would require a resist
ance of 1.5 kO producing an additional 180-mW 
dissipation during the time Q, is saturated. For 
one cycle, additional energy required is 0.36 
microjoule. The energy stored in the 150-pF 
capacitor is only 0.03 microjoule. It can be seen 
that for a square-wave output of lower frequen
cy, the difference in the efficiency of the two 
methods is even more pronounced. 

L. R. Millsap, Member Technical Staff, Auto
netics, Anaheim,, Calif. 

Cl 
l.50pf 

-2ov 

CR2 

VOTE FOR 311 

CL."1500pf' 

2. Improved driver circuit with back biased diode 
CR 2 has a rise time of approximately 0.24 µ,s. 
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An exclusive: the 
Beckman AISCAl™s1stem 
with il~@ITarn~ilWil~~ 

We recently coined the word " inclusivity" as 
applied to the compatibility of system modules. 
To be truly flexible and versatile , modules 
must be as easy to apply as insert ing a plug. 
Such modules must be compatible with one 
another, compatible with those made by all other 
manufacturers and compatible with the widest 
possible range of applications. 

Beckman inclusivity covers the Model 3700 
ANSCAN system, a complete analog data
acquisition system in one 19-inch x 7-inch x 
22-inch package. 

- -

ANSCAN SPECIFICATIONS 

Analog Inputs: 100 channels in 10- channel increments 

Conversion Accuracy: 
(Guaranteed, O-so°C) ± .01 % of full scale 

Sample and Hold: Aperture -time uncertainty ( 200 nsec 

Output word 16 bits BCD, Sign, Address 
and Range or 13 bits binary Sign , Address 
and Range 

· The following control functions are local or programable 

Sample Rate: 1, 10, 60 , 100, 1000, 5000 samples/sec 

Operating Modes: Continuous, Single Scan , Single Channel, 
Remote Address 

Channel Address: Sequential or Random 
Command Inputs: Start , Stop, Reset , Channel Address, 

Address Load (remote start), Recorder 
Ready 

For full information on Model 3700 or any of our systems modules, 
contact your local Beckman sales representative or the factory 

Beckman" INSTRUMENTS, INC. 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS DIVISION 
2500 Harbor Boulevard , Ful lerton, Ca lifornia 92634 

OlHCA INTERNATIONAL SUBSI01AAIES AMSTERDAM, CAPE TOWN, GL[NROTHES. 
SCOllANO. LONDON. MEXICO CITY: MUNICH. PARIS; STOCKHOLM. TOKYO; VIENNA 

The ANSCAN system features automatic 
ranging and zeroing, and accurately 
measures very small signals in the pres
ence of very large noise. Channel access 

~" (:(_ ,".' 1'5 ~t' 
Major products include : voltage-to-binary 
converters , voltage-to-BCD converters, cur
rent-to-binary conve rters , current-to-BCD 
converters, frequency-to-BCD converters, 
events accumulator, binary-to-BCD convert
ers, digital comparators, digital clocks, dig
ital recorders, analog multiplexers , digital 
multiplexers, data formatter, teletype for
matters, data processors. 

can be sequential or random. Data can 
be fed to most types of digital recorders 
or the ANSCAN system can interface 
directly with couplers, computers or 
other peripheral equipment. 

C::lll ---

•• ii ~ 0 0 
0 DD 0 



IDEAS FOR DESIGN 

Perform frequency scaling 
without rate multipliers 

Do you need a circuit to multiply the frequency 
of a given square wave by a factor that is not 
an integer, while at the same time providing a 
symmetrical output signal? Burst generators and 
rate multipliers are not. up to the task, but the 
method shown provides a convenient solution. 

As long as input frequency f in can be acquired 
by the phase-lock loop, the output of the phase
lock loop will be (M) (t 11 ). If a scale factor of 
K is required, then M IN = K. M and N are 
selected by first writing K in fractional notation. 
This ratio is then reduced to its simplest form. 

A few examples will illustrate the technique: 
E xam ple 1 (K greater than 1) 
Required: f oul = 1.4 t n 
therefore K = 1.4 = 14110 = 715 = MI N 
E xam ple 2 (K greater than 1) 
Required: f oul = 2.7 f in 
therefore K = 2.7 = 27110 = MI N 
E xample 3 (K less than 1) 

o-ftfli-

f in 2f1n 

o---1 DEMODULATOR 1----1 INTEGRATOR 

oRJ 

MODULO 
f In 

. 
M-COUNTER 

0 0 I 

.....-· 

f ou1•<Mllf1n) ,.. 
MODULO 

N ..or N-COUNTER 

o...D..l 

DC 
CONTROL 
VOLTAGE 

VOLTAGE 

t---1 CONTROLLED 
OSCILLATOR 

(Mllf;n) 

oD 

-. 

Frequency scaling is accomplished by this c1rcu1t 
arrangement for fractional multiples of f in · 

Required: f out = 0.6 f in 
therefore K = 0.6 = 6110 = 315 = MI N 

I 

Irwin Cohen, Theta I nstrum ent Corp., Bogota, 
N.J. 

VOTE FOR 312 

Single transformer provides positive and negative voltages 
Circuits such as operational amplifiers require 

the use of both positive and negative voltages. 
The common technique is to use independent 
windings on a transformer; however, it is pos
sible to use a single winding to furnish both 
voltages. 

In the circuit shown the negative side of the 
power supply is not returned to ground. Thus, if 
two zeners are placed in series across the output, 
their common point can be grounded. In this 
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VOTE! Go through all Idea-for-Design entries, select the 
best. and circle the appropriate number on the Reader
Service-Card. 

SEND US YOUR IDEAS FOR DESIGN. You may win a 
grand total of $1050 (cash)! Here's how. Submit your 
IFD describing a new or important circuit or design 
technique, the clever use of a new component or test 
equipment, packaging tips, cost-saving ideas to our 
Ideas-for-Design editor. You will receive $20 for each 
accepted idea, $30 more if it is voted best-of-issue by 
our readers. The best-of-issue winners become eligible 
for the Idea Of the Year award of $1000. 

way both positive and negative voltages are 
made available. For the circuit shown the ouputs 
are + 10 and - 10 volts. This is sufficient to 
operate most operational amplifiers. In addition, 
this power supply is safe against short circuits. 

When unsymmetrical voltages are required, 
zeners of different voltage are used. 

Saul Ritterman, Assistant Professor, Brana.· 
Community College, Bronx, N. Y. 

VOTE FOR 313 

-IOV 

Single transformer winding furnishes plus and 
minus voltages by using the return side of the 
bridge instead of ground as negative terminal. 
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Our 1% oz. alarm will blast you with BOdb 
of the most irritating noise in the world. 
Nothing can drown out or cover up the persua
sively piercing sound of the Mallory Sonalert® 
electronic audible signal. It 's made to be heard. 

The light, compact Sonalert is of solid state 
design for maximum efficiency and reliability and 
requires as little as 3 milliamps current. No arc
ing. No mechanical wear. 

You can use Sonalert in hundreds of places
autos, trucks, boats, planes, laboratory, home 
and industry-anywhere a warning signal is re
quired. Its penetrating audible signal scares bur
glars, warns of dangerous conditions and is an 
adjunct to many types of visual signals. It pro
duces no RF noise, making it ideal for low-volt-

age circuits in computers, medical electronics , 
instrumentation and communications equipment. 

Sound intensity range is 68db @ 6VDC to 
80db @ 28VDC. Sound frequency levels are 
2900 ± 500 Hz and 4500 ± 500 Hz, depending 
on model. Warbling , pulsing and AC models also 
are available. You can get Sonalert from your 
local Mallory distributor. 

For a free 48-page idea booklet of applica
tions, # 9-406 " How to Use Sonalert," write to 
Mallory Capacitor Company, a division of P. R. 
Mallory & Co. Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana 46206. 
Sonalert" - Registered trademark, P. R. Mallory & 
Co. Inc . 

MALLORY MALLORY CAPACITOR COMPANY 
a d i vis i o n o f P. R . M ALLORY & CO. I NC. 
3029 E. Was hing t o n St., Indian a p o lis, I n d i a n a 46206; Teleph one: 3 17-636-5353 

Electrical and Electronic Components • Sequence Timers • Metallurgical Products • Batteries 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 56 
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IDEAS FOR DESIGN 

Hexidecimal display uses MSI package to drive Nixie readout 
It is very inconvenient, time-consuming, and 

often a source of error to read out a group of 
hexidecimal characters in which each character 
is represented by four binary lamps. The circuit 
shown eliminates such problems and reads directly 
in hexidecimals. 

The 9311 is an MSI one-of-sixteen decoder, 
which accepts four inputs and provides 16 mutua lly 
exclusive outputs. These 16 exclusive outputs repre
sent O through F of the hexidecimal characters. 
The 16 outputs are decoded by four 8 x 5 diode 
matrices, which provide inputs for the drivers of 
the cathode segments of the readout. 

The hexidecimal alpha-numerical characters are 
formed by turning off or on the appropriate com
bination of cathode segments of the B-5971 alpha
numeric Nixie tube. The circuit can be packaged 
on a 2 x 4-inch PC card with seven dual in line 
ICs and nine T0-92 transistors. 

9311 RMll4 B40 
IEA. 4EA. 2EA. ;-----1 

I I 

0 0 I I 

I I 

I I 
2 2 I I 

20 I I 
B A3 I I 

3 3 I I 

2 2 I I 

11 
I 

4 4 14 12 
3 3 Kl 

I I 
I I 

5 5 
91 lB 4 4 K2 

9 

I 6 6 I 
21 5 5 I 

13 1 
4 A2 K3 13 

112 
7 7 I 

6 6 I I 

5: 
I 

B B 10 16 
7 7 K 

-T- I I 
9 I 

B I 
I I 

B 12 31 14 
:K I 10 2 : ~-----~ 22 9 9 

2 Al 
I 

: K6 
14 11 12 

II 3 
10 A I I I 

I 91 
I 

13 4 
: KB 

9 IB 
II B 

' I I 
1214 5c ' I 

112 ' 13 131 
:KIO 

1315 60 
I I I 
I I I 
I 10 31 14 

23 14 16 7E 
'Kl3 
I I 

I AO I I I 

18 BF 
I I 
I I 
I I I L ____ _J 

19 

Display uses MSI to simplify 
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V ernon R. Clark, System Design E ngineer, Sys
tems R esearch Dept., Applied A utomation Inc., 
Bartlesville, Okla. 

VOTE FOR 314 

DIODE MATRIX (4EA.-RM114l 

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 A B c D E F 

Kl I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

K2 I I I I I I I I I I 

K3 I I I I I I I I I I I 

K4 I I I I I I I I I I I 

K5 I I I I I I I I 

K6 I I I I I I I I I I 

KB I I I 

KIO I I I I I I I I I 

Kl3 I I I I I I I I I 

250V 

6Bk 
B-5971 

12 10 B 6 4 2 14 9 3 

2NN4410 TYP. 

Kl 

\ 
K2 \ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

' K3 ' ' \ 
' \'Ct 

K4 ·~ \~ 
\~ 

K5 \"' \~ 

\\ 
K6 \~ 

\~ 
\il" 

KB \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

KIO \ 
\ 

' \ 

Kl3 

-

reading hexidecimal characters. 
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That are readq 
For Top Qualitq Testinq Per/ormance 

n Trlplett's Model 630·NS 
Y·O·M 

1. 200,000 Ohms per volt DC 
sensitivity for greater accuracy 
on high resistance circuits. 
20,000 ohms per volt AC. 

2. Suspension Meter Movement. 
No pivots, no bearings, no 
hairsprings; no rolling friction. 
Extremely rugged. 

3. 62 ranges. Temperature and 
frequency compensated 
± l1h% DC Accuracy, ± 3% AC. 

•116°0 

Trlplett's Model 630·M 
Type 1 Y·O·M 

1. 1,000,000 Ohms per volt DC 
for greater accuracy on high 
resistance circuits. 20,000 
ohms per volt AC. 

2. lµa Suspension Meter 
Movement. No pivots, bearings, 
or rolling friction. Extremely 
rugged. Greater sensitivity and 
repeatability. 

3. 61 ranges, usable with 
frequencies through 100 kHz. 
Temperature compensated. 
11h% DC accuracy, 3% AC 
in horizontal position. 

•231°0 

Trlplett'1 Mod11130·NA 
Type 3 V·O·M 

1. One selector switch minimizes 
chance of incorrect settings and 
burnouts. 

2. 70 ranges: 11h% DC accuracy 
on meter; with mirrored scale 
and diode overload protection. 

3. Temperature and frequency 
compensation; polarity 
reversing. 

from the Instrument Makers ... Established 1904 

BLUFFTON, OHIO 45817 



IDEAS FOR DESIGN 

Inexpensive interface works with both DTL and EIA levels 
In the development of some portable equipment 

it became necessary to design an interface that 
would allow the equipment to be used with stand
ard DTL logic, as wel~ as with the EIA levels 
used by the telephone system that has level shifts 
from - 6 to + 6 V. 

The solution was to feed the input signal to the 
DTL logic through an FET connected as a con
stant-current logic diode and clamp the input at 
ground potential with a diode (see figure). The 
MPF 105 has a typical drain current of 9 mA 
with the gate connected to source'. This protects 
the driving circuit from current overload in the 
negative direction. 

When using standard DTL logic levels with a 
false level on the input to the interface, the gate 
voltage ranged from 0.3 V to 0.47 V over a small 
sample of FETs. If the equipment has to work in 
a high noise environment, some selection of the 
FET may be necessary in order to insure opti-

Improved SCR speed control 
achieves 100% motor regulation 

90 

.....-----1 SCR LOAD 

INPUT 
LINE 

TRIGGER 
CIRCUIT 

SCR 

SW 

1. Conventional SCR speed-control circuit regulates 
speed from 0 to 50 % . 

INPUT 
UNE 

TRIGGER 
CIRCUIT 

SCR 

01 

2. Improved SCR speed-control circuit uses diode 
to achieve 100% speed control. 

.. 

IN914 

DTL 
GATE 

Simple circuit uses FET and diode to interface with 
both DTL and EIA (telephone) levels. 

mum performance. Tests run on the circuit both 
with and without the interface showed no change 
in rise time, fall time and propagation delay 
time for the circuit. 

A. W. Ho echerl, R esearch E ngineer, Uni
versity of Utah, Salt Lake City , Utah. 

VOTE FOR 315 

Most universal motor SCR speed controls regu
late motor speeds from zero to approximately 
one-half of rated speed. For full power, a switch 
is used to short the SCR, effectively connecting 
the motor across the line input as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

By adding a switch and a diode compatible 
with the SCR rating (Fig. 2), full speed control 
can be achieved. 

Normal operation with the switch open 
achieves zero to 50 % speed control, permitting 
full commutation of one-half cycle of the input 
line. When the switch is closed, the diode fully 
commutates the other half cycle of the input 
line while the SCR permits variable commutation 
of the opposite half cycle. 

Richard V. Iwanski, Applications Project En
gineer, Spacerays, Inc., Burlington, Mass. 

VOTE FOR 316 

IFD Winner for September 13, 1969 
Robert Billon, Design Engineer, UNITEC, 
Grenoble, France. His Idea "Schmitt Trigger 
and Comparator Combine To Form Window 
Detector" has been voted the Most Valuable 
of Issue Award. 
Vote for the Best Idea in this Issue. 
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Great Milestones 
in Packaging 
BEING NUMBER ±0.00301 JN A " PEOPLE PACKAGING" 

SERIES WILLFULLY UNDERTAKEN BY 

JONATHAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

At the Duke's command, a bunch of 
knights-errant were seeking the one un
troubled lass in the domain with nary a 

problem cluttering 
her lif e. Or so 
the legend goes . 
Mounted in typical 
Early-Medieval 
fashion, they nar
rowed the search to 
a castle where dwelt 
newly-wed Lady 
Cordelia, reputed 
far and wide to be 
trouble-free. Wear
ing a smile upon 
her comely counte

nance, she prettily satisfied their every in
quiry until the quest seemed achieved. Then 
abruptly she led them to an upstairs closet 
housing a skeleton, that of her new hus
band's former rival for her rosy hand. "I 
try," she said, "to keep my troubles to my
self, but every night at bedtime, my spouse 
compels me to kiss this darned skeleton." 
Whereupon she wandered away muttering 
a strangely nostalgic line, "dem bones, dem 
bones," which later became the basis for 
a popular camp song. 

ELECTRON IC D ES IGN 2. January 18. 1970 

If you're sheltering a skeleton in the form 
of a worrisome packaging problem, why 
not unburden yourself to Jonathan the slide
makers? If you need to rack electronic chas
sis for accessibility, you may slide it , pivot 
it in behalf of service, or quickly-discon
nect it for bench repairs . Whatever your 
requirement, the Jonathan Ultra-Thin full 

ball-bearing Type 110 Steel Chassis Slides 
(available in matched pairs beginning at 
$6 the set) will most assuredly carry up to 
200 lbs., while measuring only :Vs" thin. Let 
Jonathan tuck your problem out of sight! 

At Collins Radio Company our little love
lies are now part of a new independent sub
system design for its MW-109E (i-f hetero
dyne) and MW-108D (remodulating) series 
of microwave systems. (see photo) The 
new Collins design, also incorporated in 
auxiliary equipment, greatly improves sys
tem reliability a nd simplifies ordering, 
plant engineering, system expansion, station 
rearrangements and ma intenance proce
dures. 

" KEEP SMILING!" 

JONATHAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
1101 S. ACAC IA AV E .. FU LL ERTON , CA LIF. 9263 1 • 1258 TEANEC K RD., TEANECK, N .J. 07666 
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New from the new DUMONT ... 

the 1050, the scope that 
wants to trigger! 

Featuring a remarkable new 
triggering capability. 
0 No loss of trigger, either 

channel, any position. 
0 No trace flicker in dual trace. 
0 No trigger level readjusting 

after repositioning. 
PLUS unequalled simplicity of 
operation for a 50 MHz bandwidth, 
1 MV sensitivity scope. 

For full information write 
DUMONT OSCILLOSCOPE LABORATORIES, INC. 
40 Fairfield Place, West Caldwell, N.J. 07006 
(201) 228-3665/TWX (710) 734-4308 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 59 
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Product source 
Directory 

Signal Generators 
This Product Source Directory, covering Signal 

Generators, is the fifth in a continuing series of 
product selection data that will list comparative 
specifications and prices for products frequently 
purchased by design engineers. All categories 
will be arranged according to some primary 
parameter so that items having similar func
tional capabilities can be instantly compared. 

How to use the table 

The tables in this section list the specifications 
for signal generators. 

Unless otherwise noted in the tables, all signal 

Reader 
Service 

Abbrev. Company No. 

AMI Advanced Measurement Instruments 
109 Dover St. 462 
Somerville, Mass. 
(617) 623-2008 

Babcock Babcock Electronics Corp. 
3501 Harbor Blvd. 463 
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626 
(714) 540-1234 

GR General Radio Co . 
22 Baker St. 
Concord, Mass. 01781 464 

(617) 369-4400 

H-P Hewlett-Packard Contact 
1501 Page Mill Road local 
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 sales 
(415) 326-7000 office 

Kay Kay Electric Co. 
Maple Ave. 

465 Pine Brook, N .J 07058 
(201) 227-2000 

Marconi Marconi Instruments 
111 Cedar Lane 

466 Englewood, N .J 07631 
( 201 ) 567-0607 

Measure Measurements 
P.O. Box 180 

467 Boonton, N .J 07005 
(201) 334-2131 

ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 2, January 18, 1970 

generators have input requirements of 95-135 
Vac single phase. The following abbreviations 
apply to all instruments listed. 

ina-information not available. 
n/ a-not applicable. 
An index of models by manufac:turer is in

cluded at the end of each table. 
For each table, the instruments are listed in 

ascending order of one major parameter. The 
column containing this parameter is color-coded 
white. Manufacturers are identified by abbrevia
tion. The complete name of each manufacturer 
can be found in the following Master Cross 
Index. 

Reader 
Service 

Abbrev. Company No. 

Pola rad Polarad/Nelson Ross 
5 Delaware Drive 468 
Lake Success, N. Y. 11040 
(516) 328-1100 

R-S Rohde & Schwarz Sales Co. 
111 Lexington Ave. 

469 Passaic, N .J 07005 
(201) 773-8010 

Radiometer Radiometer Electronics 
The London Company 

470 811 Sharon Drive 
Westlake, Ohio 

Sage Sage Laboratories, Inc. 
I nstru men t Div. 
14 Huron Drive 471 
Natick, Mass. 01760 
(617) 653-0844 

Sierra Sierra Electronic 
Philco Corp. 
3885 Bohannon Drive 472 
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025 
(415) 322-7222 

Singer/Gert Gertsch Products 
Singer Instrument Division 
3211 La Cienega Blvd. 473 
Los Angeles, Calif. 96016 
(213) 870-2761 

Singer Singer 
Instrumentation Division 
915 Pembroke St. 474 
Bridgeport, Conn. 06608 
(203) 366-3201 
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Signal Generators 

Minimum 
Manufacturer Model MHz 

Measure 65B 0.075 
R-S SMLR o. 1 
R-S SMAR 0.03 
R-S SMDH de 
Measure 82 0.08 

SG 
1 GR 1001-A 0.005 

H-P 606A 0.05 
H-P 606B o.os 
Marconi TF2002AS 0.01 
GR 1003 0.067 

R-S SMSF 87 
Measure 188 86 
Measure 189 86 
H-P 211A 88 
Sierra 470A-200 50 

SG 
2 Radiometer MS-27 0.3 

H-P 202j 195 
H-P 232A 329.3 
Measure 180 2 
Measure 80 2 

Measure 95 50 
AMI 303A 215 
H-P 608F 10 
Measure 801 25 
Measure SOR 5 

SG 
3 Measure 180R 5 

H-P 608E 10 
Singer/ Gert FM-9E 20 
Singer/ Gert FM-10 o. 1 
GR 1026 9.5 

Sierra 470A-500 200 
R-S SMFA 1.39 
AMI 303H 380 
Babcock BSG-23A 215 
AMI 303B 400 

SG 
4 Babcock BSG-19A 406 

Babcock BSG-17 406 
AMI 303 225 
Measure 800 25 
R-S SDFA 30 

Marconi TF2006 4 
Measure 840 400 
Measure 84TVR 400 
Sierra 470A-1000 470 
Singer SG-1001 0.061 

SG 
5 Singer SG-1000 7.75 

H-P 612A 450 
Kay 1522A 1400 
R-S SMAI 500 
Sierra 470A-1800 1000 

Sage 831-L-1 1000 
Sage 851-L-1 1000 
Sage 841C-L-1 1000 
H-P 614A 800 
AMI 3000 1435 

SG 
6 H-P 8614A 800 

H-P 86148 800 
Palorad 1605 950 
Pola rad 1105 950 
Sierra 470A-2500 1800 

a. Digital frequency readout. 
b. Cavity tuned source.. 
c. Klystron signal source. 
d . Phase Locked. 
e. Backward wave oscillator. 
f. External pulse modulation. 

94 

FREQUENCY 

Maximum Acc. Stab. 
MHz % ppm 

30 ±0.5 ina 
30 ±1 ±50 
3 1 0.5 ±30 
50 2; 10-9 1/10-9 

50 ±1.0 ina 

50 ±1 inc 
65 ±1 0.005%/ lOmin 
65 ±1 0.005%/ lOmin 
72 1 30 
80 o. 1 1/10min 

108 0.2 ±50 
110 ±0.5 ina 
110 ±0.5 ina 
140 inc ina 
200 ±1 0.005%/ lOmin 

240 0.002 0.005% 
270 o.s 0.02% 
335 0.0065 ino 
400 ±0.5 ina 
400 ±0.5 ina 

400 ±0.5 ina 
420 0.5 ±0.005%/ lOmin 
455 ±1 O. 005%/lOmin 
470 ±0. 5 ina 
475 ±0. 5 ina 

475 ±0.5 inc 
480 ±0.5 0.005%/ lOmin 
486 0.0001 1/mo 
500 0.0001 1/yr 
500 0.05 50 

500 ±1 0. 005%/ lOm in 
510 ±0.5 ±30 
520 ina ±0.005% 
550 0.005 ina 
550 ±0. 01 inc 

550 0.005 ina 
550 0.005 inc 
800 0.5 ±0.05% 
960 ±0.5 ina 
970 0.5 ±10 

1000 1 15 
1000 ±0.5 ina 
1000 ±0.5 inc 
1000 ±1 0.003%/ lOmin 
1024 0.001 10 

1024 0.001 10 
1230 ±1 0.005%/lOmin 
1599.9 0.002 2kHz 
1800 ±0.5 inc 
1800 ±1 0.003%/ lOmin 

2000 ±0. 1 1 
2000 ±1 inc 
2000 ±0. 1 1/wk 
2100 ±1 0.005%/ °C 
2310 0.01 0.001%/ °C 

2400 ±SM Hz 0.005%/ °C 
2400 ±0.5 0.005%/ °C 
2400 ±0.5 0.0008%/ V 
2400 ±0.5 0.0008%/ V 
2500 ±1 0.003%/ lOmin 

g. Can be synchron)zed to internal crystal 
or external crystal 

h. Stab ii ity per day. 
i. 0.0005'%/° C 
f· Internal, external modulation. 
k. Sol id stole. 

35 
OUTPUT 

Minimum Maximum Misc. Price 
~v v Modulation Features s 

o. 1 2.2 am b 1075 
1 3 am 1425 
0.01 10 am g 5495 
o. 1 2.5 am,fm ah 10450 
o. 1 1.0 am 985 

o. 1 2 am 1450 
o. 1 3 am fjp 1540 
o. 1 3 am,fm fprs 1650 
o. 1 1 am,fm k 2940 
o. 1 6 om df 2795 

o. 1 0.1 fm 985 
o. 1 o. 1 fm 700 
o. 1 o. 1 fm m 890 
o. 1 0.2 am 2900 
SOmW sow am i reg 

o. 1 o. 1 am,fm 1595 
o. 1 0.2 am,fm 1595 
1 0.2 am 3200 
o. 1 o. 1 am k 760 
o. 1 o. 1 om 690 

o. 1 o. 1 fm 1980 
o. 1 o. 1 fm i 3500 
o. 1 o.s om,fm fqrs 1800 
o. 1 o. 1 fm 790 
o. 1 o. 1 am 690 

o. 1 o. 1 am k 760 
o. 1 1 am fq 1640 
o. 1 O.SmV fm 1825 
o. 1 O.SmV am,fm a 2995 
o. 1 10 om, pm df 7150 

SOmW 70W am I reg 
0.3 1 om,fm 7260 
o. 1 0.3 fm i 2800 
o. 1 0.07 fm b reg 
inc inc fm i 2450 

1.0 o. 1 fm jt reg 
]. 0 o. 1 fm b reg 
o. 1 o. 1 fm i 1800 
o. 1 o. 1 fm 790 
-1 lOdBm -6dBm am,fm 4367 

o. 1 o. 1 om,fm k 6125 
o. 1 o. 1 fm 790 
o. 1 0.5 am 865 
SOmW 65W am i reg 
0.01 2.2 am,fm ab 4640 

0.01 2.2 am,fm a 7790 
0. 1 0.5 am fjq 1600 
-120dBm OdBm fm,pm n 4900 
- l:l'OdBm + lOdBm am,fm,pm a 4345 
SOmW 40W am i reg 

80m W 150mW am 6400 
n/ o lOOmW am c 2995 
80mW 150mW am e 9195 
o. 1 0.223 om,fm,pm cj 2400 
-130dBm -lOdBm am,fm v 6960 

-127dBm + lOdBm am,fm, pm cdj 2350 
n/ a 15mW am, fm, pm cdj 1600 
-130dBm OdBm fm, pm cj 2230 
-130dBm OdBm fm,pm cij 1990 
lOOmW 25W am i reg 
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Singer has advanced the 
state-of-the-art with a signal 
generator so New it almost 
requires a new name. 

The Model SG-1000 obsoletes 
every other signal generator 
within its frequency range ... 
singly or in combination. Its 
performance is so superior that 
no other instrument available 
can equal or even approach it. 

That's why we call it the 
Innovator. 

Here's why you'll call 
it unbelievable . . . 

• Digital readout of frequency. 

•Broadbandfrequency 
coverage from 61 kHz to 
512MHz (to 1024MHz with a 
simple passive doubler) in a 
small 5%" high package. 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN 2, January 18, 1970 

• Exceptional frequency 
accuracy and resolution . .. 
typically 0.005% . . . and no 
human readout errors. 

•Full modulation capability 
AM D FM D Pulse D Video D 
Internal 1,000Hz modulation D 
... and combinations of the 
above. 

• Output levels from 
+20dBM to - 146dBM. 

• An automatically leveled 
output . . . within ± 0.5dB over 
the entire· frequency range. 

•Use it as a 2MHz counter 
for counting modulating signals 
or rep rates directly. 

•A spectrally pure output 
signal approaching that of a 
crystal ... extremely low 
residual and incidental FM. 

•Total elimination of dial 
tracking errors. 

• The availability of BCD 
frequency output and a 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 60 

programmable attenuator to 
assure system integration. 

This is only part of the 
SG-1000 story. A more complete 
technical description is 
available in Singer Application/ 
Data Bulletin SG-10 upon 
request. 

For additional information 
contact your local Singer 
Representative, or write or 
call-

The Singer Company 
Instrumentation Division 
915 Pembroke Street 
Bridgeport, Conn. 06608. 
203-366-3201. 
In Europe contact: Singer 
Sewing Machine Company, 
Instrumentation Division, P.O. 
Box 301 , 8034 Zurich , Switzerland, 
Telephone: (051) 47 25 10 
TWX 710-453-3483 

SINGER 
INSTRUMENTATION 
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Signal Generators 36 
FREQUENCY OUTPUT 

Minimum Maximum Acc. Stab. Minimum Maximum Misc. Price 

Manufacturer Model MHz MHz % ppm µV v Modulation Features $ 

Sage 851-S-51 2000 2500 ±1 ino n/ a lOOmW am c 2995 
Sage 814A-L-9 2000 2500 ±0. l 0.05 n/ a lOOm W am c 5950 
Sage 814A-S-l 2500 3050 ±0. l 0.05 n/ a 75mW am c 4250 
Sage 851-S-52 2500 3600 ±1 ina n/ a lOOmW am c 2995 
Sage 814A-S-2 2950 3600 ±0.01 0.05 n/ a 80mW am c 4250 

SG 
7 Sage 831-S-l 20oa 40aa ±a. l l 4amW 2aamw am e 64aa 

Sage 8418-S-l 20oa 4aaa ±a. l a.2 4amW 2aamW am e 795a 
Sage 84 lC-S-l 2aao 40aa ±a. l l/wk 4amW 2a0mw am e 9195 
H-P 6168 18aa 42aa ±1 a.aa5%/ °C a. l a.223 am,fm,pm cj 240a 
Sage 814A-S-3 l 37aa 43aa ±a. l a.05 n/ a lOaamW am c 835a 

H-P 86168 18aa 45ao ±0.5 a.005%/ °C n/ a l5mW am,fm,pm cdj l60a 
H-P 8616A 1800 4500 ±lOMHz 0.005%/ °C -127d8m + l0d8m am,fm,pm cdj 2350 
Polorad 1106 1950 4600 ±0.5 a.oOa8%/ V -127dBm +3d8m fm,pm cij 1990 
Pola rad l6a6 1950 4600 ±0.5 0.0008%/ V -127dBm +3d8m fm, pm cij 2230 
R-S SM81 1700 5000 ±0.5 ina -130d8m +5d8m fm,pm a 4345 

SG 
8 Sage 851-C-51 5100 5900 ±1 ina n/ a lOOmW am c 2995 

Sage 814A-C-1A 5100 5900 ±0. l o.os n/ a 60mW am c 4250 
Sage 814A-C-l0 5400 5900 ±0. l a.as n/ a 2aOmW am c 45aa 
Sage 814A-C-3 l 5925 6S25 ±a. l a.as n/ a lW am c ina 

Sage 851-C-52 5925 6525 ±1 ina n/ a 2aOm W am c 2995 

R-S SLRC 23aa 7aaa ±]. 5 ina -1aad8m ino square f 5335 
Sage 851-C-53 6575 7125 ±1 ino n/ a 2aOmW am c 2995 
H-P 618C 38aa 76aO ±1 a.Oa6%/°C a. l 0.223 am,fm,pm cdj 235a 
Sage 841C-C-l 4aaa 0aaa ±0. l l/wk 2amW lOamW am e 9195 
Sage 83 1-C-l 4aaa 0aoa ±a. l l 20mW lOOmW am e 64aO 

SG 
9 Sage 34 18-C- l 400a 0aaa ±a. l a.2 2amW lOamW am e 7950 

Pola rad 1107 38aa 02aa ±a.5 a.aaa8%/V -127d8m +1d8m am,fm cij 199a 
Polarad 1607 38aa 82aa ±a.5 a.oaaBo/o/ V -127d8m +3d8m fm,pm cij 223a 
Sage 854-X-55 750a 8Sao ±1 0.2 n/ a 2aamW am cd 5995 

Sage 851-X-55 75aa 85aa ±1 ina n/ a 2aamW am c 2995 
Sage 814A-X-5 7500 850a ±a. l a.a5 n/ a 2aOmW am c 47aa 
Sage 851-X-53 850a 10aaa ±1 inc n/ a laOmW am c 2995 
Sage 851-X-51 850Q 10aaa ±1 inc n/ a 5aamW am c 2995 
Sage 814A-X-21 850a 10aaa ±a. l a.a5 n/ a 5aamW am c 415a 

SG 
la Sage 814A-X-2 9aaa laaaa ±a. l a.as n/ a 8amW am c 425a 

Sage 814A-X-21S 96aa la2oa ±a. l a.as n/ a 5aamW am c 43ao 
Sage 814A-X-12 98aa la3aa ±a. l a.a5 n/ a 2aamW am c 445a 
Polarad l6a8 695a l lOaa ±a.s a.oaa8%/ V -127d8m +3d8m fm,pm cij 223a 
H-P 62a8 7aao l lOaa ±1 a.a06%/ °C a. l 0.223 am,fm,pm cdj 235a 

Sage 851-X-52 98ao l 12aa ±1 inc n/ a 2aamW am c 2995 
Sage 814A-X-3 98aO l 12aO ±a. l a. a5 n/ a 5aOmW am c 475a 
Sage 814A-X3M la6aa l l8aa ±a. l a.a5 n/ a lOOmW am c 475a 
Sage 8418-X-l 8aaa 124aa ±a. l a.2 50mW 350mW am e 795a 
Sage 831-X-l 0aoo 12400 ±0. l l 50mW 35amW am e 64aa 

SG 
11 Sage 841C-X-l 80ao 124aO ±0. l l/wk 50mW 35amW am e 9195 

R-S SMCI 48aa 126aa ±a.5 ino -13ad8m Od8m fm,pm a 4495 
Sage 851-K-51 12400 145aa ±1 ina n/ a laamW am c 2995 
Sage 814A-K-21 1280a 145aO ±0. l a.5 n/ a laamW am c 4150 
H-P 626A 10000 155aa ±1 0.005%/ °C -90d

0

8m + lad8m am,fm,pm cj 390a 

Pola rad 1709 10aoo l55aa ±1 0.0008%/ V -1aadBm ad8m fm,pm cij 32la 
Polarad 1809 10000 155aO ±1 a.oaa8%/ V -10ad8m ad8m fm,pm cij 3450 
Sage 814A-K-22 l5aaa 173aa ±a. l 0.05 n/ a 200mW am c 5150 
Sage 831-K-l 124aO 180ao ±0. l l 4amw 2aOmW am e 640a 
Sage 8418-K-l 12400 18000 ±a. l a.2 4amW 2a0mw om e 795a 

SG 
12 Polarad l8la l5aaa 210aa ±1 O.OOa8%/ V -l0ad8m ad8m fm,pm cij 3450 

Polorod 1710 150ao 21oao ±1 a.a008%/ V -10ad8m ad8m fm,pm cij 32la 
H-P 628A 15aao 21oaa ±1 O.OOS%/ °C -9ad8m -t l0d8m am,fm,pm cj 390a 
Sage 814A-K-24 230ao 25aao ±a. l o.a5 n/ o laamW om c 6950 
Sage 817A-K-35 3400a 36aao ±a. l 0.5 n/ a 5amW am c 02aa 

m. Provides 10. 7 MHz output s. Internal ompl itude modulation 
n. Programmable. t. 20 IRIG channels. 
p. Signal source, triodes & pentodes. u. 10 IRIG channels. 
q. Signal Source - triodes v. In two bonds 1435-lS40 MHz and 2200-2310 MHz. 
r. External frequency modulation. 
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High speed commercial memory system 
-NANOMEMORY 2600. Full cycle time 
of 600 nanoseconds, and wor.c:t capacities 
of 16K by 1B or BK by 36. It 's all done 
with a second-generation 2-1 / 2D drive 
system with efficient circuit and logic 
design, for reduced component count 
and high MTBF, and wide operating 
margins-the real feature of the 2-1 /2D 
configuration. It is easily expandable 
in the field, and comes in a standard 
19" rack. 

Who else 

Perfect for high speed, large ca
pacity mainframe memory systems .. . 
NANOSTAK 3020 ... technology' break
through in 3W, 2-1 /2D stacks. Stackable, 
compact size is an amazing 25% of com
petitive planar stacks and offers a 
significant advantage in form factor for 
system packaging . Extremely fast 650 
nanosecond cycle time for BK or 16K 
by 40, or 32K by 20 word memories. 

Five new memory cores for your next 
stack or system . All are medium or high 
drive , all coincident current, and all 
are fast switching for your high speed 
applications. Four new cores available 
in 1 B mil , 20 mil , and two types of 30 
mil sizes for use from 0° to 70°C. Also , 
a new wide temperature range 1 B mil 
core for severe environments of -55° 
to + 100°c. 

Compact , ATR compatible memory sys
tem SEMS-6 for use in military and 
rugged commercial aircraft applications. 
Reliable performer is optimized around 
BK or 16K with maximum capacities of 
BK by 40 or 16K by 20. Full cycle time 
of 2 microseconds, with access time 
of 700 nanoseconds. Meets MIL-E-5400, 
low power consumption and lightweight. 

Rugged design for ground based mobile 
equipment, NANOSTAK 020 commer
cial memory stack. High speed B50-
nanosecond full cycle t i me for 4K 
memories. Features 3W, 3D organiza
tion with word capacities to 16K by 40. 
Built-in reliability and dependability. 
Available with wide temperature range 
cores for operation in severe en
vironments . 

but Electronic Memories 
could introduce 
five brand spanking new 
memories-at once 

Only Electronic Memories, the technology leader, could introduce 
five important new memories at once. Each one offers significant 
advances to provide you with faster, more reliable, and 
lower cost memories. Each one is loaded with outstanding new 
design features to give you faster access, larger capacity, and 
more economical operation. From cores and stacks to 
megabit memories, Electronic Memories has the memory products 
for your next, faster, more powerful computer system. For more 
facts and figures, just write. 
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Em ~~v~~~~.~~!~m~~~~c~~~P~•tion 
12621 chadron avenue, hawthorne, california 90250 
telephone (213) 772-5201 TWX: 910-325-6213 
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Index by Model Number 
Name Model Code Name Model Code 

AMI 303A SG3 SMBI SGS 
Advanced 303 SG4 SMCI SGll 

Measure- 3038 SG4 SMDH SGl 
ment In- 303H SG4 SMFA SG4 
struments 3000 SG6 SMLR SGl 

Babcock BSG-17 SG4 SMSF SG2 

Babcock BSG-19A SG4 Radiometer MS-27 SG2 
Electronics 8SG-23A SG4 Radiometer 
Corp. Electronics 

GR 1001-A SGl Sage Sl4A-C-1A SGS 
General 1003 SGl 

Radio Co. 1026 SGl 
Sage Labs, Sl4A-C-10 SGS 

Inc. Sl4A-C-31 SGS 
H·P 202J SG2 Sl4A·K·21 SGll 
Hewlett-Pack· 211A SG2 Sl4A-K-22 SG12 

ard Co. 232A SG2 Sl4A·K·24 SG12 
606A SGl Sl4A-L-9 SG7 
6068 SGl Sl4A·S-l SG7 
60SE SG3 Sl4A·S·2 SG7 
60SF SG3 Sl4A-S·31 SG7 
612A SG5 Sl4A·X-2 SGlO 
614A SG6 Sl4A·X·3 SGll 
6168 SG7 Sl4A·X·3M SGll 
61SC SG9 Sl4A·X·5 SGlO 
6208 SGlO Sl4A-X·l2 SGlO 
626A SGll Sl4A·X·21 SGlO 
62SA SG12 Sl4A·X·21S SGlO 

The least efficient part of semi- S614A SG6 Sl7A·K·35 SG12 
S614B SG6 S3l·C·l SG9 

conductor testing is the mechanical S616A SGS S31-K-l SG12 
handling of the devices being tested. S6168 SGS S31-L-l SG6 
Systron-Donner's Model 62008/P Kay 1522A SG5 S31-S-1 SG7 

Programmable Curve Tracer is five Kay Electric S31-X-l SGll 

times faster than a manual tester. It Marconi TF2002AS SGl 
S41B-C-1 SG9 
8418-K·l SG12 

automatically performs 5 different Marconi In- TF2006 SG5 S41B-S-l SG7 
parameter measurements on any two struments S418-X-l SGll 

and three terminal device . . . with Measure 658 SGl S41C-C-l SG9 

just one hand operation. If the vol- Measure- so SG2 S41C-L-l SG6 
men ts SOR SG3 S41C-S-1 SG7 

ume of units you test doesn't justify S2 SGl S41C-X-1 SGll 
a $25,000 automatic system, S-D's S4TVR SG5 S5l·C·51 SGS 

programmable instrument is the 95 SG3 S5l·C·52 SGS 

ideal solution. Price? Under $2,000. lSO SG2 S51 ·C·53 SG9 
lSOR SG3 S51·K-51 SGll 

FOR CIRCUIT DESIGNERS: We also lSS SG2 S51-L-l SG6 

have a non-programmable unit, 189 SG2 S51-S·51 SG7 

Model 62008, which gives the same 
SQQ SG4 S51-S-52 SG7 
SOl SG3 S51 -X·51 SGlO 

full range testing capability as the S40 SG5 S51 -X-52 SGll 
Model 62008/P. It sells for under Pola rad 1105 SG6 S51-X-53 SGlO 

$1,700 and is the perfect tool for Pola rad 1106 SGS 
S51-X-55 SGlO 

circuit design and critical compo- Electronic 1107 SG9 S54-X-5S SG9 

nent selection. Inst. 160S SG6 Sierra 470A-200 SG2 
1606 SGS Sierra Elec- 470A-SOO SG4 

For complete details, call or write 1607 SG9 tronics, 470A-1000 SGS 

Measurements Division, 888 Galindo 160S SGlO Philco 470A-2500 SG6 

Street, Concord, California 94520. 
1709 SG12 Corp. 

Phone (415) 682-6161. 
1710 SG12 Singer/Gert FM-9E SG3 
1809 SG12 Gertsch FM-10 SG3 
lSlO SG12 Products, 

R-S SOFA SG4 Singer SG-1000 SG5 
Rohde & SLRC SG9 Singer In- SG-1001 SGS 

BYSTRON~ CONNER Schwarz SMAI SGS strumenta-
SMAR SGl tion Div. 
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Now 
we've got the 
biggest line 

of tiny 
Snap-Actors 

LM 
Series 

With the introduction of the new LM subminiature 
series , Unimax now offers you the widest choice of 
snap-acting subminiature and miniature subminiatu re 
switches in the industry. Designed to meet applicable 
military specifications, the entire line offers extra long 
life and a complete range of forces and motions. Sub
miniatures are rated to 10 amps at 250 volts AC and 
are available in any of 10 standard terminal configura
tions. Miniature subminiatures are rated at 7 amps and 
can be supplied with differential motion as low as 
.0005" max. Integral actuators are available on all 
models and a wide variety of toggle and push button 
assemblies are standard. 

U~witch 
Divi sion of M axson Elec tron ics Corpo1aUon I W allingford, Connect icut 06492 

INFORM ATI ON RETRIEVA L NUMBER 63 
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The newest, 
fastest and easiest 

way to specify 
indicator lights, 

push button switches 
and readouts. 

Dialco's new 56-page product 
selector guide helps you select 

from over 1,500,000 visual indicators 
Th is book is the resu lt of an all-out effort to 
provide you wit h fingertip data on all Dialight 
components and to make it very easy for you 
to locate the detailed specs and information 
you desire. Designers and engineers will find 
the "Product Selector Guide" invaluable in 
their work. Send for your copy today. Dialight 
Corp. 60 Stewart Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.J 1237. 

~ 
DIAL/GI-IT 
A North American Philips Company 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 64 
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• 
• 

Now ... with CTS Cermet Multi-Turn Square 
Trimmers you get Characteristic C Mil-spec 
performance for all military applications. All new 
series 165 (style RJ24) and series 175 (style RJ22) 
meet tough Characteristic C of Mil-R-22097C. These same 
environmental characteristics are ·available . .. at lower cost . .. 
for commercial and industrial applications. 

Both small %"-square series 165 and compact%" -square series 175 trimmers assure infinite 
resolution over a 20 ohm to 2.5 megohm range ... and power rating of Y:z watt @ 85' C. 
TC ± 150 ppm/'C for 2k ohms and above. -0 +175 ppm/'C from 50 ohms through 
250 ohms and -O +250 ppm/°C from 500 ohms through 1 k ohm. 
All available at no extra cost. 
Low cost*, proven quality, and top performance-combined with 
fast distributor delivery-make CTS your best industrial trimmer choice. 
Can't use one of our standard series? Ask how we can solve specific application 
problems. Call or write for complete details to CTS of Berne, Inc., Berne, Indiana 
46711. Phone (219) 589-3111. 

*Check thbse prices for 4 -6 week production delivery. (Small 
quantities from stock) 

Series 165 Series 175 

Quantity 25 -49 1000 25-49 1000 
each) (each) (each) (each) 

Commercial ( * 20% Toi.) $4.55 -$3.25 $4.20 $2.95 

MIL-type (* 10% Tol .. 5.30 3.80 5.10 3.65 
c TS CORPORATION 

Char. C) Elkhart, Indiana 
Other CTS Cermet Trimmers include: 

~ ~ ~ ~ \ CJ ~ "' 

Series 185 Series 190 Series 340 Series 360 Series 385 Series 660 Series 630 
1 -%" x .290" x .364" %" x .160" x .31 O" %" x %" square x .270" 7/1s" x "Is•" x "Is•" 11132" round x .225" %" round x %" high- Y," round x 13/J2" high-

multi -turn multi - turn high- single- turn single- turn high-single-turn single- turn single- turn 

INFORMATION RETRIEVl>:L NUMBER 65 
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New Products 

Miniature storage tube for $500 
can hold an image for two weeks 

Princeton Electronic Products, Inc., 
P.O. Box 101, New Brunswick, 
N .J. Phone: (201) 297-4448. P&A: 
$500; 4 wks. 

Inexpensively store black-and
white images on an ordinary tele
vision set fo r two weeks? Non
sense ?-No, reality ! 

It's all possible with a new 
m iniature storage t ube that sells 
for only $500 in small quantities 
and has a resolu tion of 800 tele
vis ion lines (640,000 bits) . Key to 
the new unit's reduced price and 
size is its structured target, which 
is actually a monolith ic s ilicon 
wafer. This structured silicon tar-

/ 
get allows use of a gun assembly 
which is identical to that employed 
in vidicon camera tubes. 

Lithocon model l M-800-H S ac
t ually acts as an electronic buffer 
memory. It can store a fu ll-gr ay
scale image for 12 minutes with 
constant refresh ing, and a black
and-white image for 30 minutes 
with power applied or for two 
weeks if the power is turned off 
or the tube removed from its 
socket. 

Special sockets or cables are not 
necessary; the Lithocon will oper
ate with standar d vidicon hard
ware. In addition, its associated 

electronics only involves a de power 
supply and a magnetically defl ected 
yoke. 

Oper ating voltage level is only 
450 V, not in the order of kilo
volts as wit h previous stor age 
t ubes. This means that high-volt
age corona is no longer a problem 
and lower system operating tem
peratures are poss ible. 

Besides a decisive cost advan
tage, the Lithocon permi ts broad 
applications fl exibili ty becau.se t he 
disp lay is separated from t he stor
age system. Now the user can 
selectively edit the stored image, 
rather than erase t he entire dis
play and t hen r epaint, as with 
previous systems. 

Ot her advantages include being 
able to zoom-in on any portion of 
the image for blow-up studies. 
Television monitors can also be 
time shared, thereby reducing re
quired computer t ime. 

The l M-800-HS is t he first prod
uct in a series of under-develop
ment si licon-target devices. In t he 
near future, the l M-1200-H S stor
age tube will offer a resolut ion of 
1200 lines for only $1000. 

Also available is the model 400 
storage terminal, which contains 
the necessar y electron ics (except 
for display ) and controls fo r the 
Lit hocon. Cost is $3750; delivery 
is six t o eigh t weeks. 

CIRCLE NO. 250 

Low-cost 50-MHz counter can also measure voltage at seven digits. p. 106. 

Computerized test system for complex wiring makes 9000 checks/minute. p. 108. 

Large-scale bipolar read-only memory chip stores up to 1024 bits. p. 112. 

A/d converter for $179.50 resolves 12 bits to 0.05% accuracy, p. 113. 

Evaluation Samples, p. 122 .. . ....... Design Aids, p. 123. 

Application Notes, p. 124 ... . . . . .. . . New Literature, p. 126. 
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COMPONENTS 

Indicating pilot light 
uses only two lamps 

Modular 3-piece relays 
plug into PC boards 

\ 
Dry-reed rhodium switch 
withstands 600 V min 

] 
l 

MClster Specialties Co., 1640 Mon
rovia, Costa Mesa, Calif. Phone: 
(714) 642-2427. 

Able to display as many as three 
lines of words in any one of six 
illuminated colors, a new indicat
ing pi lot light features two-lamp 
r eliabili ty. In addition, the 201 
Twin-Tellite unit mounts in two 
drilled holes instead of square 
panel cutouts li ke previous devices. 
Its lens assembly can be pulled out 
and turned down for easy access 
to the lamps. 

CIRCLE NO. 251 

E xecutone Inc., Printact R elay 
Div., Austell Pl., Long Island City, 
N. Y. Phone: (212) 392-4800. 
P&A: $3 .1 2 to $5.37; 4 to 6 wks. 

Consisting. of a header, a hous
ing assembly and a clamp, a new 
series of latching and non-latching 
relays mount into PC boards with 
a plug-in bead pin header. This 
eliminates using sockets and allows 
rep I ace men t without soldering. 
These relays can be inserted and 
soldered to a PC board without 
the attached housing assembly. 

CIRCLE NO. 252 

Alco Electronic Products, Inc., 
Box 1348, Lawrence, Mass. Phone: 
(617) 686-3887. P&A: $1.29; 
stock . 

Easily serviced from the front, 
a new panel indicator lamp assem
bly features f inger-tip lamp re

\ placement. The Brite Glo assembly 
has a removable round dome lens 
and a supplied #680 incandescent 
T-1 lamp rated for 5 V at 60 mA. 
It mounts with a 9/32-32 nut. Lens 
colors are in red, green, blue, yel
low or white. 

CIRCLE NO. 253 

Hathaway Instruments Inc., 5250 
E. Evans Ave., Denver, Colo. 
Phone: (303) 756-8301. 

Developed for switching ex
tremely high stand-off voltages, a 
new dry-reed rhodium switch has 
a minimum dielectric strength of 
600 V. The switch has a contact 
rating of 1 A and power rating of 
5 W. Insulation resistance is 106 o 
and initial conlacL resistance is 
0.2 n. The switch is 0.8-in. long and 
0.106 in. in dia. 

Bidirectional switch 
works by push buttons 

Janco Corp., 3111 Winona Ave., 
Burbank, Calif. Phone: (213) 845-
7473. 

By depressing one of two but
tons on its front, a new bidirec
tional printed circuit rotary switch 
can change its position. It is avail
able with 8, 10 or 12 positions 
with all standard codes. Ratings 
include 3 A at continuous duty; 
and make and break ratings are 
0.125 A resistive at 28 V de or 
115 V ac, and 0.05 A inductive at 
28 V de. A viewing light is op
tional. 

CIRCLE NO. 255 

Tiny dry-reed relay 
switches up to 1 ms 

Allied Control Co., Inc., Plantsville, 
Conn. Phone: (203) 628-9654 . 

Measuring only 0.0275-in. high 
and suitable for mounting on PC 
boards spaced as close as 0.5-in. 
apart, a new dry-reed relay switch
es at 1 ms. The Tri-R unit has con
tact ratings of 10 W resistive, 50 V 
de or 0.5 A de, power requirement 
of 75 mW /pole, and a life expect
ancy of 2 x 10' operations. It can 
incorporate other solid-state de
vices such as diodes, op amps and 
time-delay circuits in the same 
package. 

I, 

i 

CIRCLE NO. 254 CIRCLE NO. 256 
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... New Broadband MIC package 
The TRW Gigahertz Family takes 
another step forward in power 
and frequency: a new compatible 
series of microwave transistors, 
operating at 3 GHz-the heart of 
S-band. The new family includes 
four devices with the highest 
available output power bandwidth 
and gain at 3 GHz: 

PT6669 300 mW 
PT6618 1.0 Watt 

6 dB gain 
5 dB gain 

ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 2, January 18, 1970 

PT6635 2.5 Watts 
PT6636 5.0 Watts 

4 dB gain 
3 dB gain 

This new common base series 
is consistent with microwave inte
grated circuits and/or conven
tional stripline. The package is 
also specially designed for low 
parasitics. Like the rest of the 
Gigahertz Family, they operate 
from a 28 volt source. 

For complete information and 
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applications assistance, contact 
TRW Semiconductors Division, 
14520 Aviation Blvd., Lawndale, 
California 90260. Phone: (213) 
679-4561. TWX: 910-325-6206. 

ACTUAL SIZE 

TRW 
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COMPONENTS 

Compact fluidic relay 
simplifies interfacing 

r---.J 

Teledyne Relays, 8155 W. El Se
gundo Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif. 
Phone: (218) 679-2205. P&A : un
der $20; stock. 

Housed in a T0-5 case, a new 
line of four-pole magnetic latch
ing relays actuate in 1.5 ms. Series 
424 relay~ have 26.5-V de reset 
coils and 0.1-V de trip coils that 
will accept 80 % of the required 
trip current without tripping. 
They are adjusted to trip between 
80 and 120% of the nominal trip 

CIRCLE NO. 258 

Annunciator system 
3 tiny modules 

Hammer, Inc., Sp ecialty 
Products Div., 4201 N. 27 St., Mil
waukee, Wis. Phone: ( 414) 442-
7800 . P&A: $4.55 to $6.69; 8 to 10 

Only the size of a thimble, a new 
pushbutton module can be snapped 
into place on illuminated pushbut
ton assemblies for efficient and in
expensive switching. The Diamin 
unit is interchangeable with snap
action low-travel limit switches, 
and is avai lable with silver or gold 
contacts for different ratings. 

CIRCLE NO. 260 
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Corning Glass Works Fluidic Prod
ucts Dept. , Corning, N.Y. Phone: 
( 607) 962-4444. P&A: $16 to 
$19.50; 2 wks . 

A new fluidic time-delay relay 
eliminates the bulky resistor
capacitor networks and mechanical 
timing devices that were formerly 
required to set up time delays of 
1 to 10 seconds or longer. T he com
pact unit offers a repeatabi lity of 
± 5% over its fu ll adjustable time 
range, which can be expanded by 
adding capacitance. 

CIRCLE NO. 257 

Latching 4-pole relays 
actuate in only 1.5 ms 

Rundel Components, Inc., 7 40 
Broadway, R edwood City, Calif. 

A miniature solid-state relay, 
mounted on a small pilot light, to
gether with a small solid-state 
amplifier, form a complete annunci
ator system that gives off audible 
s ignals. The annunciator has stand
ard sequence buttons and separate 
test and acknowledge buttons. The 
three units can be mounted togeth
er or separately to provide 10 an
nunciator points that can be pow
ered by a single supply. 

CIRCLE NO. 259 

Push button module 
brings down size 
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Panel indicators 
widen selection 

•• 
Clare-Pendar Co., P .O. Box 785, 
Post Falls, I daho . Phone: (208) 
773-4541 . 

Including standard and press-to
test models, a new line of panel 
ind icators offers versati li ty of se
lection with front and rear-mount
ing styles. The new line offers 
front-removab le single-light lenses 
in over a dozen shapes and a choice 
of nine colors, environmentally 
sealed indicator bases, and clip-on 
or solder-lug terminal connections. 

CIRCLE NO. 261 

Fast rf limit switch 
actuates in 10 µs 

John.son Controls, Inc., 227 South 
St., Roches t er, Mich. Phone: (313) 
651-0218. 

The model 7610 rf limit switch 
is a solid-state device that actuates 
in less than 10 µ,s on 110 V de 
when there is enough capacitance 
between its antenna probe and a 
ground. It has no moving parts 
and is guaranteed for an unlimited 
number of actuations. It is avail
able prewired with an inductive 
output of 1 A- 10 A inrush and 1 
A continuous. 

CIRCLE NO. 262 
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In a martini, it's a matter of taste - in a 
K-Grip Jr. RF connector in wet, humid 
climate, it's essential. That's why our new 
series of plugs and jacks is moisture-proof. 
The dry is extra. All the rest is K-Grip Jr. -
the lowest cost, high-reliability RF connector 
installed. Almost 50.% smaller, 50% lighter, 
it's a crimp type version of our standard 
RF connector reduced to its simplest form. 
Assembly is foolproof - in seconds. 
With K-Grip Jr. RF connectors it's a matter of 
savings. We save you time, weight, space and, 
in our new series of plugs and jacks, we save 
you from weather-worry. Write for details. 

t!l<INGS 
ELECTRONICS CO., INC. 
40 Marbledale Road/ Tuckahoe, N.Y. 10707 
(914) SW 3-5000 / TWX 710-562-0110 
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Your best choice 
in enclosures 

D oil and dust tight 
D EMl/RFI shielded 
D rigid one-piece construction 
D available from stock 

Consoles in versatil e stock design, 50" x 24" x 
23", with gasketed front and rear doors. Op
tions include rack angles, swing-out and 
stationary subpanels and writing desk. 
Consolets are offered in eleven stock sizes 
for desktop mounting of remote controls. 
Floorstand optional. 
All units are heavy gauge steel with all-welded 
seams, easily shielded. 

NEMA 12 units in stock sizes up to 90" x 36" x 
24". Rigid 12 gauge steel with all-welded 
seams, gasketed doors front and/or rear. Oil 
and dust tight. Options include several interior 
panel arrangements, rack angles and shielding. 

Heavy gauge steel boxes with hinged doors, 
all cadmium plated. Oil and dust tight, fully 
shielded. Interior mounting panels and ter
minal block kits optional. Shipment from stock, 
all sizes. 

For mounting controls where oil, dust and 
water are not a problem. One-piece heavy 
gauge steel construction, finished in gray 
prime. Flush latches. Interior panels for mount
ing components. Wide size range in stock. 
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HOFFMAN ENGINEERING COMPANY 
01v1s1on of Federal Cartridge Corporation 

Anoka, Minnesota, DeptED-433 

ELECTRICAL 
EN CLOSURES 

INFORMATION RETRiEVAL NUMBER 69 
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Low-cost 50-MHz counter 
doubles as a seven-digit DVM 

H ewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill 
Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. Phone: ( 415) 
326-7000. P&A: $1150 (A), $1450 
( A/B); 4 wks. 

Incorporating a 50-MHz elec
tronic counter and a digital volt
meter in one instrument for under 
$2000 is one of the most versatile 
universal counters available. 

The basic instrument is the 
model 5326A counter/timer. Adding 
an integrating digital voltmeter to 
the counter timer results in the 
model 5326A/ B. 

The model 5325A/B counter/ 
DVM measures frequencies from 0 
to 50 MHz of either periodic or 
random signals by period average 
measurements. 

It has a dual-channel input, 
either ac or de-coupled, and fea
tures level-controllable differential 
input amplifiers. A three-step at
tenuator changes the control-range 
maximum voltages in decades of 
±2, ±20 and ±200 V. 

Inputs to the two channels can 
be from either common or separate 
s ignals. This design results in high 
stability and sensitivity and an 
impedance of 1 Mn shunted by 25 
pF. 

Time-interval averaging ranges 
from 15 ns to 1 s with a s ingle
shot r esolution of 100 ns. Since 
a measurement can be averaged 
over 108 intervals, resolutions down 
to 10 ps can be obtained. 

The counter's gate time is select
able in nine decades from 0.1 µ.s to 
10 s, with automatic display of the 
decimal point and units. 

Periods are fully displayed with 
a seven-digit readout (eight digits 
optional), and an overflow lamp 
lights up on the front panel for 
counts in excess of the seven digits. 

Time-interval measurements can 
be made from 0.1 µ.s to 10 s. A 
rear-panel connector furnishes 
1-µ.s marker pulses from channel A 
and B for trigger-level display on 
an oscilloscope. 

The 5326A/ B offers de voltage 
measurement in three decades of 
10, 100 and 1000 volts. Auto-polari
ty and measurment times from 1 
ms (2 digits ) to 1 s ( 5 digits ) are 
front-panel selectable. 

The digital voltmeter achieves an 
accuracy of 0.05% with excellent 
linearity by the use of a highly 
linear and very stable voltage to 
frequency converter. 

This seven-digit DVM has a 
unique function in that it can ac
curately measure channel A and B 
input trigger points to within 
0.05 % and display that value. 

Consequently 50% points and 
10 % to 90 % rise and fall-time 
points can be accurately set for 
time-interval measurements by 
using the internal meter functions. 

The input impedance of the volt
meter ranges from 10 Mn for the 
1000-V range to greater than 1000 
Mn for the 10-V range. 

Ac normal-mode rejection is 
greater than 60 dB for multiples 
of 10 Hz and integration time is 
100 ms. The DVM suppresses the 
display of unwant~d zeros. 

CI RCLE NO. 263 
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Inexpensive tester 
zeros-in on FETs 

Sencore , Inc., 426 Westgate , Addi
son, Ill. Phone: (312) 543-77 40. 
Price: $94 .50. 

Specifically designed to measure 
field-effect transistors, a new low
cost tester checks FETs as they 
should be checked-like cold vac
uum tubes . Testers intended to 
measure transistors only cannot 
usually give a true performance 
indication for FETs . The new in
strument, model FTl.55, is particu
larly designed to measure the new 
generation of field-effect tran
sistors. 

CIRCLE NO. 264 

Three-in. oscilloscope 
goes out to 7 MHz 

• 
$0111'"''~ 

" -

. -· •::...., a Ja:~· 
L eader Instruments, 37-27 27th St ., 
Long Island City, N.Y. Phone: 
(2 12) 729-7411 . P&A: $189.50; 
stock . 

With sweep rates from 1 Hz to 
200 kHz in six steps, a new 3-in. 
oscilloscope spans the frequency 
band of de to 7 MHz. The model 
LB0-32B unit has easi ly balanced 
horizontal and vertical amplifiers 
allowing it to be used as a vector 
scope. It has an input sensitiv ity 
of 10 mV /cm and a calibration 
voltage of 0.03 V pk-pk at 60 Hz. 

CIRCLE NO. 265 
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"Don't tell me 
your damned 
p.c. boards are 
alright. . .l've just 
had 'em tested 
electrically by 
MUL Tl/SCAN!" 

Introducing MUL Tl/SCAN 
. . . a new, low cost method 
of 100% electrically testing 
for continuity and shorts 
on any multi-layer, single 
or double sided printed 
circuit boards. 

MUL Tl-SCAN finds the 
problems in your p.c. 
boards before assembly, 
paying for itself by reducing 
trouble-shooting time and 
establishing a confidence 
factor. 

Tooling costs average 
between $50 - $100, with 
2-3 weeks delivery for 
initial orders .. . less than 
2 weeks for subsequent 
orders. And, all tests are 
guaranteed. 

Interested? Write or phone 
for Bulletin No. 100 today . .. 

NORFIELD IC1 ELECTRONICS 
INCORPORATED 

3 Depot Pl ., East Norwalk, Conn. 06855 
phone : 203 /853-2777 

INFORMATION RETRIEV AL NUMBER 7 1 
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Computerized wiring tester 
performs 9000 checks/min 
Automation Dynamics, div. of 
Rf>.rnlab I nc., 35 I ndustrial Pcirk
ll'a!J, Northvale, N .J. Phone: (201) 
768-9200. P&A: from $37,500; 
f rnm 120 days . 

Delivering a complete diagnostic 
analys is of complex wiring systems, 
a new high-speed computerized 
test system can perform up to 9000 
tests per minute. Checking fur 
shorts, open , leakage and imped
ance, model QC 448 represents t he 
tomplete integration of a measur
ing system, a digital computer, and 
software. P r imary app lications are 
<:omputer backplanes, aircraft har
nesses, multi-layer printed circuit 
boards and mu lti-conductor cables. 

The new system triples operat
ing speed oYer conYentional punch
ed-tape-controlled circuit analyzers. 
Th is high-speed performance re
duces testing costs and permits 
<:omplete retesting after each error 
has been repaired . The retesting 
ensures that the rework has not 
introduced a new fau lt in prev ious
l~r tested circu its . 

l\Iodel QC 448 employs Zip-Talk, 
a user-oriented conversat ional lan
guage, for both programming and 
diagnostic output data. The lan
guage uses the common terms of 
product descriptions, such as con-

r - - --~ 
I ADDITIONAL : 
I SWITCHING 
I MODULES I L ____ _J 

r-----.., 

SWITCHING 

MODULE 

OPTIONAL 

: MEASUREMENT :- -

._ ~o~u_:::>_ ...J 

OPERATOR 

CONSOLE 

nector, pin number, or wi re color. 
Complete identification of faults. 

wiring errors, short-circu it paths, 
miss ing connections and compo
nents are automatically computed 
and displayed whenever a no-go 
condition exists. In addition, by 
using the computational capabi lity 
of the digital computer, program
ming efforts <:an l>e reduced up to 
50 % over conventional paper-tape
controlled systems. A subroutine 
allows operation of the systems in 
a self-program mode. 

The digital <:omputer is a Hew
lett-Packard model 2114B with a 
stornge of 8192 words having 16-
bit lengths. A photo-electric tape 
reader is used to load the pro
grams into the computer. A model 
ASR 33 te letypewriter and punch 
acts as the output data logger. 

Optional measurement mod ules 
can expand the system's capability 
to de and ac voltage, cunent and 
crossta lk. System capacity, which 
i normally 2500 terminations, can 
be increased to 100,000 test termi
nat ions. Optional peripheral equip
ment includes a high-speed punch. 
a CRT display, a magnet ic tape 
drive, data-phone compatibi lity, 
and a Zip-F ile storage system. 

TELETYPE 

AND PUNCH 

DIGITAL 

COMPUTER 

TAPE 

READER 

CIRCLE NO. 266 

Computerized test system checks out complex wiri ng at speeds of 9000 tests 
pe r minute . Its complete diagnost ic analysis includes short , open , lea kage 
and impeda nce checks . A full a rray of opt ions meet specia l needs . 
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Ac to de converter 
is accurate to 1 % 

Electrnnic Applications Co., 2213 
Edwards Ave., S. El Monte, Calif. 
Phone: (213) 442-3212. Price: 
under $50. 

Transforming any ac millivolt
meter into a direct-reading de 
microvoltmeter, a new low-cost 
microvolt de converter accomplish
es this at a 1 % accuracy. The 
model lOO's accuracy is limited 
only by the linearity of the ac 
millivoltmeter. It has a 1-µ, V reso
lution and features zero drift. In
put impedance is 10 Mn. 

CIRCLE NO. 267 

Voltmeter /phasemeter 
measures 1-ms pulses 

Ocean Data Equipment, 883 Water
man Ave., E. Providence, R. I. 
Phone: ( 401) 434-7780. 

Measuring pulse or cw, a new 
two-channel ac digital voltmeter/ 
phasemeter measures bursts of 1 
ms. The model VIP-100 computing 
pulse meter r esponds from 500 to 
20,000 Hz at 20 independent volt
age readings per channel. It meas
ures voltages from 10 m V to 1000 
V at 100-µ, V resolutions and phase 
angles from 0 to 360 degrees at 
0.1-degree resolutions. 

CIRCLE NO. 268 
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~ 
I MVi IO~llz? 

STODDART'S NOW 
HOME ON THIS RANGE 

Fully portable new Model NM-65T 
EMI Receiver spans the range from 1 
to 10 GHz. Simple to operate, easy 
to handle, precise enough for the 
laboratory, rugged enough for the 
field. Uses integral, rechargeable bat
teries. Meets requirements of all 
applicable commercial and military 
specifications. 

Special features and salient specs: 

• Makes field intensity (average), 
direct peak, and slide-back peak 
measurements • Selectable 6 dB 
bandwidths, 100 kHz, 500 kHz, or 
5 MHz • Voltage measurement capa
bility to 120 dB • Over-all measure
ment accuracy within 2.5 dB • True 
frequency within 2% of indicated 
value • Excellent sensitivity over the 
frequency range • Shielding effec
tiveness 80 dB minimum • FM detec
tor for aural and visual display • 
Automatic frequency control • 21.4 
MHz IF output• "X" and "Y" outputs 
for external recording or remote indi
cation • Four simultaneous video 
outputs : log IF, lin IF, "stretch" lin IF, 
and FM detected video • Expanded 
output indication • Built-in mercury 
switch impulse calibrator • Size: 
163fr/'W x 8%"H x 18"D • 45 pounds. 

Model NM-65T meets your needs 
ideally for determining the source and 
analyzing the characteristics of elec
tromagnetic interference. 

Field strength measurement of micro
wave sources; propagation studies 
and radiation pattern measurements; 
scatter propagation studies; low
power-level VSWR measurements; 
spectral power distribution analysis; 
and two-terminal microvoltmeter 
applications. 

The Model NM-65T joins the Stod
dart family of portable, battery oper
ated EMI receivers, covering the 
range from 10 kHz to 10 GHz. 

MODEL NM-12AT 

1 0-250 kHz • Meas
ures voltage within 
2 dB , frequency 

within 2% • Excellent sensitivity • Voltage 
range 160 dB •Weight 22 pounds 

MODEL NM-25T 

150 kHz to 32 MHz 
• Measures volt
age within 2 dB, 

frequency within 2% •Voltage range 140 dB 
• Solid-state impulse calibrator • Weight 22 
pounds 

STDDCRRT 
ELECTRO SYSTEMS 
A Division of Tamar Electronics, Inc. 
2045 West Rosecrans Avenue · Gardena, California 90249 
Phone (213) 770-0270 
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ANY voltage from 2 .0 to 16 .0 
at the industry's LOWEST 
PRICES! 

Quantity Price each 

1-99 $1.07 

100-499 
500-999 
1000-4999 
5000 up 

THE 
HI-RELIABLE I 

.97 

.91 

.86 

.82 

No fragile nail heads. 
Silicon junction aligned be
tween two. parallel, offset 
tantalum heat sinks . .. great 
lead tension strength. 
All welded and brazed 
assembly. 
High pressure molded pack
age. 
Gold plated nickel -clad cop
per leads. 
Write or phone f.or Form 68-4 
for complete rating data and 
other tolerance prices. 

Semiconductor Division 

SCHAUER 
MANUFACTURING 
CORP. 4511 Alp ine Avenue 

Cincinnati , 0. 45242 
Ph . (513) 791-3030 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 73 

INSTRUMENTATION 

DBm/kHz test set 
is one instrument 

I II II 

Telecommunications T e ch no lo g y 
Inc., 920 Commercial St., Palo 
Alto, Calif. Phone: ( 415) 326-
9217. P&A: $1185; 60 days. 

Sampling at 10 readings per sec
ond, a new dBm/ kHz test set meas
ures frequency and transmission 
levels in one instrument. The 
model 1101A has automatic rang
ing for digital readouts - 50 to 
+ 10 dBm. It has frequency reso
lutions of 0.1, 1 and 10 Hz and a 
level resolution of 0.1 dB. 

CIRCLE NO. 269 

Cordless signal source 
pulses a wide spectrum 

Don Bosco Electronics, Inc., 525 
Broad St., Bridgeport, Conn. 

Ideal for applications in DTL, 
TTL and RTL circuits, a new 
cordless pen-sized signal source 
generates and injects pulses over 
the audio, i-f and rf spectrums. 
Known as the "Mosquito," it oper
ates on a single 1.5-V battery and 
weighs only 1 oz. It can be used to 
troubleshoot and test digital equip
ment, computers, telephone circuits, 
instruments and audio systems. 

Mirror-scale VTVM 
widens ac response 

Singer 
tronics 
York. 
P&A: 
stock. 

Products Co., Inc ., Elec
Div., 95 Broad St., New 
Phone: (212 944-8700. 
$39.95/kit, $49.95/ wired; 

Available in both wired and kit 
form, a new vacuum-tube-volt
meter includes a wide frequency 
response for color-television serv
ice compatibility, fm multiplex and 
general-use applications. The model 
1700C mirror-scale unit measures 
0 to 1500 V ac and de in seven 
ranges at a full-scale accuracy of 
± 5% and 0 to 1 Gn in seven 
ranges. 

CIRCLE NO. 271 

Gain-stable amplifier 
lowers noise to 25 nV 

. .• ~ . 
t> • 

Keithley Instruments, Inc., 28775 
Aurnra Rd., Cleveland, Ohio. 
Phone: (216) 248-0400. Price: 
$400. 

Providing a high degree of feed
back over the operating range of 
1 Hz to 1 MHz, a new low-noise 
amplifier exhibits a gain-stabi lity 
of 0.5 % per °C and noise of (short
ed input ) less than 25 nV rms per 
root Hz above 1 kHz and 100 nV 
per root Hz at 10 kHz. The model 
8·25 has harmonic distortion of less 
than 0.05 % and variable gain in 
five 10-db steps from 40 to 80 dB. 

CIRCLE NO. 270 CIRCLE NO. 272 
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ICs & SEMICONDU CTOR S 

Power 1200-V SCR 
carries 1500 A 

Power Semiconducto1·s Inc., 90 
Munson St., Devon, Conn. 

Said to be the world's largest 
SCR, a new silicon controlled recti
fier with a 48-mm pellet diameter 
is capable of supplying up to 1500 
A at up to 1200 V. Called Astro
Pack, this high-power device elim
inates the need for parelleling, 
thereby reducing the size and cost 
of the equipment into which it is 
designed. It can be supplied as a 
component or a heat-sink sub
assembly. 

CIRCLE NO. 273 

Metal-can triacs 
can handle 15 A 

Tnas Instruments Inc ., Compo
nents Group, P.O. Box 5012, Dallas, 
Tex. Phone: (214) 238-2011. P&A: 
$1.70 to $4.15; stock. 

Useful as a substitute for elec
tromechanical re lays and con
tactorn, a new line of metal-can 
triacs feature current ratings as 
high as 15 A rrns. Models 22Q, 
230 and 240 can handle load cur
rents of 6. 10, and 15 A, respec
tively, and offer voltage ratings of 
200. 400 or 500 V. They are avail
able in three package configura
tions. 

CIRCLE NO. 274 
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. .. if you think that heart disease and stroke hit only 
the other fellow's family. No one is immune. Protect 
the hearts you love. For authoritative information, ask your 
Heart Association . For medical advice see your doctor. To 
safeguard your family .. . 

Comrihutt•d hy the Publisher 

GIVE ... 
so more will live 

HEART 
FUND 
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Mod el Num ber 

Tape Width-Inches 

Tracks on Tape 

Channels in Head 

Track Width-Inches 

Channel Spacing 
(Center to Center) 

Gap Spacer 

Inductance. 1 KHZ 

Resistance, D.C. 

Saturation Current-ma. to 
Produce 90% Peak Output 
~' 200 BPI 
(Measured Zero to Peak, 
Alterna te Polarity) 

Write Current-ma. 150% 
Sa turation Current (h 
·200 BPI 

Read Output-mv. p.p 
(Open Circuit) 

BOON 

83187 

.250 
4 

4 

.037 

.071 

0.5 Mil 

85 Mhy 

290 Ohms 

0.9 

1.4 

W2R 

8 1884 

.150 

2 

2 

.056 

.088 

0.2 Mil 

10 Mhy 

39 Ohms 

2.7 

4.0 

3.75 ips. 11.8 4.2 

NAZI @: 200 BPI 15 ips. 44 15 

Read Outpu t-mv. p. p 800 
BPI Ref. 200 BPI B5% min. 85% min. 

Iii These and tf. 
0 tJ 7 MORE ft ~ 

NOW AVAILABLE _ 
Request Bulletin #7253 •fl 
and Supplement #7310 
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available free from the 
World's Most Experienced Manufacturer of 

Magnetic Heads 

7/orlroni~ 
C 0 M P A N V . I N C . 

8101 Tenth Avenue North 
M inneapolis, Minnesota 55427 
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ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS 

LSI memory chip 
accepts 1024 bits 

Cnrp., .'16.'i MiddlPfiPld Rd., 
Mountain View, Calif. Phone: 
( 415) 969-1670. P&A: $120; 4 to 
6 wks. 

Providing random access in 60 
ns maximum, a Schottky-process 
LSI bipolar read-on ly memory 
stores 1024 bits organized as 256 
words by four bits. l\Iodel 3301 is 
fu ll y decoded and has two chip
select leads that permit expansion 
to a 1024-word memory without 
the need for external decoding. 
Power dissipation is only 0.5 mW 
per bit. 

CIRCLE NO. 275 

Small rectifiers 
take 300-A surge 

Microsemiconductor Corp., 11250 
Playa Com·t, Culver City, Calif. 
Phone: (21.'J) .'391-8271. P&A: 28¢; 
stock to 2 wks. 

Capable of hand l ing 300-A 
surges at l00 °C, series l\IHR 3-A 
si licon rectifiers offer peak inverse 
voltage ratings of 100 to 1000 V. 
These plastic devices meet or ex
c:ced the requirements of l\IIL
STD-202B, method 103A, and all 
othe1· specifications of NEl\IA-EIA 
class A2. They are 0.2 in. in diam
eter X 0.38-in. long. 

CIRCLE NO. 276 

Fast-recovery diodes 
carry up to 750 mA 
Electronic Devices, Inc., 21 Gmy 
Oaks Ave., Yonke1'S, N .Y. Phone: 
(914) 965-440. Price: 26¢ t?f1Jical . 

l\I iniature axial-lead fast-recov
ery si licon rectifiers offer a re
c:overy time of 250 ns and a for
ward current rating of 750 mA 
o\'er the range of 50 to 1000 PIV. 
Series CB-F units, which measure 
0.12 in. in diameter and 0.25 in. 
in length, are designed for use in 
high-density PC-board packages. 
Applications include computers, 
terminals, and test instruments. 

CIRCLE NO. 277 

IC memory drivers 
propagate in 60 ns 
Texas Inst1'uments Inc ., Com1JO
nents Group, P.O. Box 5012, Dal
las, Tex. Phone: (214) 238-2011 . 
Price: $4.25 to $8.50. 

Three new system interface IC 
memory drivers provide a typical 
average propagation delay time of 
60 ns and a nominal output sink 
current of 400 mA. The SN75303 
interfaces bipolar logic levels and 
magnetic memory systems ; the 
SN75308 can be used as word-line 
driver; and the SN 75324 replaces 
cl iscrete high-current transistor
transformer circuits . 

CIRCLE NO. 278 

Power 100-A diodes 
recover in 1.5 µs 
International Rectijie1', Serniconcluc
tol' Div., 233 Kansas St., El Se
gundo, Calif. Phone: (213) 678-
6281. P&A: $25; stock. 

Series 101KL and 101KLR fast
recoYery diodes feature reverse re
covery times of 1.5 and 2 µ,s with 
up to 100-A ratings at voltages 
from 400 to 1300 V. They a re sup
·plied in a D0-8 Rock-top package. 
Applications inc 1 u cl e inverters. 
phase-controlled SCR assemblies, 
and use as a free wheeling diode 
acrnss an SCR bridge. 

CIRCLE NO. 279 
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MODULES & SUBASSEMBLIES 

A/d 12-bit converter 
boasts $179.50 price 

Analogic Corp., Audubon Rd., 
Wakefield, Mass. Phone: (617) 
246-0300. P&A: $179 .50 ; stock to 
2 wks. 

Digitizing analog signals to an 
accuracy of 0.05 % , a new 12-bit 
a / d converter slashes 12-bit con
verter costs to $179.50. The model 
AN2612 has operating rates of 
1000 conversions / s in eight-bit 
configurations and 100 conver
sions / s in 12-bit configurations. 
T e mp e r at u r e co e ff i c i e n t is 
0.004 %/° F. 

CIRCLE NO. 280 

Dual power supplies 
give 100 mA/output 

Phipps Precision Products, 7641 
Densmore Ave., Van Nuys, Calif. 
Phone: (213) 785-3109. P&A: $41; 
stock. 

Providing dual ± 15-V de or 
single 30-V de outputs in modules, 
a new line of power supplies de
livers up to 100 mA per output. 
Model 401 units operate from 115 
V ac at an output-accuracy of 
± 0.05 V de. They have a temper.a
ture coefficient of 0.02 %/° C and 
no-load to full-load regulation ·of 
0.005%. 

CIRCLE NO. 281 
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1 OOOV /µ,sec Slew Rate 
100 MHz Gain Bandwidth 

Need a high performance operational amplifier for high frequen
cy inverting applications? INTRONICS' Model A501 will drive 
loads up to ± 50 mA at ± 1 OV while slewing at 1 OOOV /µ,sec ... 

Combine this with 100 MHz Gain Bandwidth, and you 've got 
faithful reproduction of high speed signals faster than any other 
operational amplifier. 

The A501 is especially well suited for: 
• high speed integrator 
• video summing 
• coaxial line driver 
• deflection control amplifiers 
• summing amplifier for high speed A - D conversion 
• output amp I ifier in D - A conversion 

Packaged in a low profile (0.40), encapsulated module, the A501 
offers standard (and nonstandard) pin configurations. It operates 
over a temperature range of - 25°C to + 85°C with short circuit 
protection built-in. 
Write for full information. 

• A501 operating as a unity gain inverter 
Upper: Square wave input 
Lower: Inverted square wave output 
Horizontal: 50nS/ div 
Vertical : 10V/div 

I 11 intr()DicK 
TWX 710-335-6835 

(617) 332-7350 
57 CHAPEL STREET, NEWTON; MASS. 02158 
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-
Another superb 

photomultiplier from 
IEMII'~ 

Dark current at 
200 Amps/Lumen typically 

2x10 ·9 Amps 

A rugged versatile tube utilizing the 
special EMI CsSb box and grid design. 
Typical gain of 3 x 106 at 1100 volts 
makes it an excellent tube for portable 
instruments. Variants are available 
with "S", S-10, and S-20 cathodes as 
well as with quartz windows for U.V. 
work. 

The characteristics of the 9524-B ex
emplify the type of performance to be 
expected from the more than sixty 
different photomultipliers made by 
EMI in sizes from 1to12" in diameter. 
Most types are available from stock in 
the U. S. 

Write for our latest catalog and the 
name of your local representative. 

GENCDM DIVISION 
varian/EMI 

80 EXPRESS STREET , PLAINVIEW. N Y 11803 

T ELEPHONE (516) 433 5900 
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MODULES & SUBASSEMBLIES 

Stable analog divider 
is accurate to 10 mV 

Califnrnia Electronic Mfg_ Co., 
Inc., Bo:i: 555, Alamo, Calif. Phone: 
(4 15) 932-3911. P&A: $58 to $94; 
stock to 2 wks. 

Improving trip point stability by 
voltage comparators drift only 
10 to 1, a new series of precision 
0.05 mV /°C. The series - 01 
Voltsensors have a hysteresis of 
0.5 mV, and output rise and fa ll 
times of 1 µ,s. They are avai lable 
in single and dual-set-point, and 
dual-set-point / dual-output types. 

CIRCLE NO. 398 

Differential op amp 
drifts only 0.5 µV/°C 

Trnnsmagnetics, 134-25 Northern 
Blvd., Flushing, N.Y. Phone: 
(212) 539-2750. P&A: $250; 4 to 
6 wks. 

Converting three-wire synchro 
inputs to de sine-cosine ouputs, a 
new converter r eplaces less accu
rate and bulkier mechanical se rvos. 
The model 655MP4 has an accuracy 
of fi ve minutes of arc, accepts 11.8 
V rms (lin~-to-line ) ± 10 %, and 
has an ac r eference of 26 V rms 
(isolated) ± 10 % at 30 mA. 

CIRCLE NO. 283 

Hybrid Systems Corp., 95 T errace 
Hall Ave., Bud ington, Mass. 
Phone : (617) 272-1522. P&A: 
$120; stock to 2 wks. 

Taking ratios of two analog sig
nals with denominator amplitudes 
from 50 mV to 10 V, a new ana log 
divider displays an accuracy of 
0.1 % (10 m V) . The model 106A 
encapsulated unit is linear to 
0.05 % and can take square roots 
to 0.1 % . Gain vs temperature is 
0.005 %/°C and offset vs tempera
ture is 50 µ, V /° C. 

CIRCLE NO. 397 

Voltage comparators 
drift just 0.05 mV/°C 

Melcor Electronics Corp., 
New H wy., Farmingdale, 
Phone: (516) 694-5570. 
$64; stock. 

1750 
N .Y. 

P&A: 

F eaturing a gain of 107 and an 
output of ± 10 V at 5 mA, a new 
chopper-stabilized differential am
pli fier exhibits a voltage drifL of 
0.5 µ, V /° C and offset current drift 
of 1 pA/°C. Model 1859 operates 
over t he temperature range of 0 
to 66 °C, has a small-s ignal re
sponse to 500 kHz, 20-kHz fu ll
power, 5-µ, V of noi se to 10 kHz 
and is powered by ± 15 V de at 20 
mA _ 

CIRCLE NO. 282 

Tiny synchro converter 
replaces bulky servos 
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DATA PROCESSING 

1/0 data terminal 
prints 30 characters/ s . "' 

Sperry R and Corp., Univac Div., 
P.O. Box 31 00, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Phone: (215) 646-9000. P&A: 
$3285; Spring, 1970. 

Designed to be compatible with 
most computer systems, a new 
asynchronous input-output printer 
operates in a full or half-duplex 
mode at speeds of 10, 15, or 30 
characters per second. The DCT-
500 data communications terminal 
consists of an advanced 132-col
umn printer mechanism, a control 
unit and a keyboard. 

CIRCLE NO. 284 

Fast clock recorder 
tracks disc memories 

-----

Pioneer Magnetics Inc. , 1745 
Berkeley St., Santa Monica, Calif. 
Phone: (213) 393-01 36. Avail
ability: stock. 

In less than two minutes, a new 
rotating-memory clock recorder 
can automatically record clock 
tracks on disc or drum memories 
with undetectable closure error. 
Model PM 1976 can record fre
quencies from 10 Hz to 5 MHz 
with a bit capacity of 2 to 524,287 
bits, readily selectable from front
panel switches. Set-up time is gen
erally under 10 minutes. 

CIRCLE NO. 285 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN 2, January 18, 1970 

Digital tape system 
programs cw and ccw 

Ampex Co1'p., Computer Products 
Div., 9937 W. J eft e1'son Blvd., 
Culver City, Calif. Phone: (213) 
836-5000. Price: from $2000. 

Offering full computer compati
bi lity and restriction-free program
ming, a complete digital tape mem
ory system features bidirectional 
programming and read-after-write 
operation . The TMX uses 8-1 / 2-in . 
reels and has packing densities of 
200, 556, and 800 bits/in. on stand
ard 1/ 2-in. computer tape. Maxi
mum tape speed is 12-1/ 2 in. /s . 

CIRCLE NO. 286 

Magnetic/Electrostatic Shielded Coil Forms 
and Custom Wound Coils 

Miller engineers will be happy to help with your 
coil designs, and also will furnish custom wound co ils to 
your performance o r detailed specifications. 

Plated copper can is less resistive and 
more efficient than aluminum; fur
nishes greater electrostatic shielding. Ferrite cup core provides greatest flux 

confinement for magnetic silielding. ~ 54A/55~ 

52A/53A ~ 

51A 

/ Powdered iron or 
ferrite core threads 
into base. 

Neoprene washer 0 
provides moisture /? 
proof seal around 

Powdered iron washer 
on base around core 
adjustment gives tight 
magnetic shielding, 
provides greater Q, 
increases inductance 
value. 

top adjustment 

Dash 

- 1 
- 2 
- 3 
- 6 
- 7 
-10 
-12 
-50 
-51 

Straight coil form or bobbin spool 
available for those who want to wind 
their own coils. 

51A (Top Tuned) 
52A (Bottom Tuned) 54A (Bottom Tuned) 
53A (Top/Bottom Tuned) SSA (Top/Bottom Tuned) 

Freq 
MHz 

.3-1 
.4-10 
.1-.6 
10-50 
5-30 

25-100 
50-150 
.01-.6 
.01-.4 

Core Dash 
Freq 

Core Dash 
Freq 

Core MHz MHz 

CARBONYL C - 1 .3-1 CARBONYL C - 1 .3-1 CARBONYL C 
CARBONYL E - 2 .4-10 CARBONYL E - 2 .4-10 CARBONYL E 
CARBONYL HP - 3 .01-.4 CARBONYL HP - 3 .01-4 CARBONYL HP 
CARBONYL SF - 6 10-50 CARBONYL SF - 3F .01-4 FERRITE 
CARBONYL TH - 7 5-30 CARBONYL TH - 6 10-50 CARBONYL SF 
CARBONYL W -10 25-100 CARBONYL W - 7 5-30 CARBONYL TH 
IRN - 8 -12 50-150 IRN - 8 -10 25-100 CARBONYL W 
FERRITE -12 50-150 IRN -8 
FERRITE NOTE: Resinite coil forms or nylon bobbin 

forms ava ilab le for all models. 

Write for more detailed specifications 
and general catalog. 

J. W. MILLER COMPANY 
19070 REYES AVE . • P.O. BOX S825 • COMPTON, CALIFORNIA 90224 
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RPC scores 
with its line of 
high voltage 
high ohmic 

carbon film resistors 
For example, 15 basic styles are 
available: 
WATTS: .25 to 100w. 
RESISTANCE: 10 to 1014!1 
TOLERANCE: to ±1% 
STAND. SIZES: .563" L x .1" dia. 

to 19.687" L x 2" dia. 

A variety of terminal configura
tions are available such as: radial 
lugs or bands, axial wire leads 
and ferrule ends. 

APPLICATIONS 
Typical applications include those 
requiring high resistances, · volt
age capability from 250 to 125,000 
v and high frequency or pulse 
circuits including power supplies, 
generators, X-ray equipment, elec
tro-static air cleaners, paint 
sprayers, photo-copiers and high 
voltage-dropping monitors. 

RPC's carbon film resistors will 
often exceed the requirements of 
metal oxide types, and with the 
lowest rejection rate in the 
industry. 

SPECIALS 
No order is too small . . . too 
large . . . or too unusual 

Only RPC has a special interest 
in solving those "special" prob
lems. Resistors up to 40" long 
have been manufactured on 
request. 

I 16 

Call RPC ..• and see how fast you 
SCORE against resistance problems. 

m4&! ResiBliance 
~V/lrodu°'s Co. 

914 South 13th Street 
Hilrrisburg, Pi!. 17104 • (717) 236-5081 
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DATA PROCESSING 

Portable coupler 
transmits 300 baud 

Electronic Memories, 12621 Chad
ron Ave., Hawthorne, Calif. Phone: 
(213) 772-5201. P&A: 3¢ to 5¢/ 
bit ; ffrst quarter, 1970. 

Nanomemory 3650 is a ferrite 
core memory system with a mini
mum mean time between failures 
of 2000 hours and a cycle time of 
650 ns. It is available in capacities 
that range from 16k to 128k words 
by 8 bits to 76 bits per word. The 
drive circuitry of the new memory 
provides rise and fall times of ap
proximately 50 ns. 

CIRCLE NO. 288 

Mass core memory 
stores 65k bytes 

Computek, Inc., 143 Albany St., 
Cambridge, Mass. Price: $1000. 

Model JS low-cost joystick 
graphic-input accessory requires 
no mandatory options and can be 
used with any CRT display. It as
sures high resolution and linearity 
by using metal-film potentiometers 
that turn 360° with the full 5-in. 
travel of the joystick handle. Three 
pushbuttons on the joystick gener
ate commands for lines, points, and 
end. 

CIRCLE NO. 290 

Info-Max, 470 San Antonio Rd., 
Palo Alto, Calif. Phone: ( 415) 
327-5470. P&A: $395; 30 days. 

Featuring broad compatibility 
with data-terminal equipment and 
high immunity to external and line 
noise, a new compact portable 
acoustic coupler performs at a 
maximum data rate of 300 baud. It 
has switch-selectable half or full
duplex transmit/receive modes. In
terface cables are available for 
Teletype 20-mA equipment and all 
RS-232-B equipment. 

CIRCLE NO. 287 

Reliable core memory 
has 650-ns cycle time 

Interdata, 2 Crescent Place, Ocean
port, N .J. Phone: (201 ) 229-4040. 
Price : from $25,000. 

Organized as 32,768 words, a 
new 65k-byte mass core memory 
employs a 16 or 18-bit two-wire 
coincident-current 2-1 / 2-D system. 
The design uses multi-pole switch
es in the bit access system, and a 
unipolar readout from the memory. 
Applications include information 
retrieval, real-time functions and 
communications systems. Cyclin g 
time is 1.8 µ,s. 

CIRCLE NO. 289 

Inexpensive joystick 
is self-contained unit 
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TOOLS & ENGINEERING AIDS 

Pneumatic pliers 
swing through 90° 

Techni-Tool, Inc. , 1218 A rch St., 
Philadelphia, Pa. Phone : (215) 
566-4457. 

Without requiring a large capi
tal investment or expansive ex
haust equipment, a new abrasive 
cleaning pencil comes complete 
and r eady to operate. The unit con
sists of a pick-up assembly with 
cannister, a pencil and hoses, a 
cabinet with light and shield, a 
vacuum system, a foot valve, and 
a pressure regulator . The pencil 
can be used with wet or dry media. 

CIRCLE NO. 292 

Motorized wire twister 
makes tiny harnesses. 

Russell Industries, Inc., 96 Station 
Plaza, Lynbrook, N.Y. Phone: 
(516) 887-9000. Price: $17 .95. 

Labeled as Heat Tunnel, a new 
li ghtweight portable hand tool can 
shrink tubing in as li ttle as five 
to seven seconds to 50% of its or
iginal diameter. The unit has a 
weight of less than one pound. It 
is a general-purpose product that 
is designed for industrial, experi
mental and hobbyist use in elec
tronic, 'marine, electrical, automo
tive and home applications. 

CIRCLE NO. 294 
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Hunter Associates, 182 Clairmont 
T err., Orange, N.J. Phone: (201 ) 
672-0423. P&A: $84.95 or $91.95; 
3 to 4 wks. 

A new lightweight compact 
pneumatic pliers has working 
heads that can be rotated through 
90 degrees. The PZ Electronica is 
available with two interchangeable 
jaw inserts : one for cutting only, 
and the other for simultaneous 
cutting and crimping. The second 
jaw can be used to trim compo
nents and lock them in place on 
PC boards. 

CIRCLE NO. 291 

Abrasive clean pencil 
is full mini-system 

Storm Products Co., 2251 F ederal 
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 

The Mini-Twister motorized wire 
twister allows the fabrication of 
twisted pairs, triads and miniature 
wiring harnesses. Terminals, pins 
or lugs can be attached prior to 
twisting. Even A WG #30 and 
smaller computer wire can be auto
matically processed into twisted 
configurations. Costly hand-work 
operations such as untwisting of 
pairs and hand stripping can now 
be eliminated. 

CIRCLE NO. 293 

Circular tubing shrinker 
works in five seconds 

SOLVING 
electro-optical 
problems 
is OPTRON's 
ONLY business .... 
SO, WE HAVE 
TO BE GOOD! 
You can count on Optron for high 
interest and undivided attention to 
your most exacting optoelectronic 
device requirements. And, you'll 
get product design, development 
and manufacturing benefits that 
only Optron experience can offer. 

For example, through contin
uous process monitoring made 
possible by the use of diffusion lot 
traceability, Optron maintains the 
highest possible reliability. Still 
other special Optron manufactur
ing techniques make possible op
timum device performance in vari
able light and temperature condi
tions . You get sensors with a 
lens/ device relationship previously 
thought impossible. 

Versatile OP 600 Series NPN 
planar silicon light sensors elimi
nate cross-talk and are ideally 
suited for high density arrays. In 
addition, these small , rugged de
vices will satisfy virtually any ap
plication requirement in optical 
character recognition . But, if your 
application isn't standard , you ' ll 
especially like Optron 's fast reac
tion to your custom programs, too. 

Write today for 
Optron product 
technical data 
and the name 
of your nearest 
sales 
representative. 

@ OPTRON,INC. 
1201 Tappan Circle 
Carrollton. Texas 75006 
214/ 242-6571 
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CAN 3 
nicsinc. ~ 

FORNIA USA ~: 
PAT. PEND. I 

the biouest Dint 
about Pixieoot® 

IS the s347 price tag 
We'd like to make just one big sell
ing point: Duncan's proven Pixiepot~ 
is the one and only precision 10-turn 
wirewound miniature potentiometer 
in the world today with all these 
listed features at a price tag under 
$3.50. Period . • Length: ONLY 'Iii" 
• Diameter: ONLY %" • Lineanty: 
± 0.25% • Resistance Range: 100 
ohms to lOOK ohms • Power Rat
ing: 2 watts @ +20°C • Temper-
ature Range: 25 °C to +85 c 
Resolution: Better than ANY wire
wound pot TWICE its size • Slotted 
Stainless Steel Shall/ C ring • Save 
big dollars on your instrument and 
system requirements. Specify Model 
3253 Pixiepot for as low as $3.47 in 
production quantities and on ly $4.95 
each for 1-24 units. In-stock deliv
ery, of course. Call, write or wire 
Duncan Electronics today for com
plete specifications. Get the point? 

l 
.,..,,;..r.· 

..P-
DUNCAN ELECTRONICS 

SUBS I DIARY 

BYBTRDN•DDNNER 
2 8 6 5 FAI R VIEW RO AD 

COST A MESA. 
C A LIFOR N IA 92 62 6 

(7141 545-8261 
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PACKAGING & MATERIALS 

DIP test sockets 
invert device leads 

Modular IC test cards 
bring out device pins · 

Connector interface 
mates with PC cards 

Hollow rfi gaskets 
seal out environment 

Banu·s Corp., 24 X . Lrrnsdo1n11 
A ve., Lrrnscloll'ne, Pa. Phon e' r 215 I 
U22-J .525. P&A: $1..''iR to S2-.95: ./ 
II'!.:.~. 

Designed for high-speed hand 
testing of dual-in-line de,·ic:es. 
:;;eries 121-0102 inverted DIP test 
sockets accept devices with the 
leads up. This a llows test probes to 
be connected to the top of mounted 
devices whi le a ll the leads are ex
cited. Even with inexact a li gn
ment, DIP devices can be inserted 
quick ! ~- and easi ly. 

CI RCLE NO. 295 

BPrkeley Elrctnmics Rc8Nu·ch Co., 
P.O. Bo.>' 1021, Berkcl£ If, Calif. 
Price: $9.50 to $1.3.50 

CmII test modu le cards contain 
an integrated circuit socket in all 
popular configurations, including 
those with 24 and 36 pins. Each 
pin is brought out to a numbered 
te1·minal; othe1· terminals are an1il
ab le as tie points. There is a 
ground plane arnund each termina l 
for easy access to ground. and for 
preventing osci llations and ground 
loops. Auxi liary brackets are also 
avai lab le. 

CIRCLE NO. 296 

Fann er Electi·ic P1·nd11cts Co., 1-nc., 
T<'ch Cil'cle, Xotick, Ma.~s. P/l(me:' 
( 617 ) 653-8850. P&A: $12; stock. 

Bridging t he gap between print
ed circu it techno log,v and factor.v 
control panel installations . the 
mode l 22 edge connector interface 
socket a llo\\·s the insertion of a 
22-pin pr inted circu it board into a 
panel-mounted connector w i th 
sc rew terminals. This eliminate, 
solder ing, wi re-wrap connections 
and cumbersome PC mounting 
panels. 

CI RC LE NO. 297 

C lwmel'ics, Inc., 77 Drnyon Coul't 
Woburn, Mass. Phon e : (6 17 J 9.35-
4850 . 

l\Ioldcd from electrica lly conduc
t ive si li cone elastomers. new hol
low strip gaskets Jll'O\·ide both rfi 
a nd env ironmenta l prntection. Be
cause of their hollow core, t hese 
gaskets c:an be compressed as much 
as 75 % without compression set. 
and with extreme ! ~· low closure 
forces. Shielding effect iveness i:;; 
air! to be h igh even when deflec

tion is small. ''arious cross-sec
tions a re avai lab le. 

CIRCLE NO. 298 
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best for skin-tight jacketing 
of cables and wire bundles 
in minutes! 
HRV is made from material that 
shrinks when heat is applied. 
(Also available to meet military 
specifications.) 
For full information on specialized, 
high-performance jacketing, contact 

THE ZIPPERTl'Bll\'G~co 

CORPORATE HEAOQUARTERS s 
13000 S. BROADWAY ~- . 
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90061 
Los Angeles Phone: (213) 321-3901 
New Jersey Phone: (201) 256-4980 

111.llflOIE • IDSTllH • Cli&\00 • CUVILAND • Dill.IS 
N!W Y111K • DIWIDO • PHDEMIX • SM FWU:ISCO • W£ST GlRMNIY 
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YOUR 
HEART FUND 

FIGHTS 
HEART ATTACK 
STROKE 
HIGH BLOOD 
PRESSURE 
INBORN HEART 
DEFECTS 

{r::- ~1' 
I~ _: 

Resistive cermet paste 
stabilizes to 100 ppm 
Conshohocken C h em i ca l s, Inc ., 
Consh-Ohm Div., Box 244, Flour
town, Pa. Phone: (215) 836-5700. 
P1·ice: $50 to $90 per tnYLJ oz. 

Resistive cermet pastes in the 
very low ranges, with stable and 
reproducible temperature coeffi
cients to much less than 100 ppm 
are now available. Series CC200 
thick-film pastes meet all military 
specification requirements. They 
fire at 565 to 610°C and offer, in 
process, range and temperature co
efficient adj ustments. 

CIRCLE NO. 299 

Masking latex coating 
strips away easily 
Baer Bros. Paint & Varnish Co., 
Inc., Box 217, Rye, N.Y. Phone: 
(9 14) 698-0358. 

A strippable latex coating which 
provides a rapid masking or pro
tective coating for plastics, wood 
and metals, dries in 30 minutes, 
then peels off quickly and eas ily. 
Known as # 6-27 A, it wi ll cover 
approximately 450 square feet per 
gallon, bringing its cost to less 
t han 1¢ per foot. It is available in 
55-gallon drums, five-gallon pails 
and one-gallon cans. 

CIRCLE NO. 340 

Solder creams 
match thick films 
Alpha Metals, Inc., 56 Water St., 
J e1·sey City, N.J . Phone: (201) 
434-6778. 

A new line of solder creams, 
which are homogeneous combina
tions of finely powdered solder and 
flux, can be used on any solderable 
metallic or th ick-fi lm surface. These 
new formulations can be replaced 
by spraying, screening, masking, 
automatic dispensing, roller trans
fer, or by hand. They are avai lable 
in curable and non-curable forms. 

CIRCLE NO. 341 
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your avionic cooling system 
with AiResearch . 

There are a lot of benefits when you start 
working with AiResearch on avion ic cool ing 
in the early design stages . 

We can help you work out your thermal 
optimizat ion stud ies , and then design a 
system that offers the maximum savings in 
power consumption , size , we ight and time . 
Obviously, the total result will be another 
major step toward complete system economy 
and efficiency. 

The system above cools the traveling wave 
tube of a radar transm itter. It provides 2800 
watts of cooling with only 570 watts of power. 

AiResearch capability includes over 30 
years of experience and complete in-house 
component and system control. 

For deta i led spec i fications contact : 
AiResearch Manufacturing Company, 9851 
Sepulveda Blvd .. Los Angeles , Cal if. 90009 . 
Ph . (213) 776-1010 or (213) 670-0131 . 

II ~~J!!~~e~srch 
one of The Signal Companies [I] 
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MICROWAVES & LASERS 

Rf 470-MHz transistors 
belt out a dozen watts 

Motorola Semiconductor Products, 
Inc., Box 20924, Phoenix, Ariz. 
Phone: (602) 273-3466. P&A: 
$8.30 to $22.50; stock . 

Operating with a 12.5-V power 
supply, a new chain of balanced
emitter rf power transistors supply 
12 W from 450 to 470 MHz. The 
2N5644 through 2N5646 units need 
no de-to-de converter and are used 
as power amplifiers in mobile 
transmitters. They are supplied in 
3/ 8-in. ceramic stripline opposed
emitter packages. 

CIRCLE NO. 342 

S-band transmitter 
provides 2-W power 

Vector, an Aydin Co., Box 328, 
Newton, Pa. Phone: (215) 968-
4271. 

Operating in the S band, a new 
miniature transmitter supplies a 
minimum output of 2 W. The mod
el T-1028 incorporates an integral 
circu lator for operation into any 
load including open and short cir
cuits. Its frequency response is de 
to 2 MHz with a ± 2 MHz carrier 
deviation, and s tab i 1 i t y is 
± 0.003 % . Harmonic distortion is 
1 % at ± 500 kHz. It measures less 
than 12 cubic in. 

CIRC LE NO. 34 3 

Uhf power amplifier 
shows 2 W at 0.2 GHz 

Aerodyne Industries, Inc. 666 
Davisville Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 
Phone: (215) 657-1800. 

Spanning the frequency range of 
500 to 2000 MHz is a new compact 
solid-state uhf power amplifier 
with an output of 2 W. The model 
A-2004/ L is used for class-C op
erations with a 3-dB bandwidth of 
150 MHz. Its power gain is rated 
from 7 to 13 dB and it is powered 
by + 28 V de. Dc-to-rf efficiency 
is 35%, and the amplifier meas
ures 2-3/4 x 2-1/4 X 1 in. 

CIRCLE NO. 344 

Low-noise amplifier 
spans 0 .5 to 1 GHz 

Optimax, Inc., 258 Main St., Am
bler, Pa. 

Without compromising noise fig
ure, a new high-power, high-gain 
linear amplifier covers the fre
quency range of 500 to 1000 MHz. 
The model A52D2-M is capable of 
producing an output of + 22 dBm 
with a noise figure of 5.5 dB. It 
has a gain of ± 0.5 dB and its 
input-to-output VSWR (voltage 
standing wave ratio) is a maxi
mum 1 :7.1. This allows class A 
amplification at no loss of par
ameters. 

CI RCLE NO. 345 
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Tiny radar altimeter 
weighs just 21 oz 

General Dynamics, Electronics Di
vision, San Diego, Calif. 

Capable of measur ing altitudes 
to 2000 ft, a new IC radar alti
meter weighs 21 oz and measures 
only 3-1 / 2 X 2-1/2 x 1-1/2 in. 
(including antenna). This analog
readout device displays from 0 to 
5 V and works at a minimum alti
titude of 20 ft. Its accuracy is 
within 2 ft and 3 % of altitude 
and it uses fm and cw transmis
sions in the K frequency band. A 
slot array antenna is an integral 
part of the un it. 

CIRCLE NO. 346 

Power transistors 
go out to 1 GHz 
TRW Semiconductors Inc., 14520 
Aviation Blvd., Lawndale, Calif. 
Phone: (213) 679-4561. Price: $24 
or $48 pe1· 100. 

Offering significant performance 
advantages over two older types 
( 2N4330 and 2N4331) which they 
will replace, two new transistors, 
2 5764 (3 W) and 2N5765 (5 W), 
perform to 1 GHz. They will with
stand severe mismatches under any 
load or phase conditions with a 
gain-increase of 6 dB and an 
efficiency increase of 40 % over the 
older ones. 

CIRCLE NO. 347 

VIG-tuned receiver 
covers 10 to 40 GHz 
Electro/Data, Inc., 1621 Jupiter 
Garland, Tex. Phone: (214) 341-
2100. P&A: $2995; 45 to 60 days. 

With a single sweep, a new plug
in YIG-tuned panoramic receiver 
covers 10 to 40 GHz. The model 
PN1014 can plug into Textronix 
560 and letter-series osci lloscopes. 
It uses an electronically swept 
yttrium-iron-garnet bandpass filter, 
which has a decade-tuning range, 
as a preselector, followed by a 
sensitive crystal detector and a 
low-noise video amplifier. 

CIRCLE NO. 348 

GaAs impatt diodes 
lower a-m/fm noise 
Raytheon Co. Micrn State Elec
tronics Opemtion, 152 Floral Ave., 
Murray Hill, N.J. 

A new line of gall ium-arsenide 
avalanche impatt diodes offers 
minimum a-m and fm noise. These 
high-power X and Ku-band diodes 
are designed to give higher de to 
rf efficiencies for high power cw 
levels, with regulated de inputs, 
compared to other solid state 
microwave devices and include 
matched characteristics for inter
changeability and parallel opera
t ion. 

CIRCLE NO. 349 

Ku-band Gunn diodes 
supply noiseless 36 mW 
1larian Solid State Microwave 
Operation, 611 Hans en Way, Palo 
Alto, Calif. Phone: ( 415) 326-4000. 

When inserted properly in a 
tunable microwave cavity, two new 
series of low-voltage gallium
arsenide Gunn-effect diodes deliver 
a typical output of 9 mW (series 
VSU-9206 ) or 36 mW (series VSU-
9202 ) from 12.4 to 15 GHz. Output 
for both series is said to be noise 
free. Maximum threshold bias cur
rent is 750 mA de for the VSU-
9202 units and 500 mA for the 
VSU-9206 ones. 

CIRCLE NO. 350 
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BULOVA 
Can Fill Your 
Magnetic 
Component 
Needs Fast 

• We have ove r 3,200 prints to choose from . 
Should you need something special , we can 
design and produ ce to your specs quickly. 

BULOVA 

fcp 
BULOVA 
FREQUENCY 
CONTROL PRODUCTS 

Elect ronics Division of Bu lova Watch Co. , Inc. 
61-20 Woodside Ave., Woods ide, N.Y. 11377 

For prompt action on your immediate needs 
call Mel Liberman at (212) 335-6000 - Or 

~chec k the MAGNETIC COMPONENT 
type(s) you are interested in and direc t yo ur 
request to -

BULOVA WATCH COMPANY, INC. 
ELECTRON ICS DIVISION 
61-20 Woodside Ave nue 
Woodside. New Yo rk 11 377 

WE'LL SEND YOU OUR LATEST DATA 

D RC Networks 
D Amplitude and Phase (Delay) 

Equalizers 
D Modulators and Demodulators 
D Lumped Constant Delay Lines 
D Discriminator Transformers 
D Band Reject Filters (up to 200 kHz) 

D High Pass Filters (cuto ff down to 10 Hz) 

D Low Pass Filters (c utoff up to so MHz) 

D Band Pass Filters (up to so MHz) 

D Hybrid Transformers 
D High 'Q' Coils 
D Radio Frequency Inductors and 

Transformers (SO kHz to so MHz) 

D Ultrasonic Transformers 
(20 kHz to 50 kHz) 

D Audio Transformers and Inductors 
(0.5-20 cubic inches) 

D Broadband Transformers 
(1 0 kHz to 100 MH z) 

l'r."A~ I E 

F J H.1\1 

ADOHESS 

C I TY STATE 

Z I P PHONE 
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Evaluation 
samples 

Portable labels 
Porta-Packs are new pocket

size books containing self-sticking 
write-on labels for fast on-the-spot 
mar king . Now avai lable as a free 
eva luation sample, these new prod
ucts make iit easy to hand le and 
carry a fu ll supply of labels at a ll 
times. The labels accept wr itten 
information to indicate inspection, 
testing, calibration, number ing, in
ventor y, cod ing or ident if ication . 
Various sizes and assor tments ar e 
avai lab le. W. H. Brady Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 351 

Foam tapes 
Two new fo lders contain actual 

samples of Arnofoam tapes, along 
with detai ls on the tapes' specifi
cations and potent ial applications. 
l\Iade of polyurethane or plasti
cized vinyl, Arnofoam is offe red in 
fou r basic types with th icknesses 
ranging from 1/ 32 to 1/ 2 inches. 
The tapes come in widths from 
1/ 4 to 36 inches. Suggested appli
cations include cushioning, insu lat
ing and protect ion. Arno Adhesive 
Tapes. Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 352 

Masking dots 
Masking discs, called "Kwiky 

Dots," a practical idea for cut
ting mask ing t ime over holes and 
orificies. a re offered as a free 
sample. To use, simply strip off a 
sho1·t string of dots and place the 
fi r st one over t he area to be 
masked. W it h t he index f inger of 
the other hand, press into pos it ion 
and hold as you gently pull to de
tach the rest of t he str ip. T he dots 
easi ly separ ate from t he stri p and 
you are r eady for t he next one. 
By-Buk Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 353 

Long cable tie 
Extra long to accommodate har

nesses up to 0.25 inches in diam
eter , a new Sta-Rap cable tie, the 
SST l.51\I, offel'S a loop tensi le 
strength of 18 pounds min imum. 
T he unit meets t he requirements 
of mi litar y standards MS-3367-4, 
-17821-4, and -18034-4. It is a ll 
nylon a nd can be insta lled either 
by hand or with a tool. Now a free 
eva luat ion sample, t hi s new t ie 
is ava ilable in 11 colors, includ in g 
natural whi te. Panclu it Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 354 
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Design Aids 

Transformer wallet card 
Putting a selection gu ide in a 

n uts he ll , a ha ndy wallet-size plastic 
card contains r eference tab les to 
dete r mine rated li ne amper es fo r 
sin gle-phase dry-ty pe transform
er s . The units range in power from 
1 to 500 kV A with voltages of 120, 
240, 480 and 600 V. Th ree-phase 
transfo r mer s are rated at 3 to 
2000 kV A for 208, 240, 480 and 
600 V. F ederal Pacific E lectric Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 355 

Elastomer guide 
Condens ing bas ic data on 17 

Vib rathane liq u id p repolymers is 
thi s new u1·ethane elas tomers selec
t ion guide. Listed are both poly
es ter a nd polyether t ypes . Product 
appli cations include belting, pads . 
rn ller s, draf t gear, sea ls, wheels. 
diagrams, heel li fts and coatings . 
Also desc ribed are durometer hard
ness va lues and s pecial character is
t ics of the di scussed t ypes . Un i
rnyal Chemi cal. 

CIRCLE NO. 356 

-

IR/wavelength chart 
A new cir cular chart correlates 

infrared wavelen gths to chemical 
compounds . Simply set the cursor 
to an y g iven wavelength, and one 
s ide automatica ll y identifies most 
compounds producing absor pt ion at 
that wavelength. It a lso includes 
the fo rmula to conver t wave
lengths to wavenumber s . The other 
s ide of the chart presents wave
lengths of the main absorption 
bands of 61 classes of chemi cal 
compounds . It is available a t a 
nomina l cost of $3 .00 pe r uni t. 
Ba rnes Eng ineerin g Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 357 
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ANNOUNCING: 

Model CP-5-5 
Price : $145.00 

for IC logic 
These new power modules from ERA 
provide coo/ performance, total pro
tection for specialized use in IC, com
puter , telemetry , strain gauge and 
transistor applications. 

adjustable current limiting and over
voltage protection. 

For extra protection, a special 
burn-in test program at the factory 
assures highest on-the-job reliability 
while compact silicon design means 
space savings in equipment design. 

The Transpac GP series is 
equipped with unique heat sinking for 
cool (71 °C, free air) operation at high 
currents , protects itself and your 
equipment through built-in short cir
cuit protection with instant recovery, 

Compare specs and features -
and use Transpac in your next design. 
Send for catalog showing full line, full 
specs, and low prices. 

Output 
Voltage voe 

3.6 
5 
3.6 
5 
3.6 
5 
3.6 
5 
3.6 
5 

• • 

STANDARD MODELS 
Current@ 

50°C 60°C 71°C Sizes Model Price 
3.2 2.8 2.5 3% x 4 15/ 16 x 614 CP-3P6-2P5 $125.00 
3.2 2.8 2.5 3% x 4 15/ ,. x 6 1/4 CP-5-2P5 $125.00 
6.5 5.7 5.0 3'1s x 4 15/ 16 x 8 15/ 16 CP-3P6-5 $145.00 
6.5 5.7 5.0 3% x 415/1 6 x 815/ 16 CP-5-5 $145.00 

13.0 11.4 10.0 41 s/16 x 71/, x 87/a CP-3P6-10 $185.00 
13.0 11.4 10.0 4 15/16 x 71/, x 8'1a CP-5-10 $185.00 
22.0 19.5 17.0 4 15/1 6 x 71/, x 107/a CP-3P6-17 $230.00 
22.0 19.5 17.0 4' 5/1 6 x 71/2 x 107/a CP-5-17 $230.00 
32.0 28.5 25.0 41 s/16 x 71/2 x 14'1a CP-3P6-25 $310.00 
32.0 28.5 25.0 4 15/1 6 x 71/, x 14'1a CP-5-25 $310.00 

Write today - before you design . 

ERA TRANSPAC CORPORATION 
A Subsidiary of Electronic Research Associates, Inc . 

67 Sand Park Rd ., Cedar Grove , N.J . 07009 (201) 239-3000 
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APPllCatlon 
Notes 

MOS/LSI design 
An MOS/ LSI guide enables any

one with a reasonable knowledge 
of l\IOS fundamentals to design his 
own l\IOS/ LSI circuits. It includes 
electrical characteristics, process 
parameters and implementation 
guidelines for l\IOS devices. In
cluded are tables for item defini
tions. values and dimensions. Oth
er tables show undesirable and al
lowable design situations and sug
gested device input protection. A 
discussion follows on quality ac
ceptance and masks. Cartesian, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 3 58 

Magnetic testing 
The use of magnetic test meth

ods and instrumentation is de
scribed in the latest issue of the 
"Motorgram" (Vol. 49, No. 5) . 
Outlined are various . procedures 
and equipment requirements for 
evaluating the magnetic prnperties 
of electrical steels used in motors 
and transformers. The issue also 
contains a case study of a portable 
recorder that uses several preci
sion fractional-horsepower motors. 
Bodine E lectric Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 359 

Printed circuit design 
A short course on printed circuit 

design is contained in a booklet 
entitled "Printed Circuit Design 
and Documentation." It describes 
a system in which a printed circuit 
designer can communicate circuit 
requirements from the board fab
ricator to the responsible engineer 
for modifications. Included in this 
booklet is a printed circuit layout 
guide and specification sheet in 
tabular form, template diagrams 
and illustrated masking processes. 
High Altitude Products Co . 

CIRCLE NO. 360 

124 

IC stereo decorder 
A six-page construction article 

describes a monolithic integrated 
circuit fm stereo decoder system. 
Designed around an integrated cir
cuit, the decoder provides excellent 
channel separation acrnss the en
tire audio range. It incorporates 
series coils to help assure optimum 
channel separation characteristics. 
J. W. Miller Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 361 

Chemical machining 
The engineering parameters that 

must be considered in designing 
for photofabrication or photo 
chemical machining are thoroughly 
detailed in a 13-page design man
ual. Besides a concise description 
of the process itself, the manual 
talks of problems and their solu
tions, metal properties, and dimen
sions. Fotofabrication Corp. 

CIRC LE NO. 362 

Thin-film measurement 
An eight-page article describes 

two new interference objectives for 
measuring thin-film thickness and 
surface roughness. These objec
tives can be used with almost any 
standard microscope. The booklet 
is amply illustrated with diagrams 
of the equipment and photographs 
of various surfaces. Hacker Instru
ments Inc. 

CIRCL E NO. 363 

Thermal drifts 
Reprints of a recent article en

titled "Minimizing Self-Heating 
Drift in Power Supplies" are 
available. It discusses the common
ly overlooked factor of thermal 
feedback created by heat generated 
in the power supply itself. Load
induced and line-induced thermal 
drifts are considered as direct re
sults of variation in internal tem
peratures of the power supply fol
lowing a change in power dissipat
ed by the supply. Application of 
a compensated amplifier, which 
exhibits freedom from thermal 
transients and has a steady-state 
temperature coefficient approach
ing zero, is described . Deltron, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 364 

Zero-voltage switch 
Primarily used as a trigger cir

cuit for thyristors, the model 
CA3059 zero-voltage switch is a 
multi-stage monolithic circuit. A 
12-page application note shows the 
use of this IC in thyristor power 
switching and control circuits. 
Specific examples include various 
temperature controllers, a differ
ential comparator, and a transient
free switch controller. RCA Elec
tronic Components. 

CIRCLE NO. 365 

Cryogenic metals 
The advantages of low-tempera

ture processing in various metal
lurgical applications is described 
in a new booklet entitled "Metals 
Respond to Ultralow Tempera
tures." It covers many phases of 
low-temperature treatment includ
ing au s ten it i c transformation, 
shrink assembly, as well as advan
tages which may be anticipated. 
This information will be of inter
est to production supervisors, de
sign engineers, and pilot plant op
erations. Cincinnati Sub-Zero Prod
ucts, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 366 
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TlDle control for 
all data systems 

Durant 
Calendar clock 
with electric readout 
The Durant 59005 Digital Clock gives you a wide choice 
of models which supply visual and electrical readout 
in combinations of .hours, minutes, seconds, tenths of 
minutes and thousandths of hours. And, if you wish, 
day of the month and calendar year. 

Simple connections, made on the back panel, pro
vide remote electrical readout. For visual readout, a 
signal holds all figures motionless; time pulses gen
erated during readout are stored and recorded later. 

Durant's 59005 Digital Clock has several mountings 
available. Operates on 115 or 230 volt AC, 50-60 cycle, 
or from your own system's time base generator. For 
full information, write for catalog 90-J, 622 North Cass 
Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 . 

. ~~"* COUNT I CONTROL INSTRUMENTS 
MECHANICAL I ELECTROMECHANICAL I ELECTRONIC 

In Europe: Durant (Europa) N.V. Barneveld, Netherlands 
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ELECTRICAL 

E2B 
Life Tests: 

Electrical impulse E2B count
ers, running at 600 counts 
per minute under laboratory 
conditions, have achieved the 
following-

50,000,000 counts-DC units; 
15,000,000 counts-AC units; 
Testing still in progress. 

Accuracy: Complete reliability 
under variable test conditions. 

Figures : 6-digits, black on 
white. 

Voltages: 115 V. AC; 230 V. AC; 
24 V. AC; and 24 V. DC. (4 watts) 

Drive: New patented reciprocat
ing Delrin verge. 

Mounting: Base or panel mount. 

Face Size: 1.72" W x 1.19" H x 
2.34" D. (Net wt. 5 oz.l 
Recognition: Meets U.L. and 
C.S.A. standards. 

Delivery: Most voltages avail
able from stock. 
Price: $1.85 in OEM quantities. 

Covered by Patent No. 3 ,470,361 

Write tor literature . Application help available. 

{gffe!lfMlcoMPANY 
5306 W . Lawrence Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60630 
PHONE : (312) 282-8787 TELEX: 02-5468 
Representatives in principal cities 
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scr series 
LP@w(OOI 
~ffi[p[p~5©0 
tor high power applications 

Smallest volume per watt 

Low ripple, both voltage & current 

Constant voltage/constant current 

0.1 % constant current regulation 

High efficiency 

Remote programming/mhogramming 

Plug-in circuit boards 

Low output ripple plus constant voltage and current 
makes the SCR Series ideal for a wide range of in
dustrial uses - including CW and pulse lasers, 
capacitor forming, electro plating, battery charging, 
focusing coils for accelerators, aging racks for semi
conductors, electronic memory systems and cryo
genic magnet applicati ons. The SCR Series includes 
standard models with DC outputs of 0-500V, 5-500 
amps, regulating at 0.1 % for both constant voltage 
and constant current, with a price range from $995 
to $1700. Four new 10 KW models which use on ly 
12 W ' of rack space. Rated at 0-20V, 0-40V, 0-50V 
and 0-lOOV priced from $2500 to $2900. 

Our Applications Engineers are always available to 
help you solve your power supply problems. 

For instant E/M power supply information call 
800 - 631-4298 
that's our new WATS Line number. Toll free ... 
dial direct. 
From New Jersey, 201 - 229-8800 
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COMPACT 
POWER 
PACKS 

The new Compact "M " Series 
Power Packs offer you: 
• Rated output voltages from 1000 to 

75,000 DC 
• Rated output currents of 1.5, 5, and 

10 milliamperes 
• Input voltages of 118, 220, 230, and 

240 volts AC 
• Variable output from 0 to rated voltage 
• Input frequency range 50 to 500 CPS 

output ripple 1 %RMS at rated voltage 
• Hermetically sealed construct ion 

Why pay more, and settle for less . .. 
PC's new compact power packs give 
more quality, more versatility, more de· 
pendability, plus smaller size, and best 
of all, most sizes are available in stock 
to meet your immediate needs. 

Write for complete 
information and 
new catalog 
today! ~ 

-~ -----Pfa4tu~, INC. 

2620 N. Clybourn • Chicago 14, Ill. 
DI 8·3735 
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New 
Literature 

. _, ..... -. ··-- "'""""" ·- -

Hard-to-find tools 
Useful hard-to-find tools can now 

be found in a 24-page, fully illus
trated catalog. It contains precise 
and detailed descriptions and ap
plications of each unique tool such 
as tungsten carbide saw blades, 
miniature riffler fi les, torch lamps, 
miniature screws, nuts, bolts, wash
ers, stainless steel pliers and hard
chromed needle fi les. Also included 
are wood working tools, electronic 
tools, jewelers' tools, diamond pen
ci l and glass cutters, unusual 
solders, rust removers, hard-wire 
cutters and glass dr ills . Scores of 
other versatile hand tools and small 
power tools are also shown. Brook
stone Company. 

CIRCLE NO. 367 

Time sharing 
"Time Sharing and You" is the 

title of a free booklet now being 
offered. Designed as an aid to the 
understanding of the computer 
time sharing concept, the booklet 
aims to explain how and why time 
sharing developed, how it works 
and also provides a glimpse of its 
future. The booklet is offered be
cause of a belief that a wider un
derstand ing of computer t ime 
sharing is necessary and desirable. 
Call-A-Computer. 

CIRCLE NO. 368 

Motors 
An expanded and redesigned 

catalog includes stock motors and 
speed controls. In 20 pages it pro
vides data on more than 325 stock 
fractiona l motors and gearmotors 
ranging from 1/ 2000 to 1/4 hp, as 
well as SCR-adj ustable speed / 
torque drive systems. Included are 
14 new gearmotors and enlarged 
photographs, dimension drawings 
and increased type size for easier 
read ing. The line of motor speed 
controls listed include both chassis 
and enclosed types . Also listed is a 
selection of new optional and ac
cessory parts available for use 
with both types of controls. Bodine 
E lectric Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 369 

Engineering tools 
Special purpose s lide rules, cal

culators, kits, books, prec1s 1on 
measuring tools and other infor
mation aids are described in a 32-
page catalog. Besides the many 
items with broad engineering and 
management appeal, products for 
spec ific fields such as mechanical. 
electronic, reliability and fluids 
are covered with special emphasis 
on quali ty control and inspection. 
Info Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 370 

Computer time 
Computer time marketing is the 

subject of a 36-page quarterly 
magazine called "Computer Time 
Report." It analyzes and repor ts 
computer and market trends and 
developments . Listed are computer 
avai labi lities in major cities across 
the nation along with prices and 
special features. Also listed are 
large scale computers avai lable 
coast to coast with configurations 
and prices. Included are sug
gestions for buyers and sellers on 
services in demand and fo r efficient 
use of ti me. T ime Brokers, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 37 1 
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Power conversion 
Features, specifications, modifi

cations and mounting dimensions 
of miniatui·e and subminiature 
power conversion equi pment are 
described in a four-page condensed 
catalog. It covers ac-dc, miniature 
sol id-state de-de and s ubminiature 
three-watt de-de converters. Also 
discussed are de-sine-wave invert
ers, de-de high vo ltage regu lated 
power supplies, miniature power 
transformers, inductors, current 
limiters and fi lters . Bas ic pricmg 
information is inclu ded. Arnold 
l\Iagnetics Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 372 

Instrument journal 
The December 1969 issue of the 

Hewlett-Packard Journal is now 
avai lab le. It contai ns articles on 
wideband network analysis with a 
network analyzer that operates 
from 100 kHz to 110 l\IHz and 
high-impedance probing with a 
500-1\IHz probe. Hewlett-Packard. 

CIRCLE NO. 373 

Power supplies 
A new 12-page catalog detailing 

a selection guide for all types of 
modular power supplies is now 
avai lab le. The catalog shows both 
commercial and off-the-shelf mi li
tary types of power supplies. Pow
ertec Division of Airtronics. 

CIRCLE NO. 374 

Modular components 
Solid state modules for a large 

line of electronic components are 
shown and discussed in a short
form catalog. Included are such 
devices as telemetering systems, 
a / d and d/ a conver ters, osci llators, 
pulse generators, frequency mix
ers, phase detectors and ampli
fiers. Also described are isolators, 
t r :rnsducers, voltage-controlled os
ci llators, discriminators, choppers, 
relays, coi ls and transformers. 
Solid State Electronics Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 375 
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Where can you get 
a package like this all year long? 

RDBINTECH,. 
offers complete printed circuit board 
service from prototype preparation to high 
volume production. 

• Custom engineering to exacting specifications 

• All types of laminates and platings 

• Fabrication 

• Assembly 

• Complete, modern facilities for all aspects of 
printed circuit board manufacture 

Send sketch and your requirements 
for design recommendation and quotation. 

3423 Vestal Road, Vestal, New York 13850 
phone: (607) 798-5011 

Manufacturers of Flexible Shafts and Push-Pull Mechanical Remote 
Controls; Custom Electromechanical Assemblies and Electric Wiring 
Harnesses; Printed Circuit Boards; Shock Control and Vibration Iso
lation Systems. Roe1NTecH 1969 
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ENGINEERS 
• Evaluation and Test 
• Manufacturing 
• Others 

' Automatic Electric , a leading in
novator of computerized elec
tronic switching systems and the 
largest producer of commu:iica 
tions equipment for the inde
pendent telephone industry, ha_s 
numerous entry level and experi 
enced technical positions avail 
able in the following areas: 

EVALUATION & TESTING Elec
tronic and electrical engineers 
to initially learn the design of 
new electronic and computer 
systems and then perform proto
type and/or field evaluat_ion 
thereon. Entry level require
ments - BS degree in EE, ET, 
or computer science with some 
knowledge of programming. 
Higher level posi~ions ~xist for 
those with experience in elec
tronic common control systems. 

MFG. ENGINEERING Degreed 
electronic or electrical engineers 
(new or experienced) initially 
learn new computerized elec
tronic telephone switching sys
tems, design test equipment and 
associated test procedures and 
troubleshoot the mass produc
tion of this equipment. 

Additional Positions currently 
available include: 

• Software and Hardware 
Design Engineers 

• Automation Engineers 

• Ceramic Engineers 

• Switching System 
Planning Engineers 

• Traffic Analyst 

If you are interested in a pro
gressive, growing company that 
offers well equipped modern 
facilities , a policy ·of promotion 
from within , and a pleasant West 
suburban location (15 miles 
from downtown Chicago) , send 
your resume in confidence to: 

. Larry Wisniewski 
Professional Employment Representative 

AUTO MA TIC ELECTRIC 
Subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics 

400 North Wolf Rd ., Northlake, Ill. 60164 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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NEW LITERATURE 

.1111 

Flatpack ICs 
Flatpack hermetic packages for 

housing integrated and hyb r id cir
cuits are fu lly descr ibed in a new 
short-form catalog. The publica
t ion details t he 62 hermetically 
sealed packages and lists t he pack
ages by size. It includes such in
formation as t he number of leads, 
part numbers, base materials and 
mi nimum bonding pad areas. De
ta iled drawings and dimensions of 
23 basic package types with the 
lids and solder preforms are clear
ly shown . Sprague Electric Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 376 

...... -==:: ... -.....,, 

Switches and displays 
Lower-cost lighted matrix di s

plays and switches are described 
in a new 46-page catalog. Descr ib
ed are matrix display/ switching 
systems, fo ur-lamp and single
lamp push-button switches for in
divid ual moun ting, power a nd ro
tar y switches and miniature indi
cator li ghts. Also presented are 
product series features, perform
ance and environmental specif ica
tions dimensioned views, schematic 
diagrams, legend avai labil ity and 
ar rangements, and outli ned draw
ings and exploded views. Staco
switch. 

CIRCLE NO. 377 

Modular power supplies 
Specifications and applications 

on eight modular de sources are 
described in a 12-page catalog. In
cluded are bi-polar operational 
amplifier supp I i es and single
polarity micrologic circuit supplies . 
Also shown a re highly stable dual
polarity un its that develop pre
cis ion reference voltages for a / d 
and d/a converters. Analog De
vices, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 378 

Coaxial transistors 
The design, construction and 

performance of m icrostrip circuits 
us ing coaxial transistors is dis
cussed in a six-page brochure. Two 
circuits are described: a 1.5-GHz 
amplifier which can provide 1.5 
watts of output power with an 8-
dB power gain at 50 % collector 
efficiency; and a 2-GHz ampli fier 
which can provide 1.2 watts of out
put power with a 6-dB power gain 
at 40 % collector eff iciency. RCA 
E lectronic Components. 

CIRCLE NO. 379 

Precision instruments 
A score of precision laboratory 

instruments and components is 
conta ined in a 12-page catalog. In
cluded are such instruments a 
potentiometers, bridges, divider , 
detectors, voltage and resistance 
standards, ac/ dc consoles and pre
c1s10n res istors. Ju lie Research 
Laboratories, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 380 
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SC Rs 
Critical ratings and characteris

tics as well as photos and outline 
drawings of a complete line of sili
con controlled rectifiers (SCRs ) are 
contained in a 16-page catalog. 
Rectif iers listed range in current 
values from 16 to 470 A and volt
age ratings from 25 to 1300 V. 
Also included are high-dv/ dt and 
di / dt types. A complete listing of 
symbols and definitions of terms 
used in SCR data sheets are shown . 
National Electronics, Inc., a Varian 
subsidiary. 

CIRCLE NO. 381 

Instruments 
A condensed 24-page publication 

describes a complete line of elec
tronic test and measuring instru
ments. Products and systems de
scribed include osc illographs, X-Y 
and magnetic tape recorders, sig
nal-conditioning equipment, digital 
multimeters, transducers, biomedi
cal and recording instrumentation, 
and rfi / emi surveillance and analy
sis equipment. Honeywell Test In
strument Div. 

CIRCLE NO. 382 

Audio switches 
A line of multi-channel go/ no

go audio switches are thoroughly 
discussed in a 22-page manual. It 
illustrates these switches as used 
in a udio systems with a technical 
discussion of their operational 
characteristics and shows block 
diagrams and circuit r epresenta
t ions. Specifications and illustra
tions are also included. Gosh In
struments, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 383 

Crystals 

A customer product and infor
mation source on single crystals is 
contained in a new 76-page book
let. It includes product li stings and 
information pertinent to each cr ys
tal such as growth method, struc
tu re and pu rity. Illustrated on each 
page is a breakout of the element 
fro m the period ic table. Alfa 
Crystals, Ventron Materials Div. 

CIRCLE NO. 384 
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Precision X-Y CRT Displays 

• • •• i 
~ . 

Beta builds better. It's as simple as that. Our CRT displays have proven themselves in situations rang
ing from applesauce processing to creating the recently televised Apollo moon pictures. Take our new 
PD1400. It resolves over 4000 elements/ diameter. It can be used for film recorders and readers, flying 
spot scanners, bubble chamber experiments, video recorders, scan converters, even hard copy printers. 

PD900 PD 1100 PD 1200 PD 1400 
Resolvable Elements/ Diameter 
CRT Diameter 

1700 2100 3400 4200 

Maximum Spot Size 
Small Signal Bandwidth 
Settling Time 

5 inches 
0.0025 
1 MHz 
10 µsec 

5inches 
0.002 
1 MHz 
l2µsec 

• ,,. BETA INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
20 Ossipee Road. Newton Upper Fall s. 

5 inches 
0.00125 
1 MHz 
20µsec 

•• 
Massachusetts 02164 I Tel. 617 969-6510 I TWX 710-335-6973 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 95 

7 inches 
0.0015 
1 MHz 
50 µsec 
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10 Hz - 200 MHz 
Output +13 dBm 

ONLY $395 

COMPACT, VERSATILE, 
NEW LABORATORY 

AMPLIFIER 
MODEL 4376 WITH 

ADVANCED CIRCUITRY 

Features Facts 

High Input 
lmpendance 1 M n 10 pf 

Wide Bandpass 10 Hz - 200 MHz 

High Gain 20/40 dB Selectable 

Low Input Noise 60 µV rms 

Wide Dynamic Range 

Input Protection Circu itry 

Ex.tends Range of Oscilloscopes 

and RF Voltmeters 

Packags lncludss Powsr Supply 

~ 

C-COR 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

60 Decibel Road 
State College, Pennsylvania 16801 

(814) 238-2461 

OR SEE EEM CATALOG 
FOR NEAREST REPRESENTATIVE 

INFORMATION RETRIEV AL NUMBER 96 
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NEW LITERATU RE 

Fans 
Precision cooling devices con

sisting of a complete line of fans 
for electronic and other applica
tions are included in a new 16-
page "airmovers" catalog. Includ
ed are complete descriptions, elec
trical specifications and outline 
drawing with mechanical dimen
sions. Boxer, propeller and blower 
fans are shown. IMC Magnetics 
Corp. New Hampshire Division. 

CIRCLE NO. 390 

Film trimming 
An abrasive-jet machining tech

nique which permits trimming 
thick-film resistors, as well as 
thin-film and capacitance trim
mers, is detailed in a 38-page bul
letin . Four abrasive systems are , 
covered with price and specifica
tion lists, as well as on-the-job 
photos. Included in the manual are 
a laboratory unit for prototype 
work and research and design, 
semi-automatic systems with or 
without an indexing table, and a 
fully automatic system. Also in
cluded is a description of a probe 
designed for testing of microcir
cuits. S. S. White Div., Pennwalt 
Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 39 1 

Connectors 
An expanded series of multiple 

coax connectors for rack-and
panel/cable applications is fully 
described in a 52-page catalog. It 
includes completely updated speci
fications, plus application and 
dimensional data for nearly 350 
items of a coax connector series. 
Included is information about 
standard, miniature and submini
ature crimp-type connectors for 
use with coaxial cable, shielded 
wire and twisted pairs. Connector 
blocks with 2 to 156 contact posi
tions, and a full array of accessory 
hardware such as jackscrews, 
hoods and clamps, are described. 
AMP Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 392 

Resistors 
Up-dated technical information 

on vitreous enamel resistors is now 
available in two new bulletins. One 
bulletin covers a family of tab
type resistors in wattage ratings 
from 8 to 210 W. The other de
scribes axial-lead type res istors in 
wattage ratings from 1 through 
11 W. Both bulletins contain com
plete listings of standard resist
ance values and the maximum per
missible current for each res ist
ance rating, as well as complete 
performance specifications for the 
resistors. Sprague Electric Co. 

CI RCLE NO. 3 9 3 

Fluidics 
A complete family of fluidic in

dustrial control modules and asso
ciated mounting manifolds are de
scribed in a 28-page illustrated 
booklet. A two-page introduction 
to fluidics and a two-page explana
tion of basic fluidic technology are 
followed by five pages of compo
nent descriptions. A fold-out chart 
gives symbols and truth tables for 
the various elements and their cor
responding symbols in other tech
nologies. Corning Glass Works. 

CIRCLE NO. 394 

Filters and modulators 
Passive and active electronic 

filters and modualtors are discuss
ed in a 12-page brochure. It de
scribes and illustrates high-pass , 
low-pass, rejection and bandpass 
filters and lumped constant delay 
lines. Included are discussions and 
specifications. KDI Navcor West. 

CIRCLE NO. 395 

IC amplifier array 
Applications of an array of four 

identical amplifiers on a single 
monolithic silicon chip are de
scribed in an eight-page brochure. 
Each amplifier in the array has a 
typical open-loop gain of 58 dB 
and an input impedance of 90 ko. 
The arrays are in a 16-lead dual
in-line package. RCA Electronic 
Components. 

CI RCLE NO. 396 
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COLOR-CODED 
CIRCUITRY 

~ 
~IL TIGHTS 

SWITCHES and 
INDICATORS 

Modular Design for utmost 
Flexibility and Versatility! 

Specify literally millions of different 
units from a few basic parts! Up to 
six color-coded modules per compo
nent. Switches may be activated by 
pushbuttons (flush or mushroom 
heads) or by selectors (knobs, levers, 
wings or keys) ... with or without 
indicator light or auxiliary push- • r-....-"' 
button for test conditions. Ratings: 
10A-300V continuous ... 6A-300VAC 
interrupt ... 1/ 2 A-125VDC resistive 
interrupt. Max. making current 60A 
. . . dielectric withstanding voltage 
2500VAC. Mech. life over 1,000,000 
operations. Available as finished com· 
ponents or modules or sub-assem
blies. Write for Bulletin 32. 

With 
"SNAP ACTION" 

Switch Modules! 

j) ELECTRO SWITCH 
CORP. 

Weymouth Massachusetts 02188 
Telephone: 617/335/ 5200 TWX: 710/388/0377 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 97 

CIRCUIT 
DESIGN 
ENGINEERS 

A leader in inertial navigation 
systems, such as the F14 and 
S3A programs, announces open
ings for circuit design special
ists. BSEE's with 5-10 years 
experience in either platform 
electronic and control systems, 
power conversion · or signal 
processing. 

Please write J. D. Anderson 
5500 Canoga Avenue, 
W()()dland Hills, California 91364 

rn G.UIDANCE & CONTROL 
SYSTEMS DIVISION 
LITTON INDUSTRIES 

An equo1 opportunity employer M/F 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 903 
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Breakthrough· 
in low frequency 

filtering! 
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Frequency in kHz 

A-CASCADE OF 2 lF FILTERS 

a-SINGLE LF FILTER 
x 

New Clevite ceramic bandpass filter 
puts big performance into~ oz. 

Clevite low frequency (LF} ceramic filters-from 9 to 50 kHz-are 
about one-tenth the size and weight of comparable conventional 
types-have narrower. bandwidths, lower insertion loss and greater 
stability. This means you can pack more channels into a given 
portion of the spectrum with less sacrifice in volume and weight. 
They're fixed tuned, so you have no installation adjustments, 
simpler assembly and inspections. 

Typical characteristics : 1 % min. 3 dB pass bandwidth, 20 dB/3 
dB bandwidth ratio not exceeding 13, and passband insertion loss 
less than 5 dB. Stopband attenuation exceeds 30 dB from de to 
above 1 OO_kHz. For even better selectivity they can easily be cas
caded without worrying about matching or big insertion losses. 

All this performance comes in a miniature HC-6/U can that 
weighs just Y., ounce (it's shown here actual size). They're her
metically sealed, iQlmune to environments ... there's no need for 
magnetic shielding:'-And LF filters are independent of the power 
source, so there's no current drain. 

New Clevite LF filters are ideal for low frequency communications 
receivers, control circuits, selective calling systems, underwater 
sound systems and military/navigation systems. Write today for 
full specs and technical data. Piezoelectric Division, Gould Inc., 
232 Forbes Road, Bedford, Ohio 44146, U.S.A. Or : Brush Clevite 
Company, Ltd., Southampton, England. 

GOULD CLEVITE 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 98 
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Electronic Design 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN'S function is: 

• To aid progress in the electronics 
manufacturing industry by promoting 
good design. 

• To g ive the electronic design engi
neer concepts and ideas that make his 
job easier and more productive. 

• To provide a central source of timely 
electronics information. 

• To promote two-way communication 
between manufacturer and engineer. 

Want a subs·cription? ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN is sent free to qualified engineers 
and engineering managers doing de
sign work, supervising design or set
ting stan_dards in the United States 
and Wes tern Europe. For a free sub
scription, use the postfree application 
form inside the back cover. If none is 
included, write to us direct for an ap
plication form. 

If you do not qualify, you may take 
out a paid subscription for $25 a year 
in the U.S.A., $35 a year elsewhere. 
Single copies are $1.50 each. 

If you change your address, send us an 
old mailing label and your new ad
dress; there is generally a prepaid 
postcard for this inside the back cover. 
You will have to requalify to continue 
receiving ELECTRONIC DESIGN free. 

T he accuracy policy of ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN is: 

• To make reasonable efforts to ensure 
the accuracy of editorial matter. 

• To publish prompt corrections when
ever inaccuracies are brought to our 
attention. Corrections appear at the 
end of the Letters column. 

• To refuse any advertisement deemed 
to be misleading or fraudulent. 

Microfilm copies a re available of 
complete volumes of E LECTRON IC DE
S IGN a t $19.00 per volu me, beginning 
with Volume 9, 1961. Work is now 
in process to complete the micr ofi lm 
edition of Volumes 1-8. Reprints of 
individua l a r t icles may be obtained 
for $2.00 each, prepaid ( $.50 for 
each addi t ional copy of t he same 
a rticle) no matter how long the 
a rticle. F or fu r ther details and to 
place order s, cwntact the Customer 
Ser vices Depar tment, U niver sity Mi 
crofilms, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann 
Arbor , Michigan 48106; telephone 
(313 ) 761-4700. 

Want to contact us? If you have any 
comments or wish to submit a manu
script or· article outline, address your 
correspondence to: 
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Howard Bierman, Editor, 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN, 
850 Third A venue, 

New York, N.Y. 10022. 

Design Data from 

Free - New Alvin Template Catalog 
A must for every electronic engineer and drafts
man! The comprehensive 36 page Alvin catalog 
clearly illustrates and describes over 400 tem
plates for practically every use. This template 
catalog is categorized in sections and shows the 
templates used for each field, ie , electrical and 
electronic symbol templates, mechanical engi 
neering templates and many others. Alvin 's 
precision made, time-saving templates cover 
completely the needs of draftsmen and engineers 
in all categories. Send for free catalog now. 

ALVIN & CO., INC. 
611 Palisado Avenue 

Windsor, Connecticut 06095 

High Output/Reliability DC Airmovers 

174 

Illustrated bulletin NT6 describes IMC's new line 
of high output DC Boxer fans. 
Eight models deliver up to 120 cfm, accept DC 
inputs from 12 to 38 Volts. Units are available 
with ball or sleeve bearings ... both patented 
designs rated at 10 or more years life. Integral 
solid-state inverter mates precisely with the qual-
ity proven Boxer (4-11/16-in. sq. by 1-1/2-in. 
.deep). Mounts easily, inside or outside equip-. 
ment enclosures. Requires no extra connections 
or fasteners. 
For complete details ... performance data, di
mensions, electrical and mechanical specifica
tions, applications information .. . send today 
for your free copy. 

IMC Magnetics Corp. 
New Hampshire Division 17 5 

Route 168, Rochester, New Hampshire 03867 

Ubiquitous + 1/3 octave 
Only the Ubiquitous® Spectrum Analyzer makes 
possible 500-point real-time spectra of noise plus 
simultaneous 1 /3-octave for very little more. For 
high speed analysis of noise, vibration and other 
low-frequency random data, and for detection of 
low-level periodic signals buried in noise. All you 
add is the new Option 150A Broadband Adapter -
at less than 1 /2 the price of a separate 1 /3-
octave analyzer, less than 1/4 the cost of a com 
puter approach. Additional features include: wide 
coverage, from 0.1 Hz to 40,000 Hz; high ac
curacy and repeatability through digital integra-
tion ; preferred center frequencies and filter 
shapes; 1/ 2 -octave and octave analysis also in
cluded; CRT or X-Y plotting in log or linear scales. 

Federal Scientific Corporation 
a subsdiary of Elgin National Industries, Inc. 

615 West 131st Street, New York, N.Y. 10027 176 
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Manufacturers 
Advertisements of book lets, brochures, catalogs and data sheets. To order use Read er-Ser v i ceCard. 

(Adver t isement) 

Quality Fasteners For All Designs 

.· ! f : .. 

q,:.2'.!~~· 
.,.,_,-::-

,/ 

........... _.. __ ,_ 
:::...-=:-.-=··-·-

This 8-pag~ catalog provides design data on the 
complete group of DZUS 1/4-turn self-locking 
fasteners for standard, high speed and panel ap
plications, as well as universal high strength 
multiple thread fasteners for high tensile and 
shear stresses. Dzus stud assemblies, wire forms 
and receptacles offer an exceptional, wide variety 
of combinations from stock to fit specific fasten
ing requirements. Diagrams and tables give full 
details for rapid, unlimited design seltction. Con
densed or complete Catalog available on request. 

Dzus Fastener Co., Inc. 
425 Union Boulevard 177 West Islip, L. I., N. Y. 11795 

Free: Fiberglass Laminated Insulator Brochure -, 
CUSTOM 
MOLDING 

~i~®wmJ~OO®® iOOllUilDllilm® 

For Electrical and Mechanical Applications 
;, . 

Four page brochure presents procedures and ap
plications for Custom Molded fiberglass laminated 
electrical insulation components. Specially mold 
ed glass epoxy and silicone insulators solve prob
lems better than fabrications from sheet stock, 
tapes , paste-ups, or coatings in tough Aerospace, 
Marine, and Commercial applications. Thicknesses 
from .003" offer strength and shock resistance. 
Prototype tooling from $60.00. Standard line of 
tubing for coil and potting forms also available. 
Write for literature and samples. 

Stevens Products Inc. 
128 North Park Street 

East Orange, N. J. 07019 
201-672-2140 178 

1970 Electronic Components Drafting Aids Catalog 
Free Catalog! Free Samples! Exciting innovations 
in pressure-sensitive electronic component draft
ing aids and methods are detailed in the new 
1970 edition of the combined Bishop Technical 
Manual and Catalog 104A. 
68 illustrated pages of over 15,000 multi -pad 
configurations, symbols, tapes, sequential refer
ence designations plus hundreds of time-and
money-saving hints in making artwork for PC 
boards. Includes instructions for using the in 
dustry's only red and blue tape system for mak
ing two-sided boards in perfect registration . 
Send now for tree Catalog 104A and free samples. 

Bishop Graphics, Inc. 
7300 Radford Avenue 

North Hollywood, California 91605 
(213) 982-2000 Telex: 674672 

ELECTRON IC D ESIGN 2, January 18, 1970 
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I C BREADBOARD 
AND TEST PANELS 

TIME SAVING • FLEXIBLE 

PANELS FOR: 
Flat Packs 
T0-5 Case size units 
Dual-In-Line packages 

Solderless interconnection concept throughout 
10 to 50 patterns standard 
Fast loading and operation - easy IC interchangeability 
Single pattern units provide interchangability of all three packages 
Power and ground connection at each pattern 
Panel plugs into 36 position edge connector with contacts spaced on 
.156 centers 

• 61/s'' x 17%" panels (50 patterns) 

AU6Al .. ,. 
Request IC Folder 

Tel: 617/ 222-2202 

31 PERRY AVE., ATTLEBORO, MASS. 02703 
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INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 101 

. .. not a 

of a doubt ... 

BURNS & TOWNE EPOXYS 
............... & Towne has a wide selection ol 

le low cost NPN and PNP Silicon 
IBnc•e..Epitaxil Transistors lor amplifier 

lfcbing appllcalions 

HIGH·SPEED 

NPN 

2N3646 2N4275 
2N4274 2N5134 

•HIGH-SPEED 
• HIGH-FREQUENCY 

HIGH-FREQUENCY 

NPN 

2N3563 
2N3564 

CALL OR WRITE FOR FULL SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICE DATA 

-

CONTACT FRED SEIGEL 

BURNS & TOWNE, INC. T 550 OLD COUNTRY ROAD 
HICKSVILLE, L.I., N.Y. 11801 TEL (5161 935·0522 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 99 
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lie t~ermistors Vf CO ~ro~uces 
Will suffer a lot of a~uses. ~ 

T~ey ~uic~ly ~efeat 
Any pro~lems of ~eat 

In Mil. & ln~ustrial uses. * 
Got a special thermistor application problem? Victory Engineering's 
complete lines of thermistor disks and rods are manufactured to 
meet or exceed MIL-T-23648 standards. Instant response coupled 
with precision measurement makes them ideal for temperature 
control uses, such as transistor circuitry. VECO produces positive 
and negative temperature coefficient thermistors in a wide range 
of body styles and resistance values. Every Victory thermistor is 
backed by a long-held reputation as the industry leader solely 
devoted to the research, development and manufacture of tern· 
perature and voltage sensitive components. 

*ENGINEERS ARE INVITED TO SUBMIT VECO LIMERICKS. BEST Will RECEIVE A VECO 
THERMISTOR DESIGN KIT AND/OR HAVE LIMERICK APPEAR IN FUTURE ADVERTISING. 

VICTORY ENGINEERING CORPORATION 
VICTORY ROAO, SPRINGFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07081 • (201) 379-5900 • TWX 710-983-4430 
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4000 COUNT 
DIGITAL PANEL METER 

s19soo* 
Computer Products' new DP400 series digital panel 
meter measures DC voltage with extreme accuracy: 

.053 ±Yi count ... and with 4000 count resolution. It's priced with the DPMs and performs with 
the DVMs. Using revolutionary encoding techniques, it offers 8 voltage ranges (200mV to 400V) 
and 6 current ranges (2mA to 400mA) with internally selectable decimal point position. 

The DP400 series' styling will enhance the appearance of your system. All this, and behind
panel space required is only 2.5" x 3.0" x 4.2". 

As if that weren't enough, DP400s have remote display capabilities. 

The temperature coefficient of the DP400 series is .0053/°F and the operating temperature range 
is 30° to 140°F. 

In quantity orders, the DP400 series is available for measuring AC voltage and resistance. 

GUARANTEED SHIPMENT 15 TD 30 DAYS ARO I We also make: OP-AMP and logic power supplies, 
Prices 1-3 4-9 *10-29 pulse generators, D/ A and A/ D converters and 

$222 $206 $196 decimal display modules (with counter). 
Call or write for complete information on our entire line 

Computer Products, Inc. • P.O. Box 23849 Ft. Lauderdale,_ Florida 33307 • 305-565-9565 
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Information Retrieval service 
All products, design aids (DA), application notes (AN), new literature (NL), and reprints (R) 
in this issue are listed here with Page and Information Retrieval numbers. Reader requests 
will be promptly processed by computer and mailed to the manufacturer within three days. 

Category Page IRN Category Page IRN Category Page IRN 

Components instruments (NL) 127 373 tools (NL) 126 367 
annunciator system 104 259 instruments (NL) 128 380 tools (NL) 126 369 
components (NL) 127 375 instruments (NL) 129 382 tubing shrinker 117 294 
connectors (NL) 131 392 oscilloscopes, 3 -in . 107 265 wire twister 117 293. 
crysta Is (NL) 129 384 power converters (NL) 127 372 
elastomer guide (DA) 123 356 power supplies (NL) 127 374 
fans (NL) 131 390 signal source 110 270 
I Cs, flatpack (NL) 128 376 tester, FET 107 264 New Literature indicators , panel 105 261 testing, magnetic (AN) 124 359 
lamp assembly 102 253 test set, dBm / kHz 110 269 amplifiers, IC 130 396 
light, indicating 102 251 voltmeter / phasemeter 109 268 components 127 375 
motors (NL) 126 369 VTVM 110 271 computer time 126 371 
power components (NL) 127 372 wiring test system 108 266 connectors 131 392 
push -button module 104 260 crystals 129 384 
relay , dry-reed 102 256 Microwaves fans 131 390 
relay , fluidic 104 257 altimeter, radar 121 346 film trimming 131 391 
relays , latching 104 258 amplifier, linear 120 345 filters 130 395 
relays, plug-in 102 252 amplifier, uhf power 120 344 fluidics 130 394 
SCRs (NL) 124 381 diodes, impatt 121 349 ICs, flatpack 128 376 
storage tube 101 250 diodes, Ku-band 121 350 instrument journal 127 373 
switch , dry-reed 102 254 infrared chart (DA) 123 357 instruments 128 380 
switch, push-button 102 255 receiver, YIG-tuned 121 348 instruments 129 382 
switch , rf limit 105 262 transistors, power 121 347 motors 126 369 
switches (NL) 128 377 transistors, rf power 120 342 power conversion 127 372 
switches, audio (NL) 129 383 transmitter, S-band 120 343 power supplies 127 374 
transistors (NL) 128 379 resistors 130 393 

SC Rs 129 381 
supplies, modular 128 378 

Modules & Subassemblies switches 128 377 
Data Processing amplifier, operational 114 282 switches, audio 129 383 
computer time (NL) 126 371 comparators, voltage 114 398 time sharing 126 368 
coupler, data 116 287 converter, a Id 113 280 tools , engineering 126 370 
joystick, graphic 116 290 converter, synchro 114 283 tools, hard-to-find 126 367 
memory, core 116 288 divider, analog 114 397 transistors 128 379 
memory, mass 116 289 modules, supply (NL) 127 374 
printer , 1/ 0 115 284 power modules (NL) 127 372 
recorder, clock 115 285 power supply modules 113 281 
tape system 115 286 supplies, modular (NL) 128 378 IDDliCation Notes time sharing (NL) 126 368 switches , audio (NL) 129 383 

decoder, stereo IC 124 361 
machining, chemical 124 362 
metals , cryogenic 124 366 

ICs & Semiconductors 
Packaging & Materials MOS LSI design 124 358 
cable tie (ES) 122 354 PC design 124 360 

decoder, IC (AN) 124 361 cards, IC test 118 296 switch, zero-voltage 124 365 
drivers , memory 112 278 coating, latex 119 340 testing, magnetic 124 359 
film trimming (NL) 131 391 connectors (NL) 131 392 therma I drifts 124 364 
I Cs, flatpack (NL) 128 376 crystals (NL) 129 384 thin -film measurement 124 363 
memory, read-only 112 275 dots , masking (ES) 122 353 
MOS LSI design (AN) 124 358 gaskets , rfi 118 298 
rectifiers , 750-mA 112 277 labels , portable (ES) 122 351 
rectifiers, 3 -A 112 276 machining (AN) 124 362 Design Aids rectifiers , 100-A 112 279 metals, cryogenic (AN) 124 366 
SCR, 1500-A 111 273 pastes, cermet 119 299 elastomer guide 123 356 
SCRs (NL) 129 381 PC design (AN) 124 360 infrared chart 123 357 
switch, IC (AN) 124 365 socket, interface 118 297 transformer guide 123 355 
thin films 124 363 sockets , DIP 118 295 
transistors (NL) 128 379 solder creams 119 341 
triacs, 15-A 111 274 tapes , foam (ES) 122 352 

Evaluation samn1es 
cable tie 1£'.L 354 

Instrumentation Tools & Engineering Aids dots, masking 122 353 
amplifier, low-noise 110 272 abrasive pencil 117 292 labels, portable 122 351 
converter, ac-to-dc 109 267 film trimming (NL) 131 391 tapes, foam 122 352 
counter/ DVM 106 263 pliers, pneumatic 117 291 
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<1%customer 
ejection rate! 

Less than 1 % customer rejection for a// 
causes. That's the record established by Dale 
T-Pots. Consider the savings this can bring 
you in time, paper work. Then consider the 
added efficiency of consolidating more of 
your buys at this versatile source. Almost 50% 
more models added in two years. Military 
(RT-10, 11 , 12, 22, 24), Industrial, Commercial 
.. . wirewound and film elements. All are very 
competitively priced. Check today and find 
out. We can deliver them quickly-and you 
won 't have to seAd them back. 

MILITARY GRADE T-POTS 
600 Serles: Mil. Equiv. RT-10; 10fl 
to 1 OOKfl , :!:5%; 1 watt at 70°C, derated 
to Oat 175°C; .18 H x .32 W x 1.00 L. 

1200 Series: Mil. Equiv. RT-11 ; 10fl 
to 1 OOKfl, :!:5% ; 1 watt at 70°C, de rated 
to Oat 175°C; .28 H x .31Wx1 .25 L. 

1600 Series: Mil. Eq uiv. RT-12; 10fl 
to 1 OOKfl, :!:5%; 1 watt at 7CJ'C, derated 
to Oat 1is0 c; .19 H x .32 W x 1.25 L. 

5000 Series: Mil. Equiv. RT-22; 10fl 
to 50Kfl, :!:5% ; 1 watt at 70°C, derated to 
0 at 175°C; .19 or .22 H x .50 W x .50 L. 

5800 Series: Mil. Equiv. RT-24; 10fl to 
50Kfl, :!:5%; 1 watt at 70°C, derated to O at 
175°C; .145 or .150 H x .375 W x .375 L. 

COMMERCIAL GRADE ECONO-TRIM T-POTS 
WIREWOUND ELEMENT 
2300 Series: Sealed/Unsealed ; 10fl to 50Kfl, :!:10%; 0.5 watt at 
25°C, derated to Oat 105°C ;· .36 H x .28 W x 1.00 L. 

2400 Series: Sealed/Unsealed ; 10fl to 50Kfl, :!:10%; 1 watt at 
~ 4CJ'C, derated to 0 at 125°C; .31 H x .16 W x .75 L. 

urr-i" FILM ELEMENT 

8300 Series: Sealed/ Unsealed; 1 Of! to 2 Meg., :!:10% 1 OOfl thru 
SOOK, :!:20% all other values ; .75 watt at 25°C, derated to O 
at 1os0 c; .36 H x .28 w x 1.00 L. 

8400 Series: Sealed/ Unsealed; 10fl to 2 Meg ., :!:10% 100fl thru 
SOOK, :!:20% all other values ; .75 watt at 25°C, derated too 
at 12s0 c; .31 H x .16 w x .75 L. 

INDUSTRIAL GRADE T-POTS 
WIREWOUND ELEMENT 
100, 200, 300 Series:10fl to 100Kfl. 

100 Series: :!:5%; 0.8 watt at 7CJ'C, derated to 0 at 135°C. 
200 Series: :!:1 0%; 0.5 watt at 7CJ'C, derated to 0 at 105°C. 
300 Series · :!:15%; .25 watt at 70°C, derated to O at 85°C 
Dimensions 22 H x .31 W x 1.25 L (also 1 32 L for 100, 200 ). 

1100 Series:10fl to 100Kfl, :!:10%, 1 watt at 70°C, derated 
to Oat 175°C, .28 H x .31 W x 1 25 L. 

Call 402-564-3131 for complete information or write for Catalog B 

DALE ELECTRONICS, INC., 1328 28th Ave., Columbus, Nebraska 68601 
In Canada, Dale Electronics Canada, Ltd . • A subsidiary of The Lionel Corporation 
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OTA-NEW DIMENSION 
IN OP AMPS FOR 

THE CREATIVE DESIGNER 

Here's the IC design breakthrough that may change your en
tire approach to op amps. In the CA3060, RCA brings you a 
monolithic array of three independent Qperational .Iranscon
ductance _6mplifiers and a bias regulator with features that 
will send you back to the drawing board on current designs 
and start a new chain of ideas for the future. You can exter
nally adjust the supply current for each amplifier over the 
range from 10 1,A to 1 mA. Al the low end of this range , you can 
have three amplifiers working for you on less than 300 ,..watts. 

The CA3060 has the characteristics of classical op amps with 
the added feature of externally variable transconductance 
(g. ). Hence, open-loop voltage gain is a function of g. R,. 
Think about ii and look into ii for applications calling for low
power op amps, active fillers, gyrators, mixers, modulators, 
or multipliers. Price $5.95 (1000 units) in 16-lead dual-in-line 
ceramic package (lull military temperature range -55°C to 
+ 125°C). 

Typical Highlight Parameters (Per Amplifier) 

Amplifier Bias Current 

Supply Voltage 
Power Consumption 
Input Bias Current 
Transconductance (g.) 
Output Resistance 

±2to±6V 
:::; 100 ,,w 
33nA 
380 1,mho 
200M!l 

± 2to±6V 
:::; 10mw 
2500 nA 
35mmho 
2M!l 

(No compensation required in many applications) 

For further information, contact your local RCA Representa
tive or your RCA Distributor. For technical bulletin, File No. 
404, write RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineer
ing, Section F· l ·2/CA 24, Harrison, N. J. , 07029. In Europe : 
RCA International Marketing, S. A., 2-4 rue du Lievre, 1227 
Geneva, Switzerland. 
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